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Couples to Play Golf

Zeeland School

At Legion Course Friday

Voters Discuss

What

to Build

Board Asks New

Next
Gym,

But Some Want Junior
High; Wiersma Elected

ZEELAND
to builfl a

new

Causing Protest

Recommend Delay

In

junior high building
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and Kathlyn Sue. The

relieve

Grab Your Rod and

Geer-

Park May Get

Jumbo Perch Run

Line,

Is

On

Sunday

Say Peace and Quiet

Health Group Probably

Shattered by Outboards

Will Set

ALLEGAN

(Special)—High pow-

a tempest in Allegan county's num

erous lakes.

ROOM FOR ONE MORE —

Prof. Lawrenc* Green, left, and Prof.
Lambert Ponstein of the Hope College faculty find Mrs. Bert
Selles of 119 East 18th St. a willing supporter of their campaign
to find rooms for 150 new Hope men students. Mrs. Selles has
never before had college students staying in her home, but has
graciously consented to take one new enrollee during the
housing emergency. Several Hope housing units are being torn
down to make room for a new men's dormitory, which will house
300 students. Any persons interested in rooming students are
asked to call 3111 during the day or 9865 evenings.

have complained to state and county.

law

officers that big,

new

out-

the peace and quiet of their sum-

mer

retreats.

SheriffWalter Runkel said com-

(Special) -Silver dol-

were becoming as common
greenbacksand western straw
hats were the "uniform of the
day" this week as Allegan residents
began to get in the mood (or the
11th annual Michigan Western
Horse show to be held here Saturday and Sunday, July 16 and 17.
Saturday noon more than 50 area
horsemen saddled up for a preview parade through the business
district.Ponies from a nearby
stable! were provided as mounts
for a number of youngsters who
lars

.

smiles happily at her new twins,
girls were born Saturday at Holland Hospital.Besides the twins, Mr. and Mrs. Looman.
who live on route 1, have two other daughters, Sharon Gayle, 8,
and Nancj' Kay,
(Sentinelphoto)

Marlene Ann

present congestion in the high

Board President Henry

But

board motor boats have shattered

a

school and junior high.

Show

Vaccine Shots

Fishermen, Cottagers

Fishermen and cottage owners

three-yearterm on the Zeeland
School Board. He received 78 votes
to 21 for Max De Free and 1 for
Albert Vanden Brink.
Superintendent of School Julius
Schipper presented the Board’s
recommendationsfor
new
$450,000 building which would include a gymnasium, three classrooms and specialrooms for shop,
band anti home economics.

The new rooms would

In

Allegan Lakes

ered motor boats are stirringup

ed at the annual meeting of
School District No. 1, Zeeland,
Monday1 night
Before the discussion. Adrian
Wiersma was reelected to another

CENTS

PRICE TEN

Meffeal Staffs

(Special) -Whether

or a new gymnasium was discuss-

-

Noisy Speedboats

Grab

your wives and golf clubs.
That's the word from the American Legion Golf Course toda^ as
it announced the second Mr. and
Mrs. nine-holeevent of the season
for Friday night.
Prizes will be awarded tr couples for performances in various
categories. Tee-off time is between 4:30 and 6:30 and matches
will be played in foursomes.
All those interestedin having a
light supper following golf should

A

The News Has Been

Constructive Booster foe

plaints about reckless and noisy
boaters reached an all-time high
within the past two weeks.
Pressed by residentsof Hutchins
Lake, the Clyde twnship board is
considering the enactment of an
ordinance which would restrict the
lake to boats with five horsepower
motors or less. At present, 25
horsepower motors are not uncommon.
The Clyde board might run into
trouble enforcingsuch an ordiSix yachts from the Macatawa
nance, however, since part of HutBay Yacht Club will sail in thejr
chins lake lies within Ganges townlongest race of the Season this

6

In

MBYC

Boats Will Sail

Chicago-to-Mackinac

if

Supplies Arrive,

Up Progtam

Betause of the delay in the
Salk Polio vaccine program and
no definiteassuranceas to when
it will be available,the medical
staffs of Holland and Grand Haven hospitalshave recommended to
the Ottawa County Health Department that it postpone the program
until school opens in the

fall.

% '

The Health Department would
like to conform with the request
However, should the vaccine arrive for thosf* children who are In
the study group, the Health Department will be expected to set up
a program for its immediate administration.It is expectedthat
the vaccine received by the Health
Department will be availableonly
if offered in clinicsand only to
those children who have begun the
treatment
Response to the vaccine Is not
immediate,and protectionat best
is about 60 percent and in some
instances up to 80 percent, as
shoWn by the latest reports from
study groups.
The program ill on a voluntary
basis. No child will be Inoculated
without the parent’s request. Children will be carefullychecked for
illness before being given the vac-

lings told the audience that the
"Jumbo Perch"— a cry that is
final $15,000would be paid off on
eagerly awaited by fishing enSifter
the Lincoln Elementary School
thusiasts— went up today at the
ship.
Fire
this year.
rode in the parade.
Holland breakwater.
Runkel said a new state law weekend.
Bonds for that school were auThe
show, one of the largest in
Cut feet and stubbed toes may
Early morning fishermen returnprovides for $100 fines and 90 day
They will race in the 48th anthorued in 19-19 for a period of nine
be a thing of the past at Holland ed with buckets-full of good sized the midwest, is being sponsored jail sentences for persons convicted
years, but they will be redeemed
nual Chicago-to-MackinacIsland
by
the
Allegan
Elks
lodge
as
a
of reckless,motorboat operating.
State Park if a new beach sweep- perch as well as a few cisco. As
in six.
benefit for its needy children’s
jaunt which starts Saturday
reports of the run got around
cine.
State police recently made two
It was pointed out that funds ei demonstratedrecently for Park
crowds on the pier increased rap- fund, money for which goes for arrests under this law at Big Lake morning at 8 for the smallest BURNIPS (Special)
The reports on the value and
Fire
of
for the new buildingcould be Manager Clare Broad can be
clothing at Christmas. This is the
idly.
safety of the vaccine have been
in Watson township, hut all officers craft.
undetermined
origin
Tuesday
swept
availablestarting next year if brought into action.
It's a 33-mile race and with good
The jupibo run occurs annually second consecutive year the show agree that arcstingviolators of the
questioned, but, regardless of the
district residents would vote to
has been held at the Allegan fairwind the yachts could arrive by through a hay-filledham on the problems which have occurred,
Broad and his aides had a look during the middle of July, lasting
law
is very difficult.
maintain the present tax rate.
grounds.
about 10 days to two weeks if
Most complaints come from fish- Monday. * If it's calm, however, farm* of Mrs. Albert Brenner, one studies which are being carried
The gymnasium would be 50 by at movies Weanesday of a new
weather conditionsare favorable. California,Texas and Pennsyl- ermen who object to having the some of them may not sail the and three-quarters miles north- on by the National Foundation and
85 feet and would have a seating type sand sifter developed in Calvania horsemen— as well as those
big boats stirring up the water length of Lake Michigan until west of Burnip. It completely level- the U.S. Public Health Service,
capacity of 1,200. The building ifornia that, accordingto Broad,
from most of the midwestem states
ed the building.
which have been submitted to the
and, as they claim, scaring the Wednesday.
would be built northeast of the
—are expected to be among the
Despite the heavy loss, only par- public by press and radio, give
"could possibly end one of our
Up until a few years ago, it was
fish.
present high school on the Wichers
more than 500 on hand with their
Softball Tilts
Bulk of complaintshave come widely known as the longest fresh tially covered by insurance, fire- assurancethat the vaccine Is of
major problems."
property recently purchased.
entries when the show opens Satfrom
the county’s larger lakes like water sailing race. But a group of men pointed out it was fortunate definite value, and added preA few persons countered the Demonstrated by Leonard L.
urday.
Dumont, Green, Eagle, Hutchins, Lake Erie yachtsmen established 15 to 20 head of cattle, .normally cautions are being taken to assure
Board's proposal, however, by Moore, retired California ranger,
Prizes and trophies totaling
an event that is about five miles in the barn, were out in the pas- safety of the vaccine. RecomGun and Miner.
pointing to the need for a new
for
$2,200 are being offered.
the caterpillar tractor-drawn rig
mendationsfrom the study group*
longer to take that distinction ture at the time.
Green
Lake
has
been
a
weekend
junior high building. They said the
Events scheduled for Saturday
Firemen from S^lem township indicate that In spite of the miniscoops
up
from
one-half
inch
to
trouble
spo»,
according
to
Runaway.
building has nine classrooms now
The two best softballteams in afternoon and evening and Sunday kel. because 'the power boats that
According to MBYC members, and the voluntary • unit fr0m Bur- mal hazards accompanying the
and that at least six more will be six inches of sand, sifts it and
afternoon are expectedto provide
Holland
against
the
two
best
from
had made their headquarterson the Chicago-to-Mackinacclassic nips respondedto the 12:45 p.m. inoculations,(he vaccination proneeded in the next 10 or 12 years. levels it out again.
the greatest interest for the genReed's Like. Grand Rapids, mov- still has it all over the Lake Erie alarm. Autliorities were investigat- gram should be continued.
Grand
Rapids.
"This sifter will pick up cigar“Are we building for spopts oi
eral public.There will he a large
ing the possibilitythat children
ed
their operations to Green after run in national prestige.
ette butts, small shells or glass
education?” one person asked.
That’s the attractive double- number of spotted western horses
playing in the bam or defective
Reed's
Lake
was
closed
to
them.
Between
5P
and
60
boats
are
that
you
just
can’t
pick
up
with
Proponents for a new junior
hcadrr that the City SoftballLea- competing in contest and speed
wiring wai reiponslble for the
scheduled
to
leave
from
the
Van
high buildingsaid that a new gym- a rake," explained Moore.
events in addition to Quarter HorBuren St. gap from 8 a.m. until blaze.
Now in operation at Santa Cruz gue has lined up for a special ses, Arabians. Morgans and Pal- Miss Shirley
nasium would rpean a wait of 8
program Friday night at Van
1:45 p.m., the starting time for
or 10 years for junior high con- beach in California,the sifter will
ominos. The show is approved by
Tongeren Field.
Class A boats such ns Hugh SchadHonored
at
Shower
struction, which they said was too be used next year at most CaliforLewis I. Miles Dies
“Attendance has been terrible the American Quarter Horse asdelee's Hilaria and the Revenge
nia state parks and at parks
long.
at
sottball games this year,” a sociation.
Miss
Shirley
Bouwman.
brideof Commodore Harold Sears and Alter Long Illness
Those in favor of a new gym throughout the Midwest.
Clayton Hulett. of Mason, and
league official said. “We hope the
C.W. .BUsell.
pointed to the lack of recreational Basically the sifter is an eight
WayM
Dennis,
tl
WlwnMt.
“n
people will at least oome out to
GRAND HAVEN (Spedall
Lewis I. Miles, 59, died at HolThe Hilflria made the best showfacilities m the present building. foot drum with paddles on the
have been named as judges. Helen shower held Friday evening at the
Wayne Lee Strong,16, of 487 136th
see these top-flight games.”
ing among MBYC boats last year, land Hospital early this morning
They said a new gym would be a side to scoop up, the sand which is
Ave., Holland who failed to appear
Battling at 7 will be the league- J. Colip, South Bend, well known Johnson Park Shelter House in
finishingsecond in its class.
valuable step in combating juven- then shaken over a screen.
after a long illness. He lived at
in Ottawa Circuit Court Monday
leading
Hulst
Brothers
against as an organist for American horse Grand Rapids.
Chicago boats won the big
Clearing a 19 foot wide path, the
ile delinquenty.
Stcolcase of Grand Rapids which shows, will play throughoutthe
Dinner was served and games awards last year, with the Tal- .38 East 18th St. Mr. Miles was or a charge of attemptedarmed
Also announced by the Board sifter can clear 8,000 surface yards
various
events.
.
is in second place in the Class A
were played, with duplicate prizes tohna lending the first division and bom in West Olive to the late Mr. robbery, was picked up by officer*
were plans for tearingdown one of an hour— with only two men needLocal committees, made up of awarded. Host and hostess for the
Sportsman’sleague with a 14-2
and Mrs. fra Miles and had lived July 13 and brought to Grand Hathe Fleetwoodheading the second
the school-owned houses at Lincoln ed to .operatic it.
more than 100 area residents,in- event were Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
record.
in this community all his life. He ven.
Biggest
advantage
of
the
new
division.
School to make room for a sidts
clude Mrs. A. P. Brachman as Van Hoven. parents of the groom.
was
employed at Holland Furnace Arraignedat noon today, he enAt
8:13,
second-place
VFW
of
development, however, is the price.
Other MBYC boats entered this
walk.
chairman of presentationsand Mrs. Refreshmentswere served buffet
Co. for 37 years until his retire- tered a plea of guilty and hli $250
the
City
League
will
clash
with
Costing
about
$5,000
it
competed
year
are
Hollis
M.
Baker's
WhisThe Rev. Harold Englund. pastor
Carlton Whitacre in charge of stage
ment a year and a half ago be- bond was continued until he apper IV. Clarke Field's Reverie,
of the Second Reformed Church, with other inventionscosting from the Grand Rapids Teamsters who decorations. Winford Nichols is style during the social evening.
are in first place in the SportsGuests at the shower included W.D. Nansen's Rarotonga and cause of ill health. He was a mem- pears for dispositionJuly 27 at 10
decried the lack of language in- $10,000 to $85,000.
show manager. Clifton Schelhas is Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwman, Mr.
ber of First MethodistChurch,
•
Officalsof the MichiganDepart- man’s League with an amazing
Charles Phelps’ Corvette.
struction in Zeeland High School,
show chairman and Mrs. Nichols and Mrs. Jacob Bultema and Miss
Strong, together with two other
Sun iving besides the wife, Eliz15
1
mark.
and asked that authoritiesstudy ment of Conservation are considerabeth, are one daughter,Mrs. 16-year-oldyouths of Holland,- had
Steelcase won the Grand Rap- is show secretary.
Alberta Bultema, Mr. and Mrs.
the situation in light of the present- ing including one in the new budGeorge (Loisi Stejskal, of Hol- been waived to CircuitCourt from
Miss
Ida
Brouwer
Dies
ids
city
championship
in
both
1952
John
Bultema,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilday importanceof modern langu- bet, expecting that one is enough
land: four sons, Raymond A., of Probate Court, after they allegedto shuttle between the various and 195? and relies on veteran Harvey De Vries Presides liam Dykstra, Mr. and Mrs. Harry At Forest Grove at 80
ages.
Holland,FredrickJ., of Detroit, tried to hold up John Hcndricka
Mol
Inglsma
on
the
mound.
Hondorp,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E
1 z e
parks
on
the
state’s
western
shoreAt present, only Latin is taught
The Teamsters,defending city As Lion Club President
Harkema. Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius ZEELAND (Special)—Miss Ida Richard K. and Donald I., at at his sendee station in Zeeland
line.
in Zeeland High School.
champions, have a phenomenal
Postema. Mr. and Mrs. J o h n Brouwer, 80, died at the home- of home; 10 grandehidren: four sis- June 25.
Strong,who said he was awaiting
Harvey De Vries presided over Slobe, Mr. and Mrs. Albert her nephew and niece, Mr. and ters. Mrs. Frank Cherven, Mrs.
record. They had a 28-game winFour Get Minor Injuries
ning streak going until two weeks his first meeting as president of Korsky, Mr and Mrs. Henry Mrs. Paul Brouwer, route 2, Hud- Myrtle Kic-vit, both of Holland, official notice to appear in court
ago when they were beaten. 1-0. the Holland Lions Club Tuesday Jobse, Mr and Mrs. Jay Baar, Mr. sonville (Forest Grove) early this Mrs. Warren Miles, of Lament, Monday, told the judge here that
When Car Hits Tractor
In 1953 they were .Michigan
and Mrs. John Douwstra,Mr. and morning following a long illness. and Mrs. William Van Draght, of he didn't like the idea of a holdup
like to "chicken out.”
GRAND HAVEN (Special) - Class A championsand were run- night, as members neard a report Mrs. John Oostcrhaven,Mr. and She had been in the vicinity of Port Sheldon: three brothers. butThedidn’t
other two youths. Louis De
Ernest,
of
Grand
Haven,
lister,
oh
the
Lion's
International
Convenners-up
in
the
state
tourney
last
Mrs.
Ray
Poll
all
of
Three occupants in a car and the
Forest Grove for the last six years.
of West Olive and Arthur, of Bcr- Kraker, route 3, and James Van
tion by Rudy Mattson and Neil Rapids, and the guests of honor.
driver of a tractor were injured year.
Before that she lived at Eastport,
Duren, of 176 West 26th St., pleadrieh Springs.
Their pitcher, Boh Warner, has Van Leeuwen, who attendedthe
Miss Bouwman has set Aug. 20 Mich.
when a car hit a tractoron 128th
ed guilty Monday. De Kraker will
Funeral
sendees
will
be
held
A hit-and-run accident shortly Ave. in West Olive Wednesday at hurled eight one-hittersthis sea- AtlanticCity event June 22-25.
as her wedding date.
Surviving are several nephews,
Saturday at 2 p.m. at Nibbelink- return for dispositionJuly '27 and
Other officers installed at the
alter midnight today finally led to 9:35 p.m. The tractor was travel- son.
nieces and cousins.
N'otior Funeral Home with the Van Duren July 29.
June 28th meeting include R.
the arrest of a Holland man on ing without lights, but the car was
Funeral services will be held
Rev. John O. Hagans officiating
Mattson, first vice president Mrs. Mae Frazee, 58,
suspicion of car theft.
traveling on the wrong side of
Saturday
at
2
p.m.
at
Yntema
FunMan Awaits Disposition
and burial in Pilgrim Home CemCornell B. Baker, second vice
John Taylor, 28, of 127 132nd the road at which officers said
qjal Home with the Rev. Jack
Dress-Up Day Staged
Succumbs at Her
eterv. Friends may meet the famipresident: G. Joel St. John, third
Ave., was picked up on a downtown was/ an excessive rate of speed. On Tipsy Driving Count
Van Dyken officiating. Later the
vice president; Fred Lindley, secstreet by city police with the keys
Mrs. Mae Frazee. 58, of IT West body will be taken to Eastport ly at the chapel Friday from 3 to At Van Raalte School
Tlie headon impact broke the
GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD- retary; Harvey J. Barkel, treasur- 13th St., died Wednesdayat 3:30 where final rites will be held Mon- 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
to a stolen Saugatuck taxicab in tractor into three pieces and damYoungsters at Van Raalte School
his pocket.
age was estimatedat $600. The Russell Swanson, 44. route 2 Spriig er; William G. Oonk, lion tamer; at her home. She was born March day at :30 at EastportBaptist
playground arrived in axv^riety of
Before his arrest he led police driver, Rudolph Weidman, 4!\ Lake, pleaded guilty in Ottawa John Vinkemulder, tail twister; 21 1897 in West Olive. She lived Church. Burial will be in Bay View
Pleads Guilty
get - ups Wednesday for Niqnual
and his accident victim Roland West Olive, received a hip injury Circuit Court Monday afternoon to Melvin E. Kail and E. Duff Wade in Holland since 1937.
Cemetery. The body is at Yntema
Dress-Up Day. Mrs. Dean GitmBartels, 575 College Ave.. on a when he was thrown from the a charge of drunk driving,second as new board members and
Surviving are her mother. Mrs. Funeral Home where friends may To Reduced Charge
ser, Mrs. Alan Teall and Mrs. Ef^
offense.
Bond
of
$150
has
been
Charles
VerBurg
and
Neil
Van
merry chase over city streets.
Cynthia Proos:
sister-in-law. call.
tractor.
Special )- Rowder were judges for the event
Bartels was driving his oar near
The car was driven by Erval S. furnished and Swanson will appear Leeuwen as carry-over members. Mrs. Thomas Momv #of Zeeland:
Mrs. Florence Taylor, 44, Coop- and prizes were awarded in sev21st and State Sts. when he was Ten Brink, 29, West. Olive. His for disposition on July 27 at 10 a.m.
four nieces and three nephews.
eral costume divisions.
New
Polio
Victim
Swanson was arrested in Spring Cadet Gordon L. Boer, son of
hit by the cab. He gave chase. wife, Elsie, ..nd two sons, Bruce,
Funeral services will be held
ersville, pleaded guilty in Justice
The abandoned cab was found ?, and Gordon, 7, received minor Lake by the village officers Satur- Mrs. Peter Boer, 63 West 18th Friday at 2 p.m. from the Dykstra GRAND HAVEN (Special'-The Frederick J. Workman's court to- Winners, listed in order picked
near Eighth St. and Central Ave. bumps and bruises. All were treat- day night. The previous conviction St., a summer school student at Funeral Chapel with the Rev. Her- Ottawa County Health Depart- day on a charge of reckless driv- by the judges, included: Davy
Crockett division, Mike De Waard,
Taylor was picked up walking a ed by a physician. Damage to the was in July of 1952 when he was Wentworth Military Academy, man Kamphouse of the City Mis- ment Wednesday announced aning and was sentenced to pay $75 Danny Paauwe, Steve Wessels,
other
polio
case
has
been
listed
charged
with
drunk
driving
and
Lexington,
Mo.,
is
spending
a
sion
officiating.
Burial
will
be
in
few minutes later. Officers were car was estimated at $450.
tine and $4.30 costs.
Brent Crozier and Tommy Ketto question him regarding theft of
State police charged Ten Brink sentenced to pay $100 fine, $13.15 week at Camp Jennings in the Pilgrim Home Cemetery. Friends for the county. Linda Haverdink,
Deputy Bud Gryuen made the chum; Indians, Helen Rose, Alan
a 1947 model truck owned by Reels with driving to the left of the cen- costs and serve five days in the Missouri Lake of the O z a r k s, may meet the family at the funeral five-year-olddaughter of Mr. and
arrest Feb. 4 on US-16 in Polk- Rowder and Ellen Jane Tripp;
where the summer students have home Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. Mrs. Henry Haverdinkof 239 Perk
Produce which was stolen in Hol- terline and Weidman for having county jail.
ton township and originallycharg- cowboys, Mike Myrick, Judy
Swanson is employed by the Ot- taken over the camp, according to
Mrs. Frazee was the daughter of St.. Zeeland, was taken ill Sunday.
land Wednesday and f o u n d in defective equipment.
ed Mrs. Taylor with drunk driv- Paauwe, Patricia Barcndsc and
She is being cared for at home.
tawa County Road Commission.
a 'news release from the academy. the late George Allen.
Saugatuck.
ing, second offense. On examin- Janice Voogd.
ation. evidence submittedby the
Officers Elected by
Bride, Marilyn Schierbeek,Helen
examining physician failed to con- Sue Dykema, Nancy and Bern Van
Ladies Athletic Club
Medical Assistants
clude the driver was intoxicated Langevelde(bride and groom);
Has Potlach at Cottage
at the time and the charge was ntlrse, Betty Jean Visscher and
Officerswere elected and a conMrs.
Verna
Fogg
was
named
to reduced to reckless driving. She Karen Bussies; hobo heaven, Diane
All
rural
and
suburban
school
Otto
Schaap,
moderator.
The
voters
voted
four
mills
for
operator
costs.
The cottage of Mr. and Mrs. stitution was adopted at the second
had been at liberty under $150 and Shannon Dangremond, Davy
L. Padnos at Ottawa Beach was meeting of Ottawa County Med- districts held annual meetings The latter issue passed 43 to 19. also discussed the possibilityof a two-year term and James Hayward
to a three-year term. Mrs. bond.
Overway and Karen De Kraker;
Monday
to
elect
officers
and
to
buying
more
land.
Officers
are
Harvey
De
Vree,
the scene Tuesday evening of the ical AssistantsMonday evening at
On April 24, 1954, Mrs. Taylor gypsy, Francie Teall, Nancy Altransact such business as might president; Peter Meurer, secre- Van Raalte school No. 4 (East Fogg will sene as . treasurer and
Ladies Athletic Club potluck sup- Holland Hospital dining room.
paid $90 fine and $10 costs in drink, .Candy Shaffer and Cathy
Officersnamed are Miss Antoin- come up at annual meetings. In tary; Fred Bocks, treasurer; Wal- 16th St.) elected James Kapenga Hayward as trustee. Others on the
per. .Games were played and
board
are
Arthur
Pittard,
presi- Justice^Workman’s court on a Depuydt.
many
cases,
there
were
discussions
and
Earl
Schipper
to
three-year
ter
Scheibach
and
John
Essenburg,
ette Sikkei, president;Mrs. Vivian
prizes awarded.
>
Animal. Marion Wheaton. Carol
on needed additions and finance trustees.
terms. Others on the board are dent; Mrs. Marie Nienhuis, secre- drunk driving

New Sand

Levels

Barn

On Burnips Farm
-

Top

Slated

Friday

1

HoM

Bouwman

Pleads

Youth

Gahy

-

.

a.m.

Hold Local

Man

Grand

For Car Theft

;

Home

1

Women

a

GRAND HAVEN

(

School Districts in Local Area Hold Annual Meetings

In charge of arrangements for
the supper were. Mrs. R. Bush,
Mrs. R. Koning, and Mrs. R.
Kemme. In charge of games were
Mrs. J. Ebels and Mrs. B. Vander

Branyan, president-elect;Miss
Joyce Blauwkamp, corresponding and

charge.

Vander Molen and Chuckle BiolLakeview school named Don Wil- Gerald Den Bleyker. Richard Van tary, and John Percival, trustee.
At the Noordeloos school elec- West Michigan ‘Salute7
ette: clown, Susie powder, Gary
In Harrington school election, liams moderator for three years. Eyck and Ben Van Slooten,Jr.
secretary; Mrs. Dena Van HesterVander Wai and Judy Voogd; hula
tion. Ivan Kragt and Henry De
James
Lugers
and
Edward
M.
At
Waverly
school,
Leonard
Others
on
the
board
are
Joe
en, secretary, and Mrs Eileen De
girl, Lu Ann Rowtferj ladies, Judy
Herpolsheimer were elected to Wiersma, director, and Gerrit Van- Fought and William Fockler were Ridder were reelected as board Draws Local Members
Went, treasurer.
The group’s next meeting will threoyear terms. Others on the den Bos treasurer.The district also named to three-year terms. At an members. Others on the board are SPRING LAKE - About 500 busi- Barber, Marilyn Barber and Maiy
Kolk.
Ellen Beekman.
The club plans another potluck be a dinner meeting at Oval Inn, board are Winton Gibbons, Ralph voted a special two milfs for a organizationmeeting which follow- John Weener, Ralph Essenburg nessmen Iron Grand Rapids and
Maass and Fred Weiss.
sinkingfund to obtain a playground ed, Lester Walker was elected and Koene Vanden Bosch.
Grand Haven.
at Kollen Park Aug. 9.
Nprth Holland school elected other Western Michigan communiMaplewood school elected Chester site. The vote was 16 to 1.
president: Leonard Fought, secreCivil Case Heard
Bauman and Albert Helmus to At Pine Creek school,Nick Dek- tary; Louis Van Dyke treasurer; Gerrit Van Kampen and Chester ties gathered Wednesday for the
GRAND HAVEN' (Special)- In
annual
"Salute
to
Western
MichiJudgment Awarded
Rites for Infant
Westrate
for
three-year
terms.
three-year terms. At an organiza- ker was reelected trusteefor three Floyd Prins and William Fockler,
a non-jury case heard before CirOthers on the board are John Raak, gan" sponsored by the Grand RapGRAND HAVEN (Special)- tion meeting of the board later, years and A1 Nienhuis was elect- trustees.
Gravesiderites were held at 1
cuit Judge Raymond L. Smith this
p.m. today at North Holland Cem- A default judgment of $484.98, with Henry Vander Plow was named ed to a one-year term to fill the
Waukazoo school elected Emmett treasurer; Jack Jongekrijg, secre- ids Chamber of Commerce.
George Roderick of Grand Rap- morning, the Muskegon CoOp Fedetery for Debra Lynne Barber, $27.30 costs to be taxed, was award- president; Merle De Feyter, sec- unexpired term of Ben Brandsen. McFall and Mrs. Ruth Van Hait- tary, and Henry Freriks, trustee.
At Federal school, Raymond ids, assistant secretary of the eral Credit Union was given the
day-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ed in Ottawa Circuit Court Monday retary; Donald Johnson, treasurer, treasurer. Other Ijard members sma to' three-yearterms. The* board
Forest Barber of 363 West 21st dfternoon, $100 to Robert Gust of and Bauman and Helmus, trustees. are Andrew Gutknecht, secretary; will meet Thursday to elect offi- Roots tra was reelected to a three- Army and past president of the right of possession of a 1948 car
Grand Rapids Chamber, was sche- which was being held by John
St. Survivingbesides the parents Muskegon, and $384.98 to the Auto
At Montello Parkj John Alderink Alf Stansby, president^ A1 Riemer- cers.
year terrti and Jack Nicbocr was dded to give the principaladdress. Koster of Spring Lake at a trailer
are two sisters; Judith Ann' and Owners Insurance Co., subrogee of was reelected moderatorfor thl-ee sma, trustee.
New Groningenschool elected
elected for three years to succeed
Among those attending from Hol- camp near Fruitport.On a county
Mariyln Jeanne; two brothers,Da- Gust, against James C. Hussey o( years. Others on the board are
At Apple Ave. school, Kenneth Leon Faber to three-year term.
Leonard Bursma.. I^ter the board land are Henry Ter Haar, Cham- claim filed by Koster
vid Allen and Dennis Lee and the Flint. Martin Okonski of Grand Rayman Sprick,director,and Har- Deur was elected director for a
Others on the board are John Van
elected Kootstra president;Herman ber president; William Vande Wa- tiff for $80 rent due on the
paternal grandmother, Mrs. Or- Rapids, was dismissed as a party old De Free treasurer.
three-year term and Herbert Ven- Dam, Clayton Van Dyke, Wallace Kragt. treasurer: Carroll W. Nor- ter, secretary-manager. Lou Hart- vehicle, the court found
ville Welch of Plainwell.Arrange- defendant. The action was the reBeechwoodsch )1 elected Fred
lin, secretary; John Streur and zel. Clarence Bourn an and Andrew for action. Costs of $48.45
ments were by Langcland Funer- sult of an automobile accident on Bocks and Walter Scheibachas der Ploeg treasurer for a two-year Schilstraand Richard Van Dorp.
Sail,
lessed Koster,
At the Lakewood school election, Jack Nieboer, trustee*.
al Home.
US-16 in Ottawa county Oct. 2r 1954. trustees lor three years, and also term. Other board member is
transportationproblems.
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Dutchmen Club
Zeeland 18-12
installed at Castle

Holland Rotary Club installed
new officers Thursday afternoon at
its first meeting of the summer
It was open season oh pitchers season at Castle Park.
Past President Robert Kouw preat Riverview Park Thursday night.
They certainly had a rough go sented incoming presidentLawof it as the Holland Flying Dutch- rence Wade with the symbols of
men paid back an earlier defeat office, ihe gavel and bell, and exby rampaging their way over the pressed appreciation to the club
members for their support during
Zeeland Chix, 18-tt.

Park

Grand Haven must make up a
game with the Chix in Zeeland
Tuesday while South Haven has a
misscheduledfirst-half game with
Fennville on July 30.
Tonight, Zeeland opens its second half schedule at home against

Fennville while the Dutchmen
kick the lid off theirs Saturday
night in South Haven. Marv Goorhouse will pitch for the Chix tonight
Leon Kristen of South Haven put
the Merchants in an early secondhalf lead Thursday night with a
4-0 shutout over Grand Haven.
As for the Dutchmen, they had
a great time Thursday night even
if it did drag out the game until

Brown’s 414 Sets
Archery Record

Bill Brown just wasn’t missing
the last year.
at the Holland Archers weekly
President Wade presented a past
shoot Wednesday night.
president'spin to Kouw and conAt least, he didn’t miss many.
gratulated him on his leadership
Brown shot a 414 to set a record
in Rotary activities.
Other officers for the coming for the archers on their course at
year are vice president, Jack the Holland Fish & Game Club
Smith; secretary, Bruce Mikula;
-runds. No one has ever shot 400
treasurer. James Obenchain; sergeant-at-arms.Lewis Hartzell; on the course, which was estabboard of directors,Robert Kouw, lished two years ago.
Bruce Mikula. Henry Maentz, Jack
Second but far behind was
Smith. R. H Nichols (life director),
Glenn Brower with a 314, a score
Lawrence Wade, Donald J. Vink
which would take first some weeks.
and James Obenchain.
Other scores:

Borculo
A congregational meeting will
be held Tuesday evening, July 12,
for the purpose of calling a pastor
from a trio nominated by the
consistory namely, candidates

John Bylsma and Gerard Van
Gronigen and Rev. A. Walcott of

Reeman hurch.
Rev. G. Haan of Zeeland will

John Lam, 311: Gene Hiddinga.
282; Juke Ten Cate, 278; Marve
Wabeke, 269; Jerry Kline 240:
Chuck Rozema, 238; Paul Barkel,
182; Webb D a 1 m a n, 170; Don
Brower, 157.
Norma Naber, 137; Bud Van
Tak, 134; Jim Bouws. 122; Joyce
Barkel, 117<» Andy Naber. 110;
Barb Rozema, 93; Joey Wabeke,
55; Sara Brower, 48; Reka Brown,

Zeeland Church

(Special)

-It’s

the

runs that count. That's the bitter
lesson Fennvillelearned Friday
night in Southwestern Michigan
Baseball League play as they got

Takes Loop Lead

Zeeland never had a chance after
the Dutchmen took a 5-1 lead in
the fourth. The next inning, Holland put it away, but good, with
a fantastic 10-run outburst.
The victory finishedup the first
half for the Dutchmen and left
them in first place all alone with
5-3. Still able to challenge Holland
for the top spot, however, arc
Grand Haven and South Haven.

in

b Opening Win

Slams Rotary Club Officers

2 Homers; Holland

Wed

Fans Thirteen

ZEELAND

Van Dyke

Couple

MarvGoorhoose

LOOKING FOR ROOMS—

-Prof. Edward Welters, right,

member

of the Hope College faculty committee in charge of a drive to

Hope men students, consults with Earl
Time manager, who has been cooperatingwith the
college in furnishing Tulip Time housirfglists. The drive for college rooms will continue until the emergency is met. Interested
Holland persons are asked to contact the committee by calling
3111 during the day for 9865 evenings.
find rooms for 150 new
Price, Tulip

the hits but Zeeland's Chix got the
runs to win, 5-3.
Fennville pounded 12 hits off
Chix hurler Marv Goorhouse.But
at the same time Goorhouse was
fanning 13 Merchant batters and
his mates were scoring runs off
only eight hits— a pleasant enough
combination.
Second half play for the Zeeland
squad opened hopefullyin the first
inning as Art Klamt walked and
then scored on Ted Boeve's
double.
Fennville struck back in the
fourth frame after Jack Bale was
safe on a fielder’s choice and then
scored on a double by Jack Tober.
In the fifth Zeeland started to

find range, and pounded out a
series of hits off Merchant pitcher
Bill Machicak. Goorhouse singled
to lead

off.

Then Ron Appledom, back to
his fielding position blasted a
triple to score Goorhouse.

Art Klamt drew a pass and scored with Appledom on Ted Boeve’s

Saugatuck

single.

Big Upset

Mrs. Beatrice Finch went Sunday to Rochester, N. Y., to attend

the wedding of her daughter.
Sandra, to George Millosevich
Monday afternoon. While in Ro-

Marks

Zeeland Softball
ZEELAND

(Special)— Coliseum

chester Mrs. Finch was a guest in had trouble getting tw<^ scratch
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
hits off Jenison hurler Zeke RillTirbotte. She returned to Saugaema Friday night in Zeeland Softtuck Tuesday afternoon.
Lori Dianne French, daughter ot ball, and couldn't bring any runs

Zeeland drew blood again in the
seventh after Art Klamt singled,
stole second and third, and scored
on a blistering single by Howie De
Jonge.

The sevenfi inning scoring
splurge was enough to send Machicak to the showers,but in the
ninth Goorhouse almost got the
boot.

Merchant relief hurler Homer
Bale singled before with two out,

Mr. ond Mrs. Woino Eric Aukee
(Prince photo)

Mr. and Mrs. Waino Eric Aukee Mass., attended the groom as best
are honeymooningin northern man. Ushers were Lari Aukee of
Michigan following their marriage Dearborn and George Schipper,
in First Reformed Church of Zee- brothers of the couple. Mr. and
land on July 1. The bride is the Mrs. Ron Schipper of Northville
former Sylvia Mae Schipper, were master and mistress of ceredaughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. monies.
Schipper of Zeeland.The groom
About 140 guests attended the reis the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. ception in the church parlor. Miss
F. Aukee of Ironwood.
eanette Schmidt of Hillsdale and
Dr. John Van Peursem officiated Miss Wilma Ramsay of Detroit
at the double ring ceremony. Music poured at the buffet table which
was provided by Miss Cathrien was centered with a four-tiered
Hillebrand,organist,and Mrs. Lau- wedding cake, made by the bride’s
ri Aukee, soloist. The church was aunt, Mrs. Peter Vande Wege. The
decorated with ferns, white stock cake was flanked by white tapers
and floral arrangements in milk
and gladioli and candelabra.

Mr. and Mrs. William French ot around as they fell, 5-1, in a major Fennville battersgot hot with DickChicago, was baptized at the home
inson, Jack Bale and Tober drawupset.
of her great grandparents, Mr. and
ing singles to score two runs.
In B league play Forest Grove
Mrs. Sol Reiter, Sunday afternoon,
But Goorhouse settled down to
almost 11.
July 3. by the Rev. E. Ruhlig of kept on the heels of Bentheim, tak- retire the sides and win the game.
Bob Van Dyke led a 13-hit attack service.
Membershippapers of Mrs.
by bouncing with a pair of home
Wayne Woodby, Richard Jon- Zion Lutheran Church in Holland ing Jamestown, 7-1. in a well-play- Ted Boeve's single and double
ed game. John Brower was the and Appledom’s triple led hitting
Alvin
Huizenga
have
been
sent
to
Mrs. Kathleen Nelson and family
athas, Clifford Steanburg and John
runs on the left field grandstand
winning pitcher, while Don Nein- for the Chix while Dickinson and
roof while Ron Boeve poked an- the North Street ChristianReform- Mennenga were in East Lansing visited her mother, Mrs. Hattie
huis took the loss.
Bob Turner had three hits apiece
ed Church of Zeeland at her re- four days last week attending a VanLeeuwenMonday.
other one into the stands.
glass.
Zeeland fans are still talking for the visitors. *
The bride, escorted to the altar
Both teams used walks and quest.
School Administrators School of
The Johnson Fox family spent a
Miss Mildred Glass and Gene
about
the fantastic 1-hit Wednesby
her
father
who
gave
her
in
Miss Alma Geurink left by train instruction.
Tuesday the Chix host the Grand
errors for runs. Th? Chix produced
few days camping at Goshom
Domanke
of Wayne presided at the
day contest between Zeeland Mer- Laven Athletics in a rematch of marriage, wore a gown of imported
only eight blows to get their doz- for Lodgepole, So. Dak., where
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford Lake last w’eek.
punch bowl and Miss Carolyn Hartchants
and
North
Hudsonville
that
swiss
embroidered
organdy
over
she is spending her vacation with spent the weekend at Walled Mrs. Anna Holies and daughter
a rained out first half contest.
en runs.
went ten scoreless innings before Goorhouse is slated to start again taffeta. The gown was fashictned pe and Andy Watson of Detroit arIt was sweet revenge for the Mr. and Mrs. Arnold LeFebre and Lake, guests of her sister and Josephine left Friday for Memphis,
ranged the gifts.
the Merchants brought two men for Zeeland.
with bell skirt of deep tiers. MedDutchmen when Chix Manager Norma.
brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Hart- Tenn., to visit her brother, Harry
For going away, the bride wore
across.
allions
centered
with
opalescent
Miss* Berdina Goodyke under- ley Channells of Kalamazoo.
Marinus Scheele pulled Ron AppleKreusch.
Losing pitcher Larry Riemersma
beads detailed the embroidered navy silk ensemble with white
dorti after Van Dyke blasted his went major surgery last WednesAt the Methodistchurch board
Mrs. Anna Taft will be hostess had a no-hitter, but with two out
accessories and an orchid corsage.
bodice.A Swedish crown of matchsecond homer leading off in the day. She is getting along fine
meeting Tuesday evening it was to the Saugatuck Art Club WedThe
couple will be at home after
in
the
tenth
frame
gave
up
a
ing medallions held her shoulderAlice Jeart Blauwkamp returned voted to insulate the parsonage nesday evening, July 13, at 6 p.m.
fifth. Just two weeks ago, AppleJuly 15 in Wayne, Mich.
walk.
The
next
batter
poled
a
length
veil.
She
carried
a
cascade
dom set down the Dutchmen in home from a hospitalin Chicago. also to give financial support to Word comes from F. M. Kreusch
The new Mrs.' Aukee is a gradby Peter Boggs
of stephanotis and ivy centered
A complete report of her condition the Youth Fellowship in making a now 93, that he is enjoying good deep outfieldslam that was misZeeland, 4-2.
Maybe
We
Will
Have
uate
of Zeeland High School and
with a white orchid.
Van Dyke’s second blast led off has not yet been received from float for the Allegan County Fair health. He is living with his son judged by the fielder allowing both
GolfhoundsSomeday
runners
to
score.
Sisters
of
the
bride
were
her
Henry
Ford School of Nursing. She
the 10 -run fifth, and Scheele hospital officials.
in September.
Frank in St. Petersburg, Fla.
The winner, Earl Schumaker, Perhaps we will have a new attendants,Mrs. Jean Hop as mat- has been employed at Henry Ford
The Sunday School teachers Mr. and Mrs. Norman Burch The Claude Cooper family and
promptly rushed Gene Talsma to
breed of dog one of these days. ron of honor nnd Mrs. Eunice
was tagged for only one hit.
will meet Thursday evening.
the mound.
nnd two children of Glen View. sister, Miss Sophie Russo, arrived
golfhound.There is a dog Northuis and Miss Mary Margaret Hospital. The groom, a graduate
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Diepenhorst 111., spent the holiday weekend Friday for the summer at their In Thursday play Hudsonville
Talsma was greeted warmly by
that
earned the title of being a Schipper as bridesmaids.They ot Ironwood High School, attended
Merchants took a 3-0 win over
Ron Boeve, who rammed his first spent Sunday evening at the home with his father, J. E. Burch, and home on Main St.
"Golfhound"
on the links at wore gowns of aqua organdy over Gogebic Junior College and MichSuburban
Motors
in
the
A
League
pitch into the stands for Holland's of Mr. and Mrs. George Gruppen, aunt, Mrs. Rosa Reid.
Mr. and Mrs. George Annesley as Lum Veldman pitched his fourth Banff. His name was Rags and taffetaand matching circle veils. igan State Normal College at Ypsilseventh run. Then the Zeeland hur- also attending the church services.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson of Milwaukee, Wis., are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. George Dekker of Evanston, 111., spent the week- their sister, Mrs. Fred Scales,and no hitter of the season. In the first he belonged to Caspar McCul- They carried aqua and white car- anti. He is doing graduate work at
ler proceeded to give a flock of
game Suburban Motors B team lough who taught him the trick nations.
University of Michiganand is emfree passes and a couple of sing- and Mr. and Mrs. Gilmer Van end with Mrs. Lola Jackson.
brother William Annesley this took faltering Harlem, 3-1.
of retrieving golf balls. He deJack
Bloomquist
of
Pittsfield, ployed as a teacher at Wayne.
Noord
and
boys
from
Zeeland
les, but he di dget a couple of men
Thalia Johnson of Dexter is week.
veloped a positive genius for it.
spent Sunday evening at the home spendinga couple of weeks with
out.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lone and
Be the hall sliced ever so far
When he walked his fifth man, of Mr. and Mrs. Gerben Kuyers her grandparents,Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. B. Moore of Rockinto the rough
be it ever so
Rites
at
however, Scheele sent in George and family.
Henry Johnson.
ford, 111., spent the holiday weekGive
deep in sand
Rags could
The AllendaleChristian school Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Starett of
Pierson.
end with Mr. Lone’s aunt, Mrs.
smell it out and bring it in —
Jack Kempker greeted him with registrationwill be on Wednesday, Kalamazoo were guests from SunSarah Sheridan.
that is unless you came up to
a bases-loaded double that added July 13.
day until Wednesday of their Miss Iva Wonderlichof Chicago
the ball within five minutes aftwo more runs. Max Doolittle’s A large number from this vicini- daughter and family, Mr. and
At
Clinic
is visiting her sister. Mrs. George
ter he discovered it. He was taught
single producedthe final pair, but ty spent the Fourth of July at Mrs. Clinton
t
Ferry, for two weeks.
not to touch a ball for a length
he was nailed at the plate after the Conference grounds near
Mrs. Clare Schultz is attending* Grover Stout of Detroit is again
Thirty nine donors reported at a
going around on errors.
Grand Haven.
summer school at Kalamazoo. She spending the summer in Sauga- regular clime of the Holland Com- of time. But if you didn’t appear
he would "fetch" it to you. His
When the inning was over, Hol- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Rynsburger has been engaged to teach at the
tuck and is a guest in the Faye munity Blood Bank Tuesday after- finding of eight or ten balls on an
land had poked six hits and boast- and family are enjoying 10 days Macks Landing building next
noon in Red Cross headquarters. 18-hole round was mere every day
Kean home.
ed a 15-1 lead.
at Ottawa Beach.
year. This completesthe teaching
Among the donors was Gardner routine for him.
Sgt. and Mrs. Paul Newnham
That lead might have looked instaff for the 1955-56 school term. and children. Beth and Steve of Joyce who joined the growing list
McCullough declared recently
surmountable, but the Chix didn’t
Holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Selfridge Field spent the weekend of gallon donors in Holland.
think so even though Holland did Formal Initiation Held
Morris Souders and family were in Saugatuck with their parents. Others were Willis Nuismer, John that he bad not lost a single golf
ball since Rags learned his queer
stretch the margin to 18-1 in the
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Souders of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Newnham. Beereboom, Mrs. Max Marcotte,
By Women of the Moose
trade. Now, Rags’ example has
sixth on three walks, a single and
Drayton Plains and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Everett has returned Harry Van Dam, Evlyne Beyer, led golfing enthusiaststo disa couple of errors.
Women of the Moose held for- Sam Souders of Pontiac. The latNorman Overway, Sharon Jansen, cuss and with real seriousness
Before the seventh, when the mal initiation at a meeting in their ter are great grandparentsof the from Oak Park, 111., where she
Glenn Williams,Jerald Saggers, the possibilitiesof
spent
two
weeks
in
the
home
ot
training
Chix used only three hits to manu- club rooms Wednesday evening. two Souders boys, Melvin and
Mrs. Mary Damveld, Gordon Venher daughter and family.
school for such dogs in the hope
facture eight runs, Zeeland’s only Mrs. Betty Mulder was initiated. Kevin.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Murfey der Bie, Lawrence McCormick, Ren
tally was on Appledom's grandInstallation also was held for the
The Red Cross will have a of Chicago are at Wickwood for Koopman, Harvey Geerlings, \Jrs. of teaching them to save money
and much time for players evitand-cleanng blast in the fourth, pianist. Mrs Ruth Rummler, with bloodmobile here, at the Methodist
Marvin Ver Hoef, John Styf, Glen erywhere by copying Rags’ prowTed Boeve banged a homer in- Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl acting as church house Friday, July 15, the month of July.
The Young Matrons Club met at Slager, W. J. Van Dyke.
to center field with one on to get installing officer.
ess at retrievingcostly lost balls.
from 12 noon to 6 p.m. All perHenry Riemersma, Marian Heer- Not a bad idea.
the home of Mrs. James Boyce,
the Chix rolling in the seventh and
Slides of Spain were showm by sons who are in the age bracket
spink,
Althea
Raffenaud,
Arnold
Jr. last week.
walks, errors and a couple of key Don Jacobusse, Holland’s commuThis Dog Liked Red
?f 21 to 59 years are asked to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Poff and Hoek, Mrs. John De Vries, Maurhits did the rest.
Friends
of mine, who owned
nity ambassador last summer.
contribute.
wo sons were callers in the ice Minnema, John Prins, Jacob a German shepherd puppy, plantBefore the seventh was over, During a business session,plans
They have hopes of securing at
Dutchman Manager Russ Wold- were made for a hamburger fry least 150 pints of blood. Arrange- Harry Newnham home last Sat- Bol, Paul H. Barkel, Donald Terp- ed a bed of giant daisies.Some
stra, Edwin J. Van Ham, Mrs.
urday.
ring had pulled starterJack Gagg for the workers at Tulip Time, to
were red, some were white. Prements are being made by the WoRobert De Bruyn, Claus Bushouse,
Mrs.
Jeanette
Curtis
of
Caliand replaced him with Wayne Wes- be held July 12 at the 40 in 1.
sently, nearly all of them were
man’s Club and Women's Society
fornia was a guest of Miss Jessie Gerald Reinink,Donald Dekker, white. The mystery was cleared
tenbroek, who was pulled in the All who worked are asked to meet
of Christian Service. Mrs. KenGilbert
Boengter,
Mrs.
Peter
Veits last week.
eighth when Zeeland used three
pp when they saw the pup go
at the club at 6 p.m. Canteen neth Hutchinson and Mrs. Richhits for three more runs. Rog
Miss Grace Burgess of Petoskey, Slenk, John Risselada, Bess Mc- stealthilyto the flower bed. He
workers at the Blood Bank this ard Barron are co-chairmen.
Carthy, John Van Dam.
Smith finished up the game.
bit off a red blossom, carried it
week were Mrs. Florine Berkey,
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Seelye and a 1955 graduate of West Michigan
Physicianson duty were Dr. away and played with it as with
Next home game for Holland is Mrs. Maxine Den Uyl and Mrs. four children of Boyne City arriv- College, is employed for the sumMonday night with South Haven. Kay Nyland.
mer at a local drug store, prior to C. Van Appledom and Dr. Henry a toy until it was a mass of
ed Tuesday. Mr. Seelye is the new
First-half standings:
teaching in Vicksburgthe coming Tenpas. Nurses were Mrs. J. Mas- scattered petals. Then he went
Prizes for the evening were won agricultureteacher at the high
selink,Mrs. R. L. Schlecht, Mrs.
school yea;
W L Pet. by Mrs. Marie Huff, Mrs. Nett Ver school.
back for another red flower.
E. Pikaart and Mrs. Alma Scheele.
5 3 .625 Hoef, Mrs. Edna Slagh and Mrs.
He paid no attentionto the white
Michigan Fruit Canners, Inc..
Nurses aides were Mae WhitGrand
4
.571
blossoms.
Why did he do this if
Sena Banning. Refreshmentswere began their seasons processing of
mer, Florence Post and Mrs. Dale
South
4
.571
he had no sense of color? Most
served by the appointed officers. sour cherries Wednesday. Both
Shearer. Gray Ladies were Mrs.
3
.429
people believe that a dog doesn't
Hostesses were Mesdames Ruth day and night shifts will be in
Henry Sandy, Mrs. Kent Thomp2
.286
Rummler, Maxine Den Uyl, Clara force for sometime.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rauchen- son and Mrs. Floyd Ketchum. His- -I do.
Red must have been his favMr. ond Mrs. Henry Voetberg
Essebagger. Marguerite Culver and
Forty pupils have completed berger of Anaheim, Calif., were torians were Mrs. Alice Fortney
(Von Iwoorden photo)
Henry De Waard Dies
orite color, for a few months later
Arlene Kangas.
their two weeks training schedule dinner giests of Mrs. Lee Demer- and Mrs. Howard Doustra.
he found an outdoor Christmas A setting of palms, ferns and with a matching lace jacket. She
under
the
Community
Swimming
est
Tuesday.
Mrs.
RauschenberIn charge of the canteen were
At Home in Waukazoo
wore a net and taffeta headpiece
program with Mrs. Beverly Kom- ger was the former Joy Demerest Mrs. Ted Berkey, Mrs. John Sas, tree, with white, red and blue or- candelabra with bouquets of white
Charles
Holkeboer
naments dangling from it The dog gladioli, lilies, carnations, daisies and carried a cascade bouquet of
Henry De Waard, 75, died Thursinsky as instructor.She is being and is well known in Douglas.
Mrs. Edward Nyland and Mrs.
white and pink snapdragons, pink
day evening at his home on Wauk- Dies at Son’s Home
assisted by Mary Jane Van DusMr. and Mrs. George Kurz visit- George Den Uyl. Rochelle De Vries ignored the blue and white balls, and baby breath was used for the
carnations and baby breath.
wedding
of
Miss
Grada
Broekhuis
and
carefully
removed
and
carazoo Dr., route 4. The De Waards
Charles Holkeboer of 63 East 21st sen and Johnny Walker. The ed their brother, Sam Kurz in served as Junior Red Cross aide.
Wedding music was played by
ried to his kennel all the red and Henry Voetberg on June 23
had lived here since 1943, when St. died Friday at the home children are taken by school bus Holland.
Clarence Walters and Wallace
a»
Oakland
Christian
Reformed
spheres.
they came from Jackson. Mr. De cf his son and daughter-in-law,the five mornings each week and are
A family picnic at the Thomas
Leave Something
Church. Parents of the couple are Folkert sang "O Perfect Love”,
Waard retired that year after serv- Rev. and Mrs. Edgar O. Holke- divided into three groups. A class j McKellips farm home Monday Grand Haven Officers
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Broekhuis of "Lord Bless This House" and
With Your Dog
ing as engineer of Jackson public boer of Pipestone Minn. He was of 43 started training Tuesday evening was held in honor of Mrs.
Arrest
Missouri
Pair
route 3 and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore "Wedding Prayer".
So
you
are
planning
a
vacation
schools for 25 years.
morning
McKellips birthday. Sixteen were
59 years old.
The Misses Alma De Roo,
this summer and have decided you Voetberg of route 4. ~
He was born Sept. 27, 1879, to Mr. Holkeboer, who had been ill
present.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Twocan't take your dog with you. You
Geneva
De Roo, Myrtle Dubblnk,
The
Rev.
H.
J.
Kuizema
read
the late Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius for some time, had been employed
The Gibson School reunion was men were taken into custody by
Myrtle Hulst, Juella Nykamp and
De Waard. He was a member of for a number of years as a main- Mission Group Hears
held Saturday evening. Twenty- city police Friday morning after are going to leave him in a board- the double ring rites with Miss
Lois Schra served 95 guests at a
Beechwood Reformed Church.
one were present, 10 for picnic din- officers suspected they were going ing kennel. If those are the facts Chrlstal Broekhuis attending her
tenance man at Hope College. He Talk by Miss Brumler
then
this
should
Interest
you.
sister as maid of honor and Fred reception held in the church baseSurviving are the wife, Susan; was a member of Ninth Street
ner at 7 p.m. and the others came through cars on Franklin St. near
A dog suffersa great deal more Voetberg serving his brother as ment. Others assisting were Mr.
a daughter, Mrs. John Bowmaster Christian Reformed Church.
Miss Harriet Brumler, mission- later for visiting.The secretary the downtown section.
of Grand Rapids; a son, Harold Surviving are the wife, Jeannette, ary nurse stationedat Madanapalle and treasurer turned their books Donald Ray Bradshaw,21, Camp- from separation from those he love best man. Ushers were Gordon and Mrs. Arthur Bredeweg a*
master and mistress of ceremonof Vypsilanti; two granddaughtehs, twoNsons, Rev. Holkeboer and Don South India, and now on furlough, and materialof the club in to bell, Mo., and Harvey Kenneth than do humans. This is especially Sluiter and Wayne Voetberg,
ies; Miss Cecil Van Drunnen in
so
when
the
animal
is
confined
brother
of
the
groom.
was
guest
speaker
for
the
Women's
James
Noyce
for
storage.
Barbara Ann and Marilyn Sue De aid Holkeboer of Dutton, Mich.;
Breedlove, 25, Portersville, Mo.,
charge
of the guest Book and the
in
a
strange
place
during
his
masThe bride, given in marriage by
Waard; four sisters, Mrs. Gerrit three daughters, Mrs. Harold Har- MissionarySociety of First Reboth claimed they were on their
ter's absence. Quite often a dog her father,chose a ballerina Misses Joyce Broekhuis, Karen
Hooker, Mrs. Hollie Roosien, Mrs. rington and Mrs. James Lemmen formed Church Thursday after- Four Drivers Appear
way to Traverse City to pick
Voetbergand Lila Veldheer in the
Dave O’Connor and Mrs. William of Holland and Phyllis at home; noon.
cherries.Investigation revealed will refuse food that is placed be- gown of nylon tulle and satin, gift room.
fore him and it isn't too uncom- featuringa fitted bodice of ChantilMiss Brumler spoke on different For Re-Examination
JekeL all of Holland, and two 11 grandchildren; two sisters, Mrs.
that Breedloveis wanted in Berbrothers,Dick and Neal of HoUand. George Bylsma of Grand Rapids phases of the missionary program
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-Fourrien County on a statutory rape mon for a dog' to die from the ly lace with a scooped neckline For a honeymoon to Canada and
and Mrs. Albert Jipping of Hol- and the blessings that have come drivers appeared for re-examina- cnarge and he was turned over effects of mourning or a master outlined with flower petals and Niagara Falls the new Mrs. Voetsequins. The long fitted sleeves berg wore a light blue linen suit
to India through the Christian tion before a representativeof the to Berrien County officials Sunday. who doesn’t seem to return.
land.
Driver Issued Tickets
Take you» dog with you on your were pointed over the wrists. Ap- with white accessoriesand a white
Church and its program of evangel- Secretaryof State’* ofice at the
Bradshaw
was
arraigned in
Euen McCurry, of 49 West Ninth
ization, education and medical sheriff’s office in Grand Haven MunicipalCourt Saturday on a vacation if you can. He will enjoy pliques of lace and sequins were
rose corsage. They are now at
St., Thursday night, was issued Fisherman Fined
work. scatteredover the bouffant skirt of
Thursday.
charge of no operator'slicense and it and you may enjoy having him
tickets for not having a driver’s GRAND HAVEN (Special) -DonMrs. E. Walvoord presided at
No action was taken in three was sentenced to pay 31 fine and with you. However, if he must be tulle. The fingertipveil was held home at 175 Elm Lane, Holland.
. The bride is employed at H.L.
license and failure to yield the right ald E. Perry, 30, Royal Oak, paid the meeting and conducted a
cases involvingGerrit T. Van Hair- $5.10 costs* or serve five days in left behind, boarded in a strange by a tiara of seed pearls and seFriedlin and Co. and the groom at
of way following a three-car acci- $5 fine and 37.80 costs in Justice devotional service. Instrumental sma, 71, route 3, Zeeland, Edward
quins.
She
carried
a
cascadq
bouplace,
give
him
some
possession
of
the county jail. His fine was paid
De Leeuw Lumber Co.
dent at Eight St. and Pine Ave. F. J. Workman’scourt Thursday music by Roger and Robert Maxim Armstrong, 66, of 26 Franklin St.
yours, like an old shoe or glove quet of white roses, snapdragons
Sunday.
Drivers of the other cars were night on a charge of fishingwith- was entitled "Love Divine" and Grand Haven, and James M. Chitthat he may guard or play with and baby breath.
James Becksvoort, 18, route 6, and out a license. The arrest was by "Take Time to be Holy*;' Hostesses tenden, 16, route 2, Spring Lake.
A powder blue strapless baller- You can cut the temperature
Thq superstitition
that nt " g a in your absence. This may perRoy Gawthrop,27. of 80 West 11th Conservation Officer Harold Bow- were Mrs. A. Bielefeld,Mrs. R.
Gordon DeVries,16, of 785 Col- horseshoe over the door wP bri.*g haps sound foolishto you but it ina gown of net over taffeta was Inside a poultry house 15 to 40
St. Damage to the three
......
...Perry was fish- Van Heukelom. Mrs. B. Vander umbia, Holland was given six good luck is widespreadand dates will mean a great deal to your worn by the bride’sattendant.The degrees by ’painting vit white, say
ditch July 3,
while
was estimated at 3400, police said, ing in Spring Lake.
fitted bodice of lace was covered M. S. U. poultrymen.
Poel and Mrs. G. Poelakker.
dog.
months probation.
back several centuries.
conduct the morning service next
Sunday. The sacrament of bap-;
tism will be administered at this
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Newmon-Mathieson Exchange Vows Engagement

Told

Wed

Couple

at Drenthe

Church

Engagement Told

Miss Money Ro# Petersen
Mr. and Hrs. Ray Petersen of
Osage, Iowa, announce the engagement and approachingmarriage of their daughter, Nancy
Rae, to John Boeve, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Boeve, 155 Maple

Miss Shirlty Hungerink

Mr. and Mm. Irving Hungerink of Vriesland announce the engagement of their daughter, Shirley, to Pfc. Donald J. Piersma.

son of Mr. and Mrs. Deward

St., Zeeland.

The wedding will

Piersma of Holland.
take place Aug. 14 in Osage, at
Both Miss Hungerink and Mr.
Mr. ond Mrs. J. Arnold Newman, Jr.
the CongregationalChurch.
Piersma are graduates of Hope
(de Vries photo)
Nuptial vows were exchanged carried colonialbouquets of white College, where she was affiliated
with Delta Phi sorority and he
June 23 by Miss Marilyn K. daisies.
Mathieson,daughter of Mr. and
Linda, Vander Kolk was flower was a member of the Fraternal
Justice
Mrs. Sigurd Mathieson, 220 North girl and was dressed like the Society.
Miss Hungernk will be teaching
State St., Zeelard, and J. Arnold maid of nonor. Larry and Lester
Newman, Jr. Parents of the groom Vander Kolk, twin cousins of the in Zeeland elementary schools ibis
Fines
Mr. ond Mrs. Junior M. Nykamp
fall. Pfc. Piersma is stationedwith
I are Mr. and Mrs Arnold Newman bride, were ringbearers.
(Universal photo)
the
U.
S.
Army
in
Panama.
of Langhorne,Pa.
Richard Newman, brother of the
Mr. and Mrs. Junior M. Ny- Miss Louise De Kleine was soloThe double ring ceremony was groom, was best man. Head usher
kamp
were married June 16 in ist and Clarence Walters was orgMr. ond Mrs. Roger Kolean
of
performed at 8 p.m. in First was Roscoe De Jonge, assisted by
anist.,
(Penno-Sos photo)
Drenthe ChristianReformed
Baptist Church by the Rev. Neal Eugene Borman and Ken Nissen.
A
reception for 150 guests was
A double rip" coreniony per- yellow carnations. The miniature Boertje,cousin of the bride, before For her daughter's wedding the Municipal
Church by the Rev. John Kenbeek. held at the church. Mr. and Mrs.
A large number of persons paid
formed June 21 in Trinity Reform- bride was dressed like the bride a setting of ferns, candelabra and bride's mother chose a dress of
The bride is the former Goldie Harold Mast presided as master fines in JusticeC. C. Wood’s Court
ed Church united in marriage Miss and carried a small white Bible baskets of white gladioli and del- dusty rose lace over taffeta with
Brouwer, daughter of Mr. and and mistress of ceremonies. Serv- the last several days.
Joyce Garbrecht. daughter of Mr. with a gladioli. Ring bearer wore phinium. He was assisted by the , navy accessories.She wore a corMm. Gelmer Brouwer of route 3, ing at the punch bowl were Mis- Gerrit Bronkhorst, route 1, who
Processes
and Mrs. Julius Garbrecht of West a white linen suit and the flower Rev. Herbert Vander Lugt.
sage of dark red roses. The
Zeeland. The groom is the son of ses Ha Hundcrman and Babe pleaded guilty to a charge of drivOlive, and Roger Kolean. son of girls were dressed alike in mint
Mrs. Willard De Jonge was or- groom's mother chose a dress of
Many cases were processedin Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Nykamp, Brinks. Miss Carol Gort and Mrs. ing with a revoked license wai
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Kolean of 125 green gowns.
ganist and accompanied Richard ice blue linen with lace trim and
415 HarrisonAve.
Julius Van Dyke were in charge sentenced to pay $24.30 and serve
West 29th St.
For her daughter'swedding. Mrs. Huyser who sang "I Love You blue accessories.She also wore a Municipal Court during the last few
Miss Alvira Mast, the groom’s of the gift room.
two days, or an additional three
Rites were read at R p m. by the Garbrecht wore a light blue lace Truly," "God Gave Me You" and corsage ol dark red roses.
days.
sister, and Junior Mast, cousin of
The
newlyweds
will be at home days if fine and costs are not paid.
Rev. John Hains before and al- dress, white accessoriesand a cor- "0, Jesus. We Have Promised” Following the ceremony a recepHe was arrested by sheriff’s offiJames Ensing, 32. of 206 East the bride, attended the couple. in Drenthe in August.
tar banked with fern, bouquets of sage of white and pink carnations. as * the couple knelt.
tion for. 100 guests' was held at
cers pn South Shore Dr. in Park
Main,
Zeeland,
who
pleaded
guilty
while gladioli and candelabra. Mrs. Kolean wore a deep pink The bride, given in marriageby the Holland Country Club. Mr. and
township July 6.
r’hite bows marked the pews.
dress, navy accessoriesand yellow her father, wore a waltz-length Mrs. Dennis Wyngarden were mas- June 28 to embezzlement charges
John J. Van Kley, route 4, paid
Attending the couple were Miss rose corsage.
gown of chantillylace and misty ter and mistress of ceremonies and involving merchandise at Montfine and costs of $29.30 on a drunk
Mary Veldhuis as maid of honor; At the reception in the church nylon. The fitted lace bodice Mrs. Wesley Huyser and Mrs. gomery Ward Co., was placed on
and disorderlycharge. The alleged
Mrs. Robert Caauwe as brides- for 250 guests, Mr. and Mrs. Stan- featureda standup wing collar Dixon Huyser were in charge of probation for six months when he
offense occurred July 6 in Park
maid; Bill Kolean, brother of the ley Sprick were master and mis- and the lace veiled skirt was over- the gift room.
appeared before MunicipalJudge
township.
groom, best man. and Paul Hook- tress of ceremonies. Others assist- laid with billowirtgnylon tulle.
Serving at the punch bowl were Cornelius vander Meulen Friday.
Dale E. Von Ins, route 6, paid
er, groomsman. Frank Garbrecht ing were Mr. and Mrs Beryle She carried a white Bible with Mr. and Mrs. Clare Inwood and in He must pay $6.20 costs and $3 a
fine and costs of $29.30 on a charge
Holland
congregation
of
and FFred Veldhuis were ushers. Wigger at the punch howl, Misses pink roses and white streamers. charge of the guest book was Mrs. month oversight fees.
of recKless driving.He waa arresTerry Taylor was ring bearer and Nancy Walwood and Phyllis Van Her fingertip veil of nylon tulle Alvin Jager.
Two persons paid fines on drunk Jehovah's Witnesseshas selected
ted by state police on US-31 and
Nancy Henson was miniature Kampen in the gift room, and was secured by a headpiece of For going away the bride wore driving charges. Allan Fischer, 24, five persons to represent them at
old US-31 In Holland township.
bride. Flower girls were Linda Misses Betty Hoffman, Janice lace with pearl trim.
an ice blue two-piece linen dress of 807 South Shore Dr.*, who was their European assemblies at LonVernon Dokter, 11 East 28th St,
Vanderkooi and Barbara Hoove, Dieponhorst,Gladys Hassevoort, Miss PhyllisMathieson, sister of with white hat and accessories. arrested by city police Sunday, and
paid fine and costs of $29.30 on a
don,
Rome.
Nurnberg
and
Stockrieces of the groom
Sandra Sharlaman,Nancy Olman, the bride, was maid of honor and The couple are new at home follow- Gerrit Maatman, 58, of 306 West
reckless driving charge. He was
holm this sunver.
Wedding music was played by Betty Eble, Roselle Van Kampen wore a ballerina-lengthgown of ing a northern wedding trip.
32nd. St., who was arrestedby
arrested by state police on LakeGet
Mrs. Jack Mari us. Rev. Hains sang and Yvonne Garbrecht who served. light rose rayon taffeta with Peter
Accordingto Lionel E. Corkins,
The bride is a graduateof the city police Friday, each paid fine
wood Blvd. in Holland township.
"Because" and "The Lord's PrayThe newlyweds honeymooned at Pan collar and small front buttons missionary course at Moody Bible and costs of $108.70, plus a day in presidingminister,the local group,
Bernard Flier, Byron Center, who
John Beeman and Paul Harms
er.”
Houghton Lake. For going away, to the waist. She carried a colonial Institute and the groom is a gradu- jail. As is customary under the law,
pleaded guilty to disorderly conincluding
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Corkin*.
sailed
to
double
victories
over
the
The bride wore a gown of acetate the bride wore a pink dress bro- bouquet of white daisies.
ate of the Missionary Aviation their operator’s licenseswere susJ. Peter Dirkse of Holland and weekend in the small boat races duct at Holland State Park, waa
taffeta with lace brocade on the caded with white flowers, white acBridesmaidswere Miss Virginia course at Moody in Chicago. pended.
sentenced to pay fine and costs of
at Macatawa.
bodice and sleeves. The full skirt cessories and a white orchid cor- Viets, the bride's roommate at col- They expect to leave in the near
Nobody was referred to traffic Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Van Order of
Beeman won the Nipper com- $29.30 and serve four days in jaiL
had a chapel train. Her headpiece sage. The couple will make thier lege, and Miss Geraldine Walcott. future for Africa where they will school at a regular session ot traf- Hamilton, will leave here July 17.
John R. Kremers, of 2709 Wykes
petition both Saturday and Sunday
oi seed pearls held in place her home at 15005 Croswell St., West Their gowns were identical to that serve as missionaries under the
fic court Tuesday morning, but sevAve„
and Edward Van Dyke, of
The
delegation
is
part
of
more
and Harms followed suit in his
fingertipveil and she carried a Olive.
of the maid of honor, but each a direction of the African Inland eral paid fines and some fines were
1909 Woodcliff,both of Grand Rapthan 4,500 from the U. S. and Lightning.
Bible with a white orchid.
The bride, a graduate of Grand differentshade of rose. They also Mission.
suspended. Reappearing for arCanada to attend the six as- Behind Beemar on Saturday were ids, paid fine and costs of $9-30
The maid of honor wore a yellow Haven High School, is employed at
raignment after attending traffic
sembliesin Europe. The entire Ed Marsilje and Warren Hamm each on a charge of being in the
gown of net over taffetaand car- Peerless Novelty Co., Grand Haven.
school were Glory De Graaf, 18,
movement is being arranged by while Tommy Baker and Louise girls' camping area after dark in
ried a colonial bouquet of blue car- The groom, a Holland High graduof 332 West 32nd St., speeding,$12
Holland State Park.
the headquarters staff of Jehovah's Marsilje trailedSunday.
nations. The bridesmaid wore light ate, is employed by Art Schrotensuspended;William Fortney. 19, Witnesses in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Others paying fines were Wilma
Jane Boyd finished second both
blue net over taffetaand carried bocr ConstructionCo.
of 352 Central Ave., assured clear
All will leave by ship and air days in her Lightning while Buzz J. Van Putten, 18 East 18th St.,
distance, $12 suspended;Earnest
within a period of a week. Two Boersma took third Saturday and red light, River and Douglas, HolJ. Hillman. 68, of 245 East Ninth
land township, $7; Earl Zoerhof,
charteredships will sail from Dave Collins was third Sunday.
St., interferingwith through trafroute 2, Hamilton, driving without
Quebec City, Canada. July 14. The
Dave and Dale Van Liere won
Holland VFW and Moose were but no one came through. Again tic, $12 suspended.
majorityof the group, however, the International 110 race Satur- due caution, Holland State Park,
locked in an airtight contest for in the third inning Jas De Vries
Paying fines were Laverne H. will travel by air out of New
day with Peter Sears taking the $14.30;Herman Wagner, of 577
11 innings Monday night before singled a. man to third, but there Sternberg route 6, speeding, $10; York and Montreal.
derby Sunday. Sears finishedsec- 20th St., no mud flaps on truck,
Jay Hoffman poled one over the he stayed.
Clarence Groenheide,Kalamazoo, Mr. Corkins said the plan Is
M-21 in Holland township, $9.30;
ond on Saturday while Mel Bissell
The newly-organized Friends of dation that a new city library be right fie|d fence to give the Vets In the fifth-antl again in the imprudentspeed, $15; Lloyd Har- part of the Christian unity prowas third Saturday and second Andrew C. DuMez, South Shore Dr.,
the Library, at its second meeting incorporated into the plan of the a 1-0 decision.
seventh when Don Hulst got his ris, of 350 Culver, Saugatuck, gram. Ministers from the U.S. and
Sunday. Jim Fields was third Sun- red light, River and Lakewood,HolMonday evening at Holland Pul>- proposed new high school.
The win, comfng after a week- single— Moose had a man on third. speeding 50 in 35-mile zone, $12; Canada will primarily attend ses- day.
land township, $7.
lic Library, heard Miss Albertha
Miss Singlyn, asked to comment long holiday layoff, strengthened Both times he was stranded. Other James L. Lacey, of 101 West 21st sions at the various assemblies. Racing Is held every Saturday
Lloyd C. Rogers, of 17 East SevSinglyn, consultant for public li- an the question,said the Michigan the Vets' hold on second place in Moose single was by Bill Zych in St., speeding,$7; Bernard A.
enth St., red light, US-31 and M-21,
But many will be staying in the and Sunday at 2 p.m..
the fourth.
braries. Michigan State Library, Library Associationstands opposed the City Softball League.
Konke. Harper Woods. Mich., homes of Jehovah's Witnesses and
Holland township,$7; John B. Dise,
Jim Slagh singled in the second speeding and disobeying red flashLansing.
Both winning pitcher Case Veldto such combinations on the basis
Grand Rapids, speeding 50 in 35their friends in countriesthey
Miss Singlyn discussed the of past experience. She said that erman and loster Matt Numikoski for the Vets, advancing Case Veld- er, $20; Donald R. Lokker, of 59J visit. There will be delegates from
mile zone, Ottawa Beach Rd., $14"Friends of the Library" move- the library-publicschool combina- hurled brilliant ball, Velderman eiman to third, but that's the only East 21st St., speeding. $17; Ken- Central and South America, Aus.30; Edward Bos, of 194 West 26th
ment and told what such an or- tion invariablyends up as a giving up three hits— all singles time the VFW outfit had a man neth Looman, route 1, speeding. tralia, Africa and the Far East,
St., driving wrong way on US-31
ganization can mean to a city's "school librafy” for the children -and Numikoski four hits— two that far before Hoffman walked $10.
double highway, Olive township $14as well, he said.
library. The Friends are to the and the public simply doesn't use singles, a double and Hoffman's past on his circuit clout.
James R. Pollock, of 46 Graves The group from Holland plans
.30; Donald L. Kosten, Grand RapBill Franks had a single and PI., stop sign. $5; Samuel Scaife.
librarywhat a PTA is to a school, it She pointed out that the location homer.
ids, speeding45 in 35-mile zone,
to visit Paris. Pompeii and Mt. For
she said, and cited the group's of a public library is of supreme
Moose was hurting for a single Lum Veldman the double to round Chicago, speeding, $15; Percy F\ Vesuvius, Switzerland,CopenhaDouglas Ave., Park township, $9main purpose is that of "inter- importance -it should be in the in the first frame when a series out VFW hitting.
Sheets,Toledo, stop sign. $12; Cor- gen, Norway and the Netherlands.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Bias .30.
preting the library to the com- heart of the city's activity— easily of errors put a man on third base.
nelius Nyhoff, Jr., of 128 Walnut, They will board a Flying Tigers Duron, 35, route 4, Holland, was
Gerald J. Egbers, 11 North RiVt
Barber Fords got 11 hits six of speeding, $22; Charles Lester Ammunity.”
accessibleto shoppers, etc. It
plane at Amsterdam Aug. 28 for brought into Circuit Court Tues- er, speeding, Lakewood Blvd., in
them in one inning— to walk over merman, Grand Rapids, speeding. the return trip to New York.
In discussing functionsof a was pointed out, too, that the needs
day afternoon as a probation vio- Holland township. $29.30; James
Friends group, Miss Singlyn urged of a school library and a public Mrs. John De Haan, Jr., Mrs. Ed Bareman Service,6-1 in the opener $10.
lator. and Judge Raymond L. Wilson, of 345 Howard Ave, no
the use of library in everyday liv- library are vastly different.
Heuvelhorst and Miss Florence at Van Tongeren Field.
Lawrence Newman, 44. of 117
Smith sentenced him to serve 15 muffler, M-21 in Holland townBig gun in the Ford attack was Fairbanks Ave., was sentenced July
ing. Often, she said, seeming disMiss Singlyn reported that a Olert; public relations. Bill Allen,
days and extended his probation to ship, J59.30: John Tiddcns, no adinterest on the part of many people member of the state staff is pre- chairman,Bernard Donnelly, Mrs. Jun Hop.
2 to serve five days in the county
four years, dating from Sept. 8. dress listed, stop sign, Lakewood
Hop's timely double Scored one jail on a drunk and disorderly
is merely lack of knowledgeabout sently conducting an extensivesur- Carl C. Van Raalte and Dr. Marion
1954. Since Duron has been in jail and railroad, Holland township,
library functior'«.She also told vey of school-librarycombinations de Velder; membership, Arthur run and set up two more in the charge.
Admitted to Holland Hospital since June 30 when he was ar- $5; Edward R. Hitz, Wirmelka,
what other Friends groups arc do- now existing and a full report Schwartz, chairman, Mrs L. E. four-run third inning. Hop figured Paying $1 parking costs were
Tuesday were Leon Rhinehart, 122 raigned on a charge of driving a 111., red light, US-31 and M-21,
in the first Ford Ford run in the Tom Smeenge, of 364 West 21st
ing in seeking proper library leg- should be ready in September.
fowe and Mrs. Peter Prins.
East 16:h St.; Mrs. Minnie Ger- car while his operator’s license Holland township. $5.
islation, stimulating endowments
Ways and Means and Building second frame when he singled, ad- St.; Stanley Graham. Elkhart, ritsen, 21 East 21st St.; John Roze- was revoked, he was eligible for William K. Dieringer, Mieer*
The Friends group agreed that
and bequests and giving general the plan suggested by the planning and Site committees will be ap- vanced on a single by Warren Ind.; P. H. Buss, of 250 West 11th boom, 236 West 16th St.; Mrs. Fet- release on Tuesday.
Ohio, speeding 55 in 35-mile zone,
Plaggemtrs’single and scored on St,; Bert Hofmeyer. of 197 West
financialsupport and working aid commission should be carefully pointed' later.
Conditions of the extended pro- Lakewood Blvd., Holland township,
je Vander Wal, 330 West 20th St.;
to their libraries.
Minutes of the organizational a single by Bob Hop.
18th St.; Edward Den Houter, of John L. Veldheer. 400 East 24th St. bation are that he observe an 11 $15; Ron Strandberg, Chicago, exconsideredand studied from ail
Hop joined the long ball hitters 30i East Eighth St. Elmer WisFrank Schwarz, president of the angles before any conclusiveaction meeting were read by Mrs. ^ed
Discharged Tuesday were Harold p.m. curfew and not frequent an cessive speed with trailer, 60 in
group, presided at the session and is taken.
in the fourth to count Fords' last sink paid $2 for two parking tickallowed 50-mile zone, US-31 in HolBoeve, secretary.
Jurries, 743 Aster Ave.; Mrs. Willis automobileuntil he obtains a liled a general discussion of the
The Friends will not meet in run. How Schutt doubled to left ets.
Several committeeswere named
Streur and baby, 236 East 12th St.; cense from the Secretary of State's land township, $5; Frank Duffy,
pros and cons of a recent city by Schwarz, including:Workshop. August. The next meeting will be and scored on Jun Hop's triple.
Jr., Holland, speeding 55 in 35-mile
Mrs. Merle Taylor and baby, 4712 office.
Bareman had to wait until the
planning commission recommen- Mrs. Lincoln Sennett, chairman, held Sept. 12.
Church St., Zeeland;Mrs. Gerald
Duron was placed on probation zone, Lakewood Blvd., Holland
seventh inning before Lou Aliena
Huizen and baby. 202 West 20th St.; Sept. 8. 1954, for three years on township, $19.30.
was safe on a fielders'schoice,
Mrs. Paul Jones and baby. 346'* a nighttime breaking and entering Dale E. Miller, Grand Rapids,
later scoring on Jerry Kruithof's
River Ave.; Florence Wassmk, 252 charge, and April 11, 1955, was excessive speed with trailer, 60 in
single to center.
North River Ave.; Mrs. George brought before the court on a bench allowed 50-mile zone, M-21 in HolBob Ebels pitched four hit ball
Montgomery
and baby, route 4; warrant for violating his probation. land township, $9.30; Thomas W.
in
to win. Joe Berens was tagged for
Mrs. Donald Kolean and baby, 61 At that time his probation was ex- Knowles, of 88 East Eighth St,
11 in losing.
West
First St.; Robert Godfrey, tended another year and he was stop sign, Lakewood and railroad,
ALLEGAN (Special) — County
route 4 ; Robert Hoesli, 292 West requiredto pay $50 costs in 90 Holland township, $5; Andrew MulClerk Esther Warner Hetteinger's
Property Dispute
13th St.; Dennis Bolles, 316 West days.' He failed to pay the costs. der, 290 Douglas Ave., stop sign,
interestin history is reflected in
28th St.; Mrs. Henry Wolbert, 112
Last June 30. Duron pleaded guil- Lakewood and railroad,$5; Corry
the new "Official Directory for
Settled Out of Court
West 23rd St.; David Gordon, 359 ty in justice court to a charge of Bloemendal,of 261 East 14th St.,
the County of Allegan" now availared light. M-21 and US-31, Holland
River Ave.; Ruth Elaine Ortman, driving with a revoked license.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Af- ble from her office.
township, $7; Jack%Edward Stettroute 2.
ter a full day of negotiations,a
In addition to a wealth of inforbacher, Kalamazoo, passing on
Hospital births include a daughsettlement was reached late Tues- mation about county and township
yellow line, Ottawa Beach Rd.,
ter, Lucy Evalene, bom Monday to
day in the case involvingsubdivid- government,the 26 page booklet
$14.30.
Mr. and Mrs. John Watson,
ing the former Telling property on contains two fly-leaves, one showJohn Ripmaster,Grand Rapids,
West 18th St.; a daughter. Valerie
the south shore of Lake Macatawa ing county census statistics, by
parking in no parking zone, Holland
Ann, bom Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs.
near Holland.
townships back to 1840, and the othState Park, $5; Raymond Jingles,
Ken Northuis, route 4; a daughter Allegan
The case involved an injunction er tracing the organizationalstrucGrand Rapids, speeding 60 in 4>
bom
today to Mr. and Mrs. Kensought by Dr. and Mrs. Otto van ture of townships, cities and vilmile zone, Lakewood Blvd., Holneth Givens, route 4; ft daughter
der Velde and Mr. and Mrs. John lages of the county as far back as
SAUGATUCK (Special)-Atthe land township, $14.30; Theodore P.
Shelly Jo, born today to Mr. and
E. Muller against Mr. and Mrs. 1783, when the Treaty of Paris proMrs. Willard Wilson, 1622 Jerome annual school board meeting of Braybrook, Grand Rapids, no boat
CorneliusBrewer.
vided for the surrender of lands,
Saugatuck School District No. 2 trailer - license, Lakewood Blvd.,
St.
According to the aggreement including the county, to the United
at the school Monday evening, it Holland township, $4.30 costs; Rogdrawn up by Leo Hoffman, attor- States.
was unanimouslyvoted to accom- er Boer, 575 Lawndale Ct., stop
ney for the plaintiffs, the settle- The table shows that the area Two Youths Treated
modate the Allegan County Normal sign, Gordon and tracks, $5; Herment calls for specific restrictions which is now Allegan county, Two 13-year-old youths were School in Saugatuckfor the com- man William Schreiber,Grand
on buildings on certain lots, set- was, by turns, once a part of Lena- treated in Holland Hospital Satur- ing year.
Rapids, speeding 60 in 50-mile
back lines, boundariesand price wee, St. Joseph, Cass and Kalama- day night for gunshot wounds after The county normal enables high zone, $9.30.
restrictions.The agreement also zoo counties. In 1834 the location of a .22 caliber gun accidentallydis- school graduates to teach in rural
calls for erecting only one house Allegan as the county seat 'was pro- charged on the beach about 9 p.m. schools after a year’s training.
One cubic mile of sea water
on lots 8 and 9 and only one house claimed and the followingyear, the Alfred Curtenius, son of F.B.
In other business Roscoe Funk contains more than 12 billion
on lots 1 and 2.
territorial legislature, organized Curtenius of Kalamazoo, who was was reelected for three years as pounds of magnesium.
The negotiationsalso included a the county, independent of Kala- shot in the right index finger and school trustee and the new memtrip to Holland to inspect the prop; mazoo.
right thigh, was to be discharged ber elected was W. B. Carr for
erty in question known as Sunset
The booklet also lists telephone today. Mike Bremer, son of Dr. a three year term.
Terrace. The agreement was en- numbers for ail county offices, ail William M . Bremer of Grosse G. Ray Sturgis, superintendent
LOT OF ACTION
This ship, the USS
South Pacific.Now making a tour of the Great
state, county and township officers, Pointe Farms, was treated for a of Allegan county schools,had intered into the court records.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
PCEC 877, which will visit Holland over the
Lakes, it is scheduled to arrive in Holland
including a listing of all supervi- small scratch on the finger and was vestigateddifferent locations in the
weekend, was commissioned early in 1944 and
Friday night. Visiting hours will probably be
William Dawes was the name sors with their names, addresses dischargedSaturday night. The county and the Saugatuck school 21 Cost 9th
saw action in 1945 in the famous World War
Saturday and Sunday afternoons. Commandof the other man who rode with and telephone numbers, city and accident was reported to Allegan was the only one which had rooms
II invasions of Saipan and Iwo Jima in the
ing Officer of the ship is It. Harry W. Cgx.
village officers.
Paul Revere.
deputies.
to accommodate the county nbrmaL
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

year* after his presidentialterm,
and two ex-Presidents returned to
Congress. No ex-President had a
longer total career in public affairs, and it is our opinion that
none of them was more effective
or knowledgeable than Herbert
Hoover.

-Cleveland Press

t

Sunday School
Lesson
July 17. 1955
Exekiel and the Earlier Captivy
2 Kings 24:8-15; Ezekiel 1:2, 3;
18:30-32.

By Henry GeerUngs
Only
a
few facts are known a8 DC COUNTIES MAY UNITE
bout Ezekiel, and these are gleanIN SEEKING LAKE WATER
Oakland County residents have ed solely from his book. He was
a vital interest in the move to probably bom in or near Jeruinterest additionalcounties in
salem during the reign of JosiThe Home of
Southeastern Michigan in seeking
ah. His father was a priest of the
Holland city Newe a Great Lakes water supply.
Fiibnshed every Thur*- certajnjy the residentsof south- house of Zadok. This meant that
both functioned at Jerusalem in
pffntlng
in* CO*
— Office M-56
... | em Oakland County know the ser- the temple. His descriptionof depresent situation.
West Eighth Street. Hoi- . jousnesI
tails of the temple before its desland. Michigan.
They are short right now.
Entered as second class matter a.
truction reflects an int i m a t e
hi* no*t office at Holland. Mich., Sprinklingof lawns is restricted. knowledge such as only a priest
SiVuS Actof CongreM. M»rcl> 3. The undergroundwater level is
would have. The combinationof
_
sinking lower and lower.
Representatives of Oakland. priestly and prophetical function
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher
Macomb and St. Clair Counties is seen also in Jeremiahand ZechTelephone — News Hems 31M
met Wednesday evening at Royal ariah. He was sappily married. He
Advertisingand subscriptions 31.1
Oak. St. C 1 a i 'representativeslived in his own house in exile.
The publisher shall not be R*ble
He is pereeminently the prophet
for any error or errors In printing voiced their desire to participate
in a joint move. Previously Oak- of the exile. His was a ministry to
any advertising “h
such advertisementshall have been land. Macomb, Wayne. Monroe and an impenitent and skeptical peoobtained bv advertiser and returned
ple, but also to a discouraged and
by him in 'time for correction* with Washtenaw Counties had maf.e a
such errors or correctionsJ'o ed start on setting up a joint projest. believingremnant. His message to
nlalnlv thereon:and tn such case n
Thus there now are six counties the first was one of almost
any error so noted Is not corrected
publishersliabilityshall exceed which are taking the first prelim- unrelieved doom. He brought to
such a proportion of the entire space inary steps toward setting up a the faithful but disheartened remocfuple<l by the error bears to the
nant a challenging message of
whole space occupiedby such adver- water authority. First step is a
Guest Editorial

the

-

1879.

__

0{

_

r

tisement.

_

survey of the six county area and hope and a thrillingpicture of
restoration.To both he pointed
its water needs. Next will be actual
terms of subscription
One year. $3 00: six months. $.00, engineering stud.es of the b e s out the opportunity which each
available source and studies of individual might use to alter his
1 personal situation by his own deciwill be promptly discontinuedIf not cosis.
All this work is necessary, and 1 sions and actions.
renewed
In'

delivery- Write or Phone'

NOT HIS LAST JOB

READ A BOOK. ADD A LEAF— Holland Public
Library’s tree is fast gaining the richest foliage a
tree can boast. In the children'ss^Bmer reading
program, each -youngster adds a ^7 to the tree
upon completion of a book. Here, Pitney Cuperus,

3191. governmentalunits concerned, the
engineeringstudies of the best
lv are

It was due to him. more perhaps
more cumbersome and com- ihan to any other, that after the

left,

age 10. Anna Huizenga, 12 and Bradley

Spahr, 8, choose spots to represent their latest
reading accomplishments. As summer wanes, the
leaves will be colored ones, to transform the
green foliage into autumn hues. (Sentinel photo)

DONT WATCH THE

BIRDIES —

We

don't know for sure

why

Dole Fris (right), post supervisorof the Holland Ground Observers Corps, and Leslie

Woltman, chief observer,climbed the steep
skywatch tower on West 28th St. this week.
It wasn't for watching the birdies, that much we know. Want a
good guess? They're probably looking for the 300 Holland citizens needed to make the Holland Skywatch an effectivearoundstairs of

the

local

and children are expected to reWhen the socalled“Hoover Com- plicatedthan as if a single county downfall of the nation the national religion of the temple was restorwere involved.
turn home within the next week
mission” finished its work with the
the-clock operation So far only 20 citizenshave volunteered for
But the need is so great .nat ed. In him took place the transifrom Rochester, Minn., where the
expiration by law of the Commis- everyone should be aware of it, tion from the Hebrew state to the
the job of supplementing the nation's radar air detection
former is receiving treatments at
sion on 0 r g a n i z a t i o n of the and of the necessity for energetic Jewish religioussystem.
Mayo Clinic. His mother, Mrs.
(Sentinelphoto)
ExecutiveBranch of the Govern- action, once the full facts are
He was gifted,highly imaginaHarry Rigterink of Overisel acment, it was generally assumed known. The growth in population tive and yet frankly objective
companied the family on the trip.
that it marked the end of Herbert in this six county area is tremen- writer. He was the earliestto use!
The annual church picnic of the
Hoover's last job. After all, this dous. It is appalling in terms of the colorful symbolisms of Ihei
Reformed Church is scheduled to
Almost 500 children are taking
“elder statesman"is 80 years old. the inevitablefuture water needs. apocalypic writings such as Dan-;
be held at Tunnel Park this week
part in Holland Public Library's
He himself recognized at the last If the rate of growth continues to iel and Revelation.
I Thursday, with games beginning at
Republican conventionthat h i s accelerate,a start on this project
The deportation to Babyloniaof summer reading program.
4 p m. followed by a basket supWith a big tree as their inspirawork was drawing to a close, by has been made none too soon.
a large number of captives from
per.
assuming that it would be the last
It may be later than anyone Jerusalem represents a large part tion. the \oungstersarc basing
1 A call has been extended by the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Johnson1 local Christian Reformed Church
convention in which he would take thinks.
of the Babylonianconquest of Ju- their summer reading on the ''naan active part.
dah. This significantprocess be- ture" theme. To get their 'diplo- announce the birth of a son at Al- to Wilbert Van Dyke, recent gradAmerica'* sir defense still hasn't ting up an around-the-clock skyBut it would not be surprising
gan shortly after the Babylonian mas" at the season'send. the legan Health Center.
uate of Calvin Seminary in Grand
got the “trigger” it needs 10 badly watch in Holland are urged to
if this “Hoover retirement’ ' should
The rite of Holy Baptism was Rapids. This pastorate has been
victory over Egypt, which marked children must complete 10 books,
call Dale Fris at either 2395 or
in this area.
be like the “farewell tour” of
Invited
the beginningof the uncontested includingtwo about nature. At administered to four infants by the vacant since 'the departure of the
“It
takes
300 people to make sure 2860. They may yet prove that the
many a noted actor. In some
supremacy of Babylonia as the suc- completionof each book, an oral Rev. Norman Van Heukelom at the Rev. and Mrs. Isaac Apol several
that no foreign planes will ap- tall structureon 28th St. is. indeed,
cases, like that of Madame Berncessor to Assyria. Nebuchadnezzar report is ghen 10 librarians. That's morning service at the local Re- months ago to a church in Chiproach Holland without the Air erected for our safety rather than
where
the
tree
comes
in.
hardt, those "farewell tours" beformed
Church
last
Sunday.
Robmoved swiftly to consolidate his
cago.
To
Force being alerted.” says Dale for the birds.
Placed in the library is a large ert Van, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ancame so numerous that they were
vast empire, including the subjuMrs. H. A. Marsh has returned
Fris, post supervisor of the local
tree
cut
from
the
woods.
Leafless
drew
Busscher,
Jeane
Lynn,
daughno longer taken seriously.
gation of Judah. As long as Judah
home from the Burton Heights hosWhy not do a turn-about-face.paid tributehe was willing to let at the beginning, the tree now has ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale Slotman, pital where she underwent major Ground ObserversCorps.
Normally a great actor loves his
“But so far only 20 citizens have
work so passionatelythat not act- Let the kids take over the house her alone with little interference much foliage because when a child Frederick Jay. son of Mr. and surgery.
Hulst,
completes a book, he is allowed to Mrs. Marvin Van Doomik and Eveiiy seems like a kind of death
volunteered for our Skywatch.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alvin
H.
Strabbing
with
internal
affairs.
for a few days this summer and
tn him. Herbert Hoover h not an
The invasion of Judah, the re- attach a leaf (with lii£ name on lyn Lynn, daughter of Mr. and and sons, Ronald and Kenneth of There's no sense in lettingthem
you. Mom. go to schoool.
it' to a branch of the tree. The Mrs. David Troost. Sermon topics Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gret- man the poat as long a* w'e don’t
actor; he has so httle fostriomc
There will be tour days of fun. moval of captives, and the final
tree is all green now, but come for the day were "Our Comfort” zinger of Fennville and Mr. and have enough people to maintain an
Victories
ability that he wasn't even a smart
destruction
of
Jerusalem
were
education and meeting women from
politician. But he has always had
coloro,d
^ ad‘ and “We Reap What We Sow”. Mrs. H. D. Strabbing of Hamilton around-the-clockwatch.”
all over the state during the Home- brought about by the rebellion
this in common with a great actor
Hitting, pitching, fielding— you
makers’ Conferenceon the Mich- kings of Judah. Ezekiel had no dcd Th.us,' ''^" school resumes. Preceding the evening service Jer, enjoyed a picnic supper at Allegan So the observation post on West
a colorful autumn tree will
that work was meat and drink to
rold Kleinheksel of Overisel Re- County Park on Monday evening, 28th St. is doomed to be about
igan State campus in East Lan- doubt seen the reformation under
name
it— Hulst Bros, has got it,
completed.
him; he always got more fun out
formed Church conducted “Mo- honoring the former's birthday an- the loneliest spot in the city. Grass
Josiah. When Jehoiakim again
sing.
Mrs.
Hazel
Hayes,
librarian,
of working than out of anything
ments of Music” and was also niversary.
li ra pid
cov erin g hen arr env" path | and ,he-v have 8 12’2 wrin °'Tr
Registration at the event will brought the nation under pagan
said on the first day of the sum- guest soloist during the service.
else. And the chances are that he
leading to its steep stairs. Birds Vanden Berg Buick Tuesday night
start Tuesday, July 19. and regular worship and practices, he as a
mer reading program,, circula- His accompanists were his daughwill go ot working until the very
sit day-dreamingon its snowwhite | as proof.
classes will be held during the fol- member of the priesthoodno doubt
tion among the children reached ter, Belle Kleinheksel and Beverly
last minute of life.
railing.
lowing three days through July 22. sympathizedwith the work of JerIn the hitting department—
733. including 95 books on nature. Veen.
Not since his young manhood has
Why this lack of interest?
The conference is open to any wo- emiah. Similarity of thought and
Hulst got 12 runs on, 13 hits, inIn
the
first
15
days,
average
emit been necessary tor Hoover to
Many people, Fris points out.
Mrs. Earl Poll who was seriously
men in the state, advises Mrs. Van- language with that of Jeremiah inulation ( adults included) has been
work for a living. As a mining der Kolk, Ottawa county home de- dicates he must have received in- r)8~
think that radar is capable of doing cluding a home run, triple and 11
injured in an auto accident nearly
engineer he became independently
By Willis Boss
the air detection job all by itself. single?.
monstration agent.
splraUon from dje propel and
chjldrc„ „.ho ..stick wilh two weeks ago has been released
Pitching— A1 Bosch struck out
wealthy when he was still in his
July 15 is the date set for the But it can’t.
Featuredspeakers listed for the have studiedunder
ftcir rradlng.. and win 1hclr di. from Holland Hospital and taken to
10 batters while giving up only
twenties. He could have retired
the
home
of
Mr.
Poll's parents. Poultry, Crops and Gardening Of course, radar is a marvellous
four day event include: Edwin C.
V>e can easily imagine how the i p]omas will lie guests at a picnic
three hits, all singles.
and become a play-boy.Fortunate- Kemper, special agent of the Fedpeople of the exile hung upon the | at thc cn<i 0[ ,he 5UmmOT Mrs Mr. and Mrs. l»uis Poll for care Judging Contest. This is the an- gadget. Fris says. Alas, it isn’t
Fielding— not an error all night.
ly for America he elected to work
and recooperation.Mr. Poll, who nual district elimination contest parfect.
eral Bureau of Investigation,who prophets words. Them nation had 1 jjavcs sa:,j
That's why they lead the league
harder than most people ever think
Its
electronic
eyes
reach
far
and
received
several
painful
injuries,
will discuss “The Challenge To been spoiled. They themselves were
__
which is being held at Wolf Lake
with
12 wins and one loss!
of doing. He has kept this up America;” Dr. Cleo Dawson, popremained in the hospital for a in Muskegon County. Any 4-H high. Yet. they don't register
reduced to slavery. They had left
A I Velthuis got the Hulst homuntil 80, and it seems very un- ular psycholdgist, who will give
planes
flying
under
500
feet;
they
short
time
and
is
also
staying
at
their children behind. As they toilclub member who is enrolled in
likely that he will change at this advice on “For Every’ Problem
can't see through hills and mount- er in thc sixth inning while Gord
the parental home.
ed they pondered the things that Booklet Tells
these projects is urged to attend.
Grevengoed tallied the triple earlate date.
There’s An Answer:" and Dr. Dav- had been said.
Lt. Dorothy Boorhorstof Oak- Meals will be furnished. Contact ains; and enemy aircraft may deA man who works for the sake id E. Molyneaux,First Presbyterlier In the same frame. Bob VorV
stroy
the
installations
completely.
We can see how in the evening
land. Calif., is spending part of your local leader to make arof working,and not for political ian Church in Flint, speaking on
and I^vem Zoerhoff had three
after the day's work was done,
her month's furloughwith rela- rangementsfor riding. Meet at the That's why foreign aircraftmay singles each to figure prominpreferment, is not likely to popular “The Challenge of a HungryOf
State
sneak
into
the
country,
flying
low
they would gather in little groups
! lives in Michigan.Ixical families Court House at 8:45. The prowith the professional politician. World. ”
ently in the scoring parade.
! she has visited are Mr. and Mrs.
and with sad hearts discuss their
gram will conclude about 4 p.m. over Lake Michigan, without being
When Hoover as President was
Bill Fortney got two of the VanMany MSU staff members are hopeless plight. They no doubt gathdiscovered by radar. Fris says.
Automobile Club of Michigan this Bernard Voorhorst and Mary and
July 22 is the date set for Dairy
turning back his salary to the includedon the.program: some will
den Berg's three hits, while Bob
The
post
supen-isor
recalls
an
week will begin distributionof its the John Brink. Jr., family.
Judging. Plans are to have three
United States Treasury,many a teach classes and others will ad- ered around the door of Ezekiel
Fortney got the other single. Los1955 Michigan State Parks Ixwklet.
Mrs. W. R. Broome, president of sessions of judging that day for urgent letter Major General Fredpoliticianwho was milking the dress the whole group of the 1,300 who would talk of the past, the
ing pitcher was Baker.
eric
H.
Smith.
Vice
Commander
of
mistakes that had been made, and Preston Manting Holland division the Hamilton Woman's Study Club all members of the county. Nevels
government for all that he and women planning to attend.
In an outside game Raphael
called ah ExecutiveBoard meet- Pearson from MichiganState Un- Continental Air Defense, recently
would reason with them about the manager, announcedtoday.
members of his family could get
Inc. put the damper on Harlem.
Homemakers' Conference is spon- purposes of their God. It is not
sent
to
state
governors.
The
genThe 32-page liooklet lists the 65 ing to make plans for the activi- iversity will be on hand to exout of it was full of scorn for sored by the home economics ex4-3. but it took a four-run sixth
ties of the coming season, which plain judging and show members eral wrote:
him. But in spite of it Hoover tension program and by the con- strange that he brought the mes- state parks and recreation areas,
inning to do it.
“Right
now
the
Soviet
Union
has
gives
them
location
and
describes
opens
in
September.
Committees
how to select good calves and
went right on working, because tinuingeducation service of Mich- sage of the judgment of God and
Harlem jumped to an early lead
more
than
1.000
bombers
capable
work was his joy and it was for igan State University.Those inter- made the call for repentance and a facilities for tourists, campers and were appointed and other matters cows. One session will be held in
in the first inning scoring one run
of
striking
at
any
part
of
the
new
| fishermen Also included is a list- of business were discussed. Memthe southernpart of the County,
him its own reward.
on P. Talsma’s single. Another
ested in registering for special
Babylon was the center of the j >nE °f SlMe Forest ramp and pic- bers of the Board include. Mrs. one in the northernpart and an United States from the North. run was picked off trying for
Even though the commissionhas classes before the conference are
Mrs. Harvey Koop. Mrs. Don Ter evening class in the central part East, South or West. . .The Kremexpired that bears his name, it asked to contact their local county- world. Archaelogicaldiscoveriesin 1 nic grounds and Wa; ne County'
home in the second, but In the
Avest, Mrs. Kenneth Heuvelman, of the county. Keep the date open. lin has little use for aircraft of
recent years have shown the height Parks,
seems certain that his mind and extension office.
third they opened up again.
Michigan parks and recreation Mrs. Harold Brink and Mrs Walof that ancient civilization.The city
On July 29. a judging school for this type except for an attack
hands will find other work to do.
D. Blomer's single, a hit batter
against us. . .”
itself was surroundedby a great areas shodld set new attendance ! ter Dill,
girls projects will be held at AlWe can use many more -of Mr.
and a couple of outfield slams
Not
long
ago.
mysterious
planes
wall five miles in length and with records this year. Manting pro- 1 Mr. and Mrs M. Butterfieldof lendale Public School. Clothing
Hoover's ideas. Our government
acounted for two more runs.
a width of eighty feet. Palaces, dieted. In 1954. they entertained North Branch were recent visitors judging is being planned for 9:45 did fly over United States territory, Raphael's runs came on singles
grows ard grows. The cost keeps
Fris
reveals.
They
entered
New
in
their
daughter’s
home.
Mr.
and
gardens, temples and great forti- more than 15 millionvisitors while
a m. and foods are at 1:30 in the
or increasing.We must find ways
by E. Prince. Boeve and Vandenficationsmade it the show place more than 80.000 campers enjoyed Mrs. Lawrence Lugten and son.
afternoon.Keep this date open for England from the Atlanticand berg and a base on balls issued
to reduce the waste. Our taxes,
were
over
the
city
of
New
York
the
slate-owned
facilities.
Mr.
and
Mrs
George
lumpen
of the world. The land was rich
judging girls projects at Allendale.
both local, state and national, keep
to Vryhof.
before some skywatcher started
As a public service, the book- attended a reunion of the Van Der
and well irrigated.The countrygoing up. What are your ideas for With
Winning pitcher was Boeve who
prospered with manufacturingand let will lie made available to all Kamp family at Gun Lake last
4-H members have enjoyed two doing something about them, he allowed five hits. D. Berkompas
correction? Write 30 words for
says.
publication.
ALLEGAN (Special) — Break- trade. But its beautiful life and Holland area motorists through the ! Saturday.Rev. and ^rs. Donald separate periods of camp at Potand D Blomcrs were tagged for
Fortunately, the planes turned
Houseman and children arrived at towattomie Bayou in the past two
ing into jail proved just as difficult thrivingcommerce had not weaned club
five hits, with Berkompas getting
a
cottage
there
the
previous
day
out
to
be
our
own.
They'd
secretly
weeks. The program included
Guest Editorial
as breaking out for William Wash- the hearts of the exiles from the
the loss.
Resolute, on Cornwallis Island. | from Gallup. N. M. w here they swimming, games, recreation, flown all the way from Europe to
hills of Judah. Contacts with the
burn. 25, of Way-land.
HOOVER BOWS OUT;
FINAL SERVICE GREAT
Washburn finally got his wish people left betnd made them an- 1S thc northermost post of the are engaged in Missionarywork singing, conservation class, craft test the aircraftdetection posts in
Herbert Hoover's last public Monday morning when Municipal xious to return. False propels Ro>al Canadian Air Force It among the Indians for the Chris- work and many other features. that eastern part of the nation.
service — he himself has de- Judge Irvin L. Andrews sentenced were not lacking to delude them *l(‘s miles north of thc Artie tian Reformed Church. They expect Counselors for the two sessions They slipped through the radarclared his public performanceat him to 30 days in Allegan jail, with' false hopes The unrest had | ^iriie- Outgoing planes make to vacation there for a few weeks. were Joan Dyke. Joan Koppenol, umbrella by keeping under 500
Mr. and Mrs. William Frands.
an end — was certainly not one after an attempt to break into the become so intense that two such about ;V) fli8hls in sPnn- carry- Other local relativesvisiting them Jerry Bouwkamp, and Gordon feet, Fris explains.
Mr. and Mrs August Garbrecht
But the real thing could happen and Mr. and Mrs. James Gallagof the least achievements of a institutionfailed Saturday morn- prophets were burned alive for sedi- nun an<* a •V(,;u s SUPP^CS ,0 at Gun Lake were Mr. and Mrs. Handlogten, all from the Coopers1 Mould bay and Isachscn,Rcso*
Harry J. Lampen, Mr. and Mrs. ville area. Cooks for the first per- right here in Holland, he believes. her are the parents of new baby
long and statesmanlike life. The ing.
weather stations, Ray J. Maatman and Mr. and Mrs. iods were Mrs. W. Bosworth, One observer on that lonely tower boys.
Commission on Organizationof the
Washburn was released from It was the task of Ezekiel to 1 *‘Jte
Georgetown. Mrs. Jerry Kleyen- on 28th St. might then provide the
Executive Branch of the Govern- the clink last Wednesday after do- discourage this false hope. He had ^manent frost extends at least Edward Lampen.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Roger Kolean
Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Tenpas and berg. nurse from the Health De- one important item of information have their new home on Crosswell
ment, to whose chairmanshiphe ing 15 days for being drunk and to preach the judgment of (tod. 47L feet into thc ground at Resolute.
children.
Joanne
and
Billy
have
needed
to
intercept
enemy
planes
was summoned eight years ago by disorderly.Saturday. Deputv Carl The burden of his message was
partment, was on duty. Craft w'ork
St. nearly ready for occupancy.
been vacationingat their cottage at was in charge of Mrs. Mildred before they reach the industrial
President Truman, has made its Simmons caught him trying to that the Lord is governing all the
Mrs. Selma Cole and her son,
Many lizards have tails that Eagle Crest on Lake Michigan, tor Breems and Mrs. Mildred Scott. center*.
final report,and goes out of exist- break in through a window on the nations of men, that His judgment
Orville,were in town for several
ence today.
The second period of 4-H camp A ground observer doesn’t need days. An afternoonparty was
second floor on the north side of will eventually be upon the heathen can he regrown if they are re- a couple of weeks.
moved.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Rigterink is being held July 11 to 14.
any special skills, Fris says. Just given by Mrs. Ernest Kalmbaugh
In 14 major surveys of overlap- the jail. Simmons shooed him off, nations, and that Israel will be
a pair of good eyes, good ears and for Mrs. Cole. Attending were
ping, doubtful worth, and extrava- but Washburn was back again stronger and better because of its
gance by government offices, the Saturdaynight, charged with be- purge from sin. Personal responsiThings were really moving a- the little know-how required for Mrs. Charles Babcock, Mr*. Frank
Hoover commissionshave brought ing drunk and disorderly again.
round the campus of Michigan handlinga telephone.
bility characterized his ministry
Garbrecht, Mrs. William Ebel,
Men and women, young and old, Jr., Mrs. Eli West, Mrs. Julius
in the facts, proposed reforms, and
State University the week of June
Judge Andrews specifiedthat he more than anything else. It must
left it to Congresses to take or serve his time working in the no longer be said that the indivi28 through week of July 1. Thir- alike can do the job easily, the Garbrecht, Mrs. Riley West Mrs.
leave them.
kitchen, in hopes that a little labor dual is not responsiblebefore God
.teen hundred 4-H members from supervisor asserts.And the corps Theron Stone, Mrs. William
Not a single finding has been might cure him of his liking for and he is the victim of sin.
all over the state were on the doesn’t want them to devote more Roberts, Mrs. F. Rockwell,Mrs.
really argued. Mr. Hoover said jail life.
campus for Club Week. Ottawa than two hours a week to this vital Carl Gargrecht,Mrs. Kisaoaondi,
one day this week with pnde:
County was representedby 16 work.
of Tampa, Fla., and Alice Shacht
Circuit Court Awards
All *th* volunteers have to do of Lombard, III.
“Our commission and its invesboys and girls and 3 leaders.The
New
Tractor
Destroyed
tigatorshave producedmore than
following 4-H members took part during those two hours is watch
Joyce Ver Muellen is leaving
Default Judgments
a million factual statements, and In Fall From Flat Car
the iky and report all sights and by plane for Germany to be with
in the 37th annual event:'
may have been wrong about posGRAND HACEN (Special)
Marilyn Parpart, Patricia Hub- sounds th<^ may indicatethe pres- her husband who is stationedwith
sibly two.”
A completelydemolished trac- Two default judgments were
bell. Phoebe Osner, Style Revue; ence of a plane, any plane, to the the U.S. Army.
It is inevitablein the progress of tor scattered along the railroad awarded in Ottawa Circuit Court
Linda Schout, Dorothy Dietrick, filter center in Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Voltz was surprised and
things that the country some day tracks near 26th St. gave residents Tuesday.The Spring I^ike Credit
Judith Van Kampen. Ellen Clay- There, Fris says, thete and other honored on her recent 94th birthwill install as a matter of course a brief scare late Monday.
Union was awarded a judgment of
ton. Clothing; Alvin Vissers; Rus- reports are plotted. Information is day to receive a congratulatory
the prime suggestionsof the
Pieces of the tractorwere found $1,062.54plus $26.15 costs against
sell Wierenga. Edward Hams tin, then relayed to the Air Force' and message from President EisenHoover governmental surveyors. on the tracks and in nearby bush- Mahlon D. Huff of Grand Rapids.
Donald Bronkema, Handicraft; when necessary, fighter Intercep- hower.
And probably he would rather have es for nearly a quarter of a mile The amount representsthe balance
William Spencer. Achievement tors are ordered into action to iden- The West Olive Ladies Club elect
his name known to history as the south of 26th St
due on a promissory note dated
Booth; James Keppel, Harvey tify the spotted aircraft.
ing: President, Mrs. Eli West,
man who stood for the best and The mystery was cleared up Dec. 15, 1954,
Brouwer, David Kober, Dairy; Holland's young and enthusias- vice president,Mrs. Ernest Kalmmoat efficient governmentthan for when C and O officials and OttaThe Credit Equipment Corp. of
tic poat aupervisor firmly believes baugh; secretary, Mrs. William
Dale Vos, Vegetables.
any other of his accomplishments. wa County deputies said the trac- New York was awarded a judgthat the Ground ObserversCorps Roberts, and treasurer, Mrs.
1 There is somethingdramatic in tor had fallen off a freight train ment of $602.50 plus $29.30 costs
If you were given a dinner of is vitally importantin "assuring Theron Stone.
the falling of the curtain of public sometime during the night.
against the Pearline Hardware and
haberdine, you would eat dried salt America's ability to fight back
leadership on
man of Mr. The tractor was valued at ap- Implement Co. of Pearline. The
cod.
should today’s strugglebetween The distinguishingfeature of a
Hoover’* apan and worth. Thomas proximately $1,700. A switch sig- amount is the balance due on three
RARF. SIGHT - It’s unusual to get six Boston Terriers in a litter.
freedom and tyranny result in an revolver is the revolving mechanJefferson continued to advise his nay was also damaged when the trade acceptances for merchandise But that’s what happened May 28 when the above cuties were
The deepest oil wells penetrate attack upon our nation.”
ism used to fire several shots withgovernmentgratuitously lor 20 tractor struck it as it toppled. sold and deliver
born. They are owned by Dei Roelofs of 552 West 31st SL
>rjA
the jarth about 4 miles.
Those willingto partake in set- out reloading.
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Family Together for Anniversary

Retired General

Couple Married at Parsonage

Board Approves

.

14, 1955

Ottawa Man Bound Over

GRRAND HAVEN

Company

At Glass

Five

Teachers

and general manager of Donnelly-

for public schools were approved

Kelley Glass Company, announced

at a meeting of the Board of Ed-

the appointment of Lieut. Gen.
Daniel Noce, retired formerly inspector general of the Army, as
director of engineeringand re-

ucation Monday night.
Ernest H. Post of Holland, who
received an A B. degree from Hope
College in 1948 and an M. A. degree from Michigan State in 1952,
will teach mathematicsin the high
school. He is married and has

search for the specialties division.
Donnelly-Kelleyis a large supplier of precisionspecial-purpose
glass parts for automotive, photographic and optical concerns as
well as manufacturerof mirrors
fot the furniture and allied industries. The first phase of an
expansion in the specialtiesdivision involving the expenditure of
over $300,000 has recently been
completedand further additionsamounting to approximately $100,000
are to be made in the next few
months.
iJW.
Lieut. Gen. N’oce was graduated
Dr. and Mrs. Henry P. De Pree
from West Point in 1017 and folThe children of Dr, and Mrs. |
,
lowing service in World War I Henry P. Dc Pree arranged an I Their 40th anniversary came
continued his engineering studies 'at home” for them last Saturday i during the second World War. when

Special

)~

route

In Cffcuit

2,

Court

Spring Lake, waived examination
on a charge of drunk driving, GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD-Sevsecond offense, when he was
arraigned Friday before Justice eral persons were arraigned in
Circuit Court Monday.
F.J. Workman. Unable to furnish
Robert De Witt 18, route 1. Hol$150 bond, he was remanded to
land, and James Van Huis, 17, of
the county jail to await arraign686 Saunders Ave., Holland, pleadment in Circuit Court later in the
ed guilty to charges of larceny from
day. He was arrested by village
an automobile, and will return for
officers in Spring Lake Saturday

Contracts for five new teachers

John F. Donnelly, vice president

(

Russell Swanson, 44,

Contracts (or

Accepts Position

Group Arraigned

As Second Offender

disposition July 29. The offense In-

night.

Ralph E. McClurken, 28. Grand
Rapids, paid $75 fine and $6.40
costs in Workman's court on a
charge of fu iishl beer to two
16-year-oldminors, also Oi Grand

R-

three children.

1. The alleged o'** *se

o.

.

..r-

ed In Robinson townshipJuly

David Scobie, Jr., who has been
teaching in Pine Creek school, will

9.

State police made the arrest.

volves a radio from a car at Park
Auto Parts in Zeeland township in
June. Bond of $200 was continued.
The pair waived examination when

they were arraigned in HoUand
Friday before Justice C. C. Wood
who bound them over to Circuit
Court.

Of three 16-year-old Holland
Grand youths waived to Circuit Court by
Rapids, paid $5 fine and $7.80 -osts Probate Court on robbery-armed
Thomas Jefferson school. He is a
in Workman’s court Sa'irday on charges, only James Van Duren,
native of West New York, Jr., and
a charge of fishing without a resi- of 176 West 26th St. Holland,
attended' Memorial Academy in
dent fishing license.The alleged appeared.He pleaded guilty and
West New York and Hope College,
offense occurred July 3 in Potta $200 bond was furnished.He will
receiving an A.B. degree in 1949.
watomie P-vou and the arrest was return July 29 at 10 a.m. for disHe is mafried and has one child.
made by Conservation Officer position.The trio had attempted
He has had four years of teaching
Harold Bowditch.
experience.
to hold up John Hendricksin his
Zeeland service station June 25.
Mrs. Dorothy Studley of HillsEldon Lee Avants, 28, Alto, HI.,
dale, N.Y., will teach a fifth-sixth
who was returned to Grand Havgrade combination at Lincoln
Listed
er July 1 from Terre Haute, Ind.,
school. She attended Roeliff Janwhere he had been released from
sen
Central
High
School
in
Hillsat their home, 200 West 10th St., they were carrying on their work
the Terre Haute penitentiary,was
dale and Cortland State Teachers
in celebration o* their 50th wed- in what was still free China.
arraignedon a forgery charge,
At
State
College,
receiving
a
B.S.
degree
Of the 40 missionaries belonging
ding anniversary.
but did not enter a plea and the
in 1949. She has had three years'
Die golden anniversary occasion to the mission, only five, includarraignment was postponed so that
Cold water and poor fishing comwas shared not only by the Deling the De Prees. remained. How- teaching experience. Her h*;band
will
attend
Western
Theological
bined Monday to open several he could consult his attorney.
Precs' children,but by many re- [ever, they celebrated in the mounJay Groenewoud,23, Spring Lake,
Seminary.
vacancies for trailers and tents at
lativ^s and friends— a far cry from ; tain village where they were carrywho was returned to Grand HavMiss Ethel J. Herrick of WebberHolland
State
Park—
the
first
former anniversary celebrationsof ing on. without any of their childen from Pennsylvania, pleaded not
openings in n couple of weeks.
the couple, who are retired mis-jren to share the occasion. Two ville, Mich., will fill the position
Mr. and Mrs Roger D. Jacobs
guilty to a non-supportcharge. His
(Van Iwoarden photo)
of the three other missionaries of physical therapist.She attended
Chances are good that there bond was continued and trial will
Michigan
State University for two
Miss Hermina Ruth Jager. ed a front lace inset. She carried won't he man> vacant spots for
When they arrived at their silver made long journeys to he there,
be held during the October term.
anniversary,the De Prees were on i Now, in their retirement, they years and received a B.S degree daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John a cascade bouquet of white roses. long, as the weather forecastcalls
Raymond Wietsma, 28. of 60 West
from
the University of Kansas in Jager of route 6. and Roger D.
The
maid
of
honor
wore
a
gown
their way back to the United States were able to celebrate with a real
for fair weather with temperatures 17th St., HoUand, pleaded guilty
1950.
She
has
had
seven
years'
Jacobs, son of Mr. and Mrs John of pile green marquisette and satin only slightly lower than the blisterfrom China for a furloughThey family affair in their own home.
to a charge of larcenty from a
Jacobs, also of route 6, were mar- with a matchingcape and earned ing records set last week.
had hoped to spend their anniver- The De Prees' children are Mrs. teaching experience.
building involving merchandise
Mrs.
Katherine
Winter
of
Vicksried June 21 in the parsonageof a cascade of yellow daisies and
sary day in Jerusalem,hut the Lloyd Chapman and Dr. Harold De
Attendance at the park reflected from the Montgomery Ward store
burg
will
teach
seventh
grade
in East Saugatuck Christian Reform- roses.
steamer was behind schedule andil*ree of Kalamazoo,David De Pree
the high temperatures, with 100,029 in Holland. His bond was continuthey were in Cairo. Their cele- of Royal Oak and Miss Carol Dej rhornas^Jefferson School. She at- ed Church.
After a receptionat Cumerpersons during the week bringing ed and he will return July 29.
tended
Reading
High
School,
WestThe Rev. Simon Vroon read the ford's restaurant for 50 guests,
bration was a ride on camels to|Pree of Vineland. N.J. They
ern Michigan College for three double ring riles. Miss Rosella the newlyweds left on a wedding the season’s total to 633,39-1.This
the Pyramids with three of their 'eight grandchildren.
A mountain lion cub may be
years and Albion College,receiving Jager and Alvin Jacobs attended trip to Yellowstone National Park. is substantiallyahead of last
about the siac of a house cat but
an A.B. degree in 1928. She has the couple as maid of honor and For going away, the bride wore a year's total of 609.314.
Weekend breakdown included has feet two inches wide.
had 14 years of teaching experien- best man
blue print dress with while acces14.300 on Friday, 15.450 on Saturce. She is married and has two
For her wedding, the bride chose sories and a corsage of white roses.
It is said that the mullet is
children.
a while satin gown with fitted The bride is employed at the day and 17,800 on Sunday.
the only fish rich enough to fry
The board also approvedthe fol- bodice and long tapered sleeves. Holland Furnace Co office and the
Camping ?rmils totalled 300 for in its own fat
lowing niotball coaching assign- The skirt of lace over satin featur- groom, at Scott's, Inc.
the week, pushing the season's
ments: head varsity coach. Dale
total to 1,447 — far ahead of last
John

teach Seventh grade in the new

children.

Vormittag,

36.

Vacancies

Park

sionaries.

I

.

J

f

have

^

Truck-Crane Topples;

I.t (Ion. Daniel Noce

Sand Saves Local

at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology graduating in 1921.
He is a former commander of For;
Belvoir, near Washington, DC.. Post Office Receipts
an engineering camp, and a form- Increase During June
er instructor in the Engineering
College.In World War II General
Postmaster Harry Kramer today
Noce comrtianded from its incep- reported an increase in June retion the engineeringamphibian ceipts as well as a sizeable incommand, was on the staff of Gen. crease in businessfor the first
Eisenhower at the time of the six months at the Holland post

t It

he was Chief of Staff, European
Command, with headquartersin
Germany. He was Inspector General of the Army from 1953 until
his retirement late last year.

General Noce's decorations include the Distinguished Service
Medal with four oak clusters, Legion of Merit. legion of Honor from
France and numerous other for-

spend a

t

W.

Scott

announcedthat Ned

season's 1,144 figure.

Miss June Tornovish Married
Divorce Granted

GRAND HAVEN (Special) - A
divorce decree was granted in Ot-

tawa

Circuit Court Monday
Graham, route 2, Spring
Lake, from Carl L. Graham. Custody of the two minor childrenwas
awarded to the mother.
to Marlene

Stuits

He

The Parthenon in Athens was
dedicated in 436 B. C. to the goddess Athena.

ROAD

Home

w

^

, ,

All

Roofers

Self-InflictedWound

FREE ESTIMATES
TOUR HOSTS:
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE

Geo. Mooi

ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICE

ZEELAND

ROOFING CO.
29 l 6th

WE

SPECIALIZE IN ALL

MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

344

I

WEST 16TH

•

and Repair

ST.

FEN or S

AUTO SERVICE
PHONE

Scrappy rays:

Insurance!
a better buy

than ever! Low rates have just been lowered even
reflect the carefuldriving records of

mem-

bers in this area. And you get the unexcelled protection and servicefor which State Farm

See me

is

famous.

for details!

State Farm Mutual
Dm
177 COLLEGE

Van

19

PHONE 7133

mm
Mrs. Robert H. Clark
Miss Juno M Tornovish became l skirt with pcplum was chosen by
Mrs. Robert H. Clark in a double 'the bride She wore a fingertip
ring ceremony a1 St. Francis rec- 1 veil and carried pink roses with
tory on June 11. She is the (laugh- ' tiny white flowers Her attendant
ter of Mr. and Mrs Stove Torn- 1 wore a powder blue satin gown
ovish or route 1. Holland. The j and a yellow rose corsage,
groom is the son of Mr. and
A receptionwas held at the MarFred Clark of route 2. Allegan. quee for 125 guests.
The bride, a graduate of HolMiss lone Rochefort of Detroit
and Allen Tornovish of Holland land High School, has been emattended the couple. The Rev. E.
ployed at Fox Jewelry Store. The

Mrs

buy what no one ever intends

to make

groom, a graduate of Hopkins
featurJeremiah E. O'Brien, 66, route 2,
ing a sweetheartneckline, brief High, is a carpenter. The newlySpring Lake, was found dead in
Mr. T. L. Kennedy of River shirred sleeves and a bouffant weds are at home in Allegan.
his home on Strawberrypoint at Forest. 111., is spending a few days
8:30 p in. State police found the at the home of her mother, Mrs.
' of Royal Oak. Clarence Romeyn
body on the floor between the living a. c. Keppei, who celebrated her Former Holland Man
of California and Henry Romeyn
room and bedroom with a self- 85th birthday anniversary Thurs- ,
i • r\L'
of Van Dyke; a sister. Mrs Clmbuccumbs
m
Ohio
inflicted gunshot wound in his left
i ton Foote of Cleveland:several
temple and a .38 caliber revolver In honor of the occasion another
CorneliusRomeyn, 70 former grandchildren:a sister-in-law, Mrs.
I nearby. AssistantMedical Examin- daughter, Mrs. Clarence Samuelresident of Holland, died Thursday I Ed Romeyn of Holland and a
er E. H. Beernink estimatedthe son. of Traverse City, and a group
in Akron. Ohio, where he had brother-in-law James Hunter, of
man had been dead five or six of friends surprised Mrs. Keppel
made his home for many years. Florida. There aie several nieces
hours. It was reported O'Brie* had at a luncheon at Melody Inn in
Survivingare the wife, Anna; and nephews :n k'hiiiand.
been despondent for some time.
Grandville.
three daughters. Mrs R. Web. Mrs.
They
were
entertained
with
reThe body was first taken to
Ground apricot pits sometimes
Barbicr funeral home in Spring cordings of Mrs. Keppel’s talented F. Strempel and Mrs. E. Maly,
are used to clean metal parts in
Mary Samuelson’s all of Cleveland; two sons, Fran| Lake and later transferredto granddaughter,
manufacturingplants.
Kenny Brothers funeral home at singing and Mrs. Marjorie Exo at cis of Akron and Charles of California; four brothers, Tony Romeyn
the organ. Among the numbers was
5438 South Halstead, Chicago.
an original composition by Mrs. of Tampa, Fla , Richard Romeyn Ce’lophane comes from wood.

—
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Scrap.

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron
120

materials

& Metal

Rivet Ave.

Hollo

Joncq

Tome officiated.
A ballerina-lengthgown

Co.

nd,

Mick

Cofeea
FOR THAT BIRTHDAY,

ANNIVERSARY or

WEDDING

p

We Have The Answer

I

;

~ DU
384

MONO BAKE SHOP

CENTRAL

AVE.

2677

Wedding
Announcements

Women

Golfers Play

Graveside rites were held at In All-Events Tourney
Pilgrim Home Cemetery Friday
Low- gross winner in an all-events
afternoonfor the infant son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Zuidema, tournament Thursday morning at
609 Gordon St. The baby was Saugatuck Golf Course was Berstillborn at Holland Hospital nice Fogerty With 41. Low net
Thursday evening.
score honors were taken by AdeSurviving besides the parents laide Brondyke.
are three brothers,Edwin, Ronald
Other winners in the Ladies
and Alvin, and two sisters, Sharon Golf Associationevents were: Florand Donna, all at home; the ence Tahaney, most sixes; Marge
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Chaddock, most sevens; Alberta
Zuidema of Holland and Mrs. Milewski, most nines. Irene HensLizzie Leegstra of Zeeland, and ley won the accuracy contest and
the great grandfather, Douwe Dorothy Scott had the least number of putts. Winner in the three
Leegstra of Hudsonville.
The Rev. H. Vander Ark offici- blind hold event was Helen Jones.
Feature for next week will be
ated at the service. Ver Lee Funeral Home was in charge of ar- revert two holes to par, full handicap and low putts.
rangements.

Imported from Spanish West
dens, includingpeople,
Canary Islands.

PHONE

Exo.

Graveside Rites Held

Zare Grey practiced dentistry
New York for six years before

Africa, camels carry many bur- in
Authorizedrepresentative.
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always buying
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Special

PRINTINGf

iXiderl

Printing

Cammarcial
Printing
Let us do

all yaer printing! Quality presswork,

dependable

eervice,prompt delivery , . . satisfactionguaranteed!

SCOn

-

LUGERS

LUMBER COMPANY

Lento, Agent

AVE.

$
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For Zuidema Infant

Yes— State Farm auto Insurance is now
more to

Mrs. A. C. Keppel Feted
GRAND HAVEN (Special*- On 85th Anniversary

TAVERN

6-6660

State Farm Cuts Rate

On Auto

Man

WARM FRIEND

j

CLOSED SUNDAYS

Phone 3826

St.

Fatal for Ottawa

Makes

Haan Motor Saloa
25 W 9th Street Phone 7242

TO EAT

HUB

ing piece with traditional
Dutch atmosphere. Open
noon to midnight

Authorised
Chryilor-Plymoutk
Dealer

,

TWO GOOD PLACES

Dependable

nationallyadvertisedwines.
A convenientlylocstsd meet-

SERVICE

Sloothaak. working in the
trench, narrowly escaped being
s’ruck by the clam and derrick as
it si ruck the ground.

cluding the relocationof swings at
Longfellow school.A new door and
Class Has Picnic
partition for a new office near the
At Borgeson
Pine Ave. entrance of ihe high
There was a minute of hesita- school also is in progress. Supports
Builders Class members of First
, ,
tion alter the mishap and then the and underpinning of the foundation
Methodist Church had a hamburg i m(,n ru.hcd in t0 help.
of the print shop at EE. Fell
fry last Thursday evening at the
Workers worked feverishly dig- Junior High School has been comhome of Mrs. Ed Borgeson.
ging out underneath Wieling to re- pleted.
Guests at the event were Mrs lieve the pressureon his body
The building and grounds comMartha Anderson. Mrs. Gurena from par^s of the crane resting mittee submitteda recommendaAnderson and Mrs. Bernard Laar- on top of him.
tion whereby the New Groningen
man. After supper, games were Police officer Len Stekette rush- school board receives the services
played and prizes won by Mrs. ed to the scene and applied a of Construction Supervisor Arthur
Gurena Anderson and Mrs. Marvin splint on Wieling's broken leg be- Read in planning and building
Rotman.
fore the injuredman was removed. a new addition to New Groningen
Dessert was served by the host-' Wieling was pinned inside the school, he board okaved the reccah for nearly 30 minutes before ommendation.
ess.
| enough dirt could be moved to get
Supt. Scott also presentedthe
! at him.
1955 school census report which
I His brother-in-law.Gcrrit Tymes lists 5,885 childrenand young people
was taken home a short time later below the age of 20 in Holland
city his represents an increase
i sufferingfrom shock.
Wieling was employed by the of 173 over last year's figure of
, HarringtonCoal Co. as a crane 5,712. The report also listed a deAT HOME AND AT
| operator. The men were laying
cline in babies under one year.
, pipe for the city along 24th St.
In this age group. 337 are listed
THE
Others on the job at the time for this year, compared with 360
were Henry Terpstra, foreman. in 1954 , 368 in 1953 , 336 in 1952,
Hank Vanden Brock. Herman Van 375 in 1951, 444 in 1950 . 308 in
Ark, Bob De Hoe, Clarence Pioeg, 1949 and 371 in 1948
Ray Horn, and Glen Bonzelaar. There are 1,812 children in the
0-4 year bracket and 4,073 in the
5-19 bracket.

Join your friends tt The
Bier Holder. Premium beer,

COMPLETE SERVICE

Joe

part

*

Shearer: assistant varsity, Bill Hinga and Ernest Post; head reserve
coach, Ned Stuits; assistant reserve, Ned Stuits: assistant reserve, William Noyd: ninth grade
coach, Ed Damson; assistantninth
grade, Ted Boeve; eighth grade
coach, to be filled. Supt. Walter

to help.

of his time at the plant in Holland,
and the balance on research projects in Washington. D.C. His home
is at Laurel Hills Farm, Castleton,
Va.

ROOFING

cushion of soft sand saved a
Holland man from certain death
Monday when a truck-crane toppled. pinning him inside the cah.
The operator.Henry Wieling, 42,
of route 4. was pulled from the
Crushed cab and rushed to Holland Hospital where his condition was described as ''fair."

and

eign decorations as well as Knight
of the MilitaryOrder of Malta conferred on him by Pope Pius XII.
will

A

who previously had signed a conreceived a fractured right
tract with Ann Arbor schools has
office.
leg. possible fractured ribs, and
Total receipts for June wore was in a state of shock Monday. been granted a release of contract
and will remain with the Holland
$33,534 or an increase of SI. 370
Wieling was operatingthe 1 school stystem.
over the June. 1954, total of $32,164.
yard scoop and filling in a trench Meanwhile, progressat JefferThe increase amounted to 4.2 peron 24th St. near Harrison Rd. when son school is going ahead satiscent.
the enfire rig fell over on its side. factorily and classroom wings are
Total receipts for the first six
A fellow workman, Al Pittman, expected to be ready for the openmonths of 1955 amounted to $210.- said it was a helpless feeling to ing in September.
197, or $10,642over the first six
see the crane fall knowing there Landscaping
playground
months of 1954 of $199,555.This was a man inside he was powerless work at Van Raalte and Longincrease amounted to 5.3 percent.
fellow schools are in progress in-

Normandy invasion and later Deputy Commander of the Mcditeranean Theatre. From 19-19 to 195?

General Noce

Man

140 River

Avenue

Emiii mu

ii.iiwwHiw uiiuftn

Phone 3496

STEKETEE

-

VAN HUIS
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Hempel-Lanning Rites Read

James Hallan

Hopes Center

Elected President

Hulst, Plagenkoef

Of School

KALAMAZOO (Special) — Jack
Hulst and Rog Plagenhoefwere
the only certain Holland representatives remaining in the State

But Board Decides
to

Chamber

Junior
of Commerce
tennis tournament today as third
round play got underway.
One unfinished match in Mon-

Make Exception

James Hallan who has served

in

AtJayceeMeet

Board

Rezoning Case Heard,

Not

14, 1955

as

member of

the Board of Education
for four years was elected president of the board at the annual

day’s play

organizationalmeetiitg Monday
night. He succeeds Dr. Lester J.
Kuyper who has served as pres•

ident the past year.
Mrs. John K. Winter was elected
vice president. Officers reelected

arc Mrs. Kenneth De Free, secretary; Mrs. Dorothy Hornbakpr,
treasurer,and Ed Donivan, assistant treasurer.
Supt. Walter W. Scott outlined

meant that

Bill

Bouwman, playing in

v

wBAlA

Mrs. Jomes Hudson Toylor

Couple Arrives
At Formosa

the under 15
division, would battle it out for
the third match against Dick
Beach of Kalamazoo in second
round play.
Hulst will have to play some of
the best tennis of his career to
beat his opponent today — second
i

TH»$

IS

THE

LIFE . .

.

Lindsay Family Relaxes at Beach

seeded Ray Senkowski of Hamtramck.

Hulst drew a first round bye
Monday before defeatingDave
Mahoney of Jackson, 6-1, 6-0 in

Kempker Holds

Off

Resort

general plans for caring for seventh
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Tjepkema the under 15 division.
graders next September.About 11
In the u n d e r 18 Plagenhoef
of
North Lindy St.. Zeeland, have
seventh graders will hold classes
swept to a pair of rather easy wins,
in the new Thomas Jefferson school received word of the safe arrival
Old Sol continues to smile on quiz. Wednesday night Is game
and 70 to 80 will hold classes in or their daughter and son-in-law. trouncing Gayle Forman of Owosthis area's vacationers and follow- night at 9 p.m., preceded by a
so. 6-1 6-1 and John Hangen of
Washington school.
ing another busy weekend, local special children's show at 8. Thursthe Rev. and Mrs. James Hudson Ann Arbor, 6-1, 6-3.
Seventh grade teachers in Jeffer
resortshave settled into their cas- day night is movie night, with a
Jack Damson defeated Dave
son school will be Ray Swank, Taylor, who left last month for
ual, but busy summertime sched- full-length featurestarring Gregory
Peck and Ann Blythe.
David Scobie, Kathryn Winter and Formosa, where they will do mis- Bahman of Battle Creek, 6-1, 6-0
The Flying Dutchmen didn't need ules.
before losing to B. J. Talley of Bay
Eugene Scholten, the latter spend- sionary work.
In sports news at Mac. the Hotel
New guests continue to arrive at
a
big
rally
to
clip
the
South
Haven
City, 6-1, 6-1. Dennis Kuite lost to
ing half his time in conducting
Macatawa
open tennis tournament
the
popular
vacation
spots
to
enjoy
Merchants
at
Riverview
Park
MonThe Taylors left by plane from
elementary sts. Seventh grade Seattle and traveled via Canada Lawrence Campbell of Midland. day night.
the wide varietyof activities,from has been set for July 22-30. Thurs6-1, 6-1 in first round play, while
teachers in Washingtonschool will
They just played consistentbase swimming to cabaret dances, art day njght, the hotel baseball team
and Japan. They will serve under
be Henrietta Althuis. Myron Van the General MissionaryBoard of Phil Damstra lost to John Cook ball, scoring single runs in fivi classes and entertaining lectures. will play Castle Park at 3 p.m. at
of Kalamazoo, 6-0. 6-0.
Ark and Kathryn Vander Veere.
Holland State Park, still cram- Castle Park.
the Free Methodist Church. They
Jim Vander Poel won his first innings for a 5-2 victory.
Seventh* graders will follow the
med
with tent and trailercamphave served the pastorates at
Pitcher Jack Kempker would
same time scheduel as other ele- Scottsville and Petroleum, Ky., round match from Doug Smith of have had a shotout if he could ers. maintains top spot as far as
I-ike Shore Cabins
Mr. and Mrs. John Robert Hempel
Plainwell.
6-2,
7-5.
then
lost
to
mentary pupils except for recess.
Good fishing,lots of water skicrowds
are
concerned.
Weekend
(Prince photo)
have
gotten
the
third'
man
out
in
during the last two years.
Fred Zuidema of Kalamazoo, 6-1,
The daily schedule will include
activity brought attendance and ing. boating and shuffle board
the ninth inning a little faster.
FourteenthStreet Christian Re- and a tiny cross, gift of the groom. arithmetic, geography,vocal muThe couple will be joining Rev. 6-4.
Mrs.
Tom
Cindsay
attended
her
camping
totals way ahead of last games are keeping guests happily
But
South
Haven
surged
to
a
formed Church was the scene of
Finalistsin the tourney will be
Taylor's parents, the Rev. and
sic. English and social studies, with
year
and
Park Manager Clare entertained at Lake Shore. Especsister
as
matron
of
honor.
Mrs.
an evening wedding Saturday, June
given an all expense paid trip to pair of runs after two were out
spelling and penmanshipworked in- Mrs. J.H. Taylor and son. Herbert,
ially popular are potlueks at the
the Jaycee nationaltournamentat when tow pinch hitters came Broad sees no tapering off as long
25, when Miss Sandra Jane Can- Donald Zuidema, sister of the
who
were
transferred
to
Formosa
to English and social studies.
huge outdoor fireplace in the evengroom,
and
Mrs.
David
Post
of
as
the
weather
holds.
through.
ning and John Robert Hempel were
There will be band practice on in 1953 after a long period of ser- San Antonio, Texas, later this
(Pictured above. Mr. and Mrs. ing. The cruiser "The Duchess"
It could have been much worse
married. The bride is the daugh- Grand Rapids were bridesmaids, Monday. Wednesdays and Fridays, vice as missionaries in China.
summer.
for Kempker after that as he walk- Elmer Lindsay and son of Detroit has been taking guests on trips
ter of, Mr. and Mrs. Nick Canning They wore identical gowns of blue
The young Rev. Taylor, who was
and physical education the same
to Saugatuck in the last week.
Results of Friday and Saturday ed two before getting Leon Kries- relax at their camp site after a
and the groom is the son of Mr. nylon dotted swiss over white taff- three days. Orchestra practice also born in China, is the fourth generaAmong new guests are Mr. and
and Mrs. Jerry J. Hempel, all of eta with daisy trim and carried is scheduled these three days, al- tion of Taylors to minister to the girls matches in the State tourna- ten to pop up with the runways busy day of fishing, swimming
Mrs.
T. A. Gutterman of I>oui.sbouquets
of
shasta
daisies.
They
and
just
sunning
at
the
state
park.
jammed.
Holland.
though the size of the orchestra Chinese. Four years of his child- ment included Joyce Walters d.
Before the ninth-inning rally The Lindsays and their three child- ville. Ky., Mrs. M. L. Mittler of
The Rev. John F. Schuurmann also wore headbands of daisies. s expected to be one-fourth that hood were spent in a concentration Cynthia Lester (Grosse Point).
performed the double ring rites Valorie Cane Cindsay. niece of the or the band. Art also will be work- camp, along with his two sisters 6-2, 6-1; Phyllis Saganski (Ham- Kempker had scattered seven hits ren spent a week at the beach. Grand Rapids; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rice. Louisville; Mr. and
belore a setting of palms, ferns, bride, and Nancy Cynn Zuidema, ed into the schedule. There will and two brothers and their grand- tramck) d. Walters, 6-3. 6-2; Sue in eight innings to mold a shutout Mr. Lindsay is a former HtUand
Mrs. L. Natolitano of St. Louis;
niece
of
the
groom,
as
flower
girls
Never
in
the
first
eight
innings
resident.)
Hodgeman
and
Sue
Metzger
(Kalacandelabra and bouquets of white
father. He came to America with
be no shop or home economics.
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Taylor of
did South Haven get more than
mazoo!
d.
Walters
and
Linda
daisies, gladioli and carnations. wore while dotted swiss over blue
Waukazoo
Inn
his
family
at
the
age
of
14
and
The board accepted the resigS4tin bows and lemon leaves dec- taffeta.Tim and Tom Zuidema. nation of Dr. Frances Howell as was graduated from Greenville Kalkman. 6-1. 6-0; Suzanne De one hit.
New guests at Waukazoo Inn in- Mount Vernon. Ohio, and Miss
Moreen E. I^ggett of St. Clair
identical twin nephews of the
orated the aisles.
physio therapist.The resignation College. Illinois. He has a B.D. Free d. Mary Ann Whalen (Grand Meanwhile the Dutchmen were clude Mrs. H. C. Canine of Greens- Shores. All are here for a week
pecking their way slowly,but sure boro, N.C., Mrs. F. M. Freeman
Rapids)
7-5.
6-1;
Nancy
DaubenMrs. Bert P. Bos played tra- groom, were ring bearers.
was accepted with regret in view degree from Asbury Theological
Clare Hempel attended his brothmeyer (Dearborn) d. De Free. 6-1, ly, to a SO edge over South Hav- of Kansas City, Mo., Mr. and Mrs or two.
ditionalwedding music and Mrs.
of 20 years of fine service Dr. Seminary in Kentucky.
er
as
best
man.
Ushers
were
Tom
en's Bill Fowler, who went all the R. H. Griffin of Maricarbo,Ven6-2.
George Cumsden was soloist.
Mrs.
Taylor,
the
former
Leone
Howell rendered to the schools.
Castle Park
The bride, escorted by her father, Cindsay and Donald Zuidema.
ezuela; Mrs Martin Andreas of
A communicationform Mr. and Tjepkema. attended Spring Arbor Judy De Zeeuw and Aletta Bron way to absorb the loss.
Mrs. Canning chose a floor-length
The Dutchmen played smart Cincinnati;the F. M. Venzo family Things are really humming at
Martin and Hathaway (Muskechose an all lace chantillygown
Mrs. Roy Walters and Mr. and Junior College, Greenville College
over taffeta. The fitted bodice fea- gown of light blue lace and chiffon, Mrs. Harold Veldheer living in the and was graduated from Asbury gon) 6-3. 6-4. next match defaulted bascbal) to score their first run of Springfield,111.; Mrs. G. H. Castle Park, with the schedule in
rain; Kowal and Heldman in the second. After Bob Van Dyke Jewell of Chicago. Mr. and Mrs. full swing from now on.
tured a scalloped V neckline and a flowered hat, white accessories .vicinity of 16th and Lincoln asking College in 1952.
(Hamtramck)d. Marilyn Teall singled,he was pushed to second H. C. Fraser of Royal Oak and Among features this week will
short sleeves. The high rising waist and red rose corsage. Mrs. Hem- that their children be allowed to
by Ron Boeve's walk and to third Mrs. Wesley Aves of Grand Rapids. be a dune supper Friday evening,
and Barb Kuite, 6-1, 6-0.
was banded by a taffeta cummer- pel wore a mauve lace and chiffon attend nearby Lincoln school inSaganski and K e r n w e i n d. by Ted Schrcur s sacrifice.Max
bund and bustle back with long gown with lace hat, white access- stead of Longfellowschool was
A variety of features have enter- a dance on the dune top Saturday
Doolittle'ssacrifice fly brought Van tained Waukazoo guests in the last evening and a vesper service SunSharon
De
Zeeuw
and
Judy
De
streamersto the full lace chapel ories and a pink rose corsage.
given lengthy ‘consideration,but
day in the park's lovely natural
A reception for 200 guests was the board decided no exceptions On Friday evening Mrs. Leslie Zeeuw, 6-0. 6-1; Mary Bosch and Dyke home.
train. A wedding band was fastenweek. On Sunday night they heard
Boeve's fly brought Ron Fortney a talk on "Great Lakes Exper- amphitheatre.
ed to the train with a small satin held at the Tulip Room of the- can be made. The board is fully Bekins entertained relatives at a Suzanne De Free d. Neuman and
bow and an orange blossom. Secur- Warm Friend Tavern. Assisting aware of problems involved in the bridal shower honoring her niece, Masek (Grand Rapids) 6-1, 6-2; from third in the fourth after he iences" by Skipper Chesler Kramer Castle Park Players are resuming her fingertip veil of English were Mr. and Mrs. Willis Welling school zoning changes and the nec- Miss Shirley Heyboer of Vriesland. Kyes and Falicki (Grand Rapids) Dutchman shortstop had singled of the sailboat"Ghost." I^ast Fri- ing their interests this summer
Linda Raven and Vickie Ziel, and advanced on two wijd pitches. day night, 40 youngsters were en- and plan to . produce "Time Out
illusion Was a tiara trimmed with as master and mistress of cere- essary readjustments.The board al- Included in the group were Mrs.
Fortney scored again in the sixth
for Ginger" on July 22. Thursday,
iridescent sequins and a star of monies. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Post so was sympathetic with the people Glenn Gretchel of Forest Grove. 6-0. 6-0; Lynn Kermnein Hamtertained at the opening "musical
hall players will be hosts to baserhinestones and seed pearls. Her of Grand Rapids, in charge of gifts, but pointed out that the rezoning Mrs. Peter De Weerd, Mrs. Lewis tramck) d. Sharon De Zeeuw, 6-0, after two • were out on his own chairs" session.
fielder's choice and singlesby Van
ballers from Macatawa.
"somethingold. something borrow- and Mr. and Mrs. Cester Douma had been carefullystudied and en- De Weerd, Mrs. Purcell Do Weerd. 6-0.
The
Waukazoo
Art
School
for
Kathy Keys (Dearborn) d. Linda Dyke and Schreur. ^
Among recently-arrived
guests at
ed and somethingblue" were her who served punch.
rollments carefully calculated.With Arlene and Carl De Weerd from
Jim Williard made it 4-0 in the children is in full swing under dir- the Castle is Mrs. Charles R.
grandmother's engagement ring, a ' For their wedding trip the bride the trend of city population south- Hudsonville.Mrs. Harvey Van Raven. 6-3, 64); Sally Menge (Hamection
of
Shirley
Hipley,
who
Sligh. Sr., who has arrived for her
handkerchief and hair ribbon and wore a oeige dress with matching ward. it is necessary to locate Rhee of Jamestown. Mrs. Hubert tramck) d. Mary Bosch. 6-1, 6-1; seventh when he singled, stole secteaches at Waukazoo School in the
annual summer stay.
blue slippers.She carried a bou- duster and green orchid corsage. schools accordingly and rezone the Heyboer. Miss Isla Mae Heyboer. Carne Heldman (Hamtramck) d. ond and rode home on Fortney's
winter.Tennis classes have begun,
The newlyweds are at home at districts, the board concluded.
Miss Marcia Heyboer from Vries- Barbara Kuite. 6-2, 6-1; Virginia safety.
quet of call a lilies. Her jewelry
with Peter Paulus, former Univerincluded earrings from Curacao 232 West 16th St.
A resolution honoring E. V. Hart- land, Mrs. Lester Sprick. Mrs. Bob Hess (Hamtramck)d. Aletta Boeve doubled in the eighth and sity of Michigan tennis player, in
Bron.
6-0.
6-0;
Anne
Hathaway
tallied
the
final
Dutchman
run
Alderink
and
Mrs.
Ronald
Klamt
man who has retired after 15 years
charge.
of loyal and effectiveservice as of Zeeland. Mrs. Bekins assisted (Muskegon) d. Marilyn Teal. 6-2. when pinch hitter Rog Smith
The first turtle race of the season
Bridal Shower Given
singled.
a member of the Board of Educa- by her daughter. Mrs. Klamt 6-0.
will be held a L Waukazoo WednesThe
victory
gave
the
Dutchmen
served
a
two-course
lunch.
Games
tion was introduced by Wendell
For Sharon Hoogeveen
revenge for a 4-1 pasting South day noon. On Friday night, guests
A. Miles and was unanimouslya- 'were played and prizes awarded
Haven handed out Saturday night. will enjoy the opening dance of the
to
the
winners.
Mrs. Clarence Oosting was host- dopted.
Holland and South Haven now season.
On Thursday afternoon visitors
ess at a miscellaneousshower The board approved a recomThursday night. Chris and John
Is
Admitted to Holland Hospital have identical second half reclast Friday evening in honor of mendationof the ways and means at the home of Mrs. Harry BowMitchell,folk dance and song leadMonday
were
Ruth
Elaine
Ortman.
ords
in
the
Southwestern
MichiMiss Sharon Hoogeveen. ' bride- committee to invest 567.500 from man were Mrs. Anna Ten Brink
ers, will return to entertain and
route 2; Mrs. Rose Glatz, 169 gan Baseball League at 1-1.
GRAND HAVfa* (Special)-The elect of Wesley Oosting.
the high school building and site of Kalamazoo. Mrs Arthur Slag
instruct the guests in folk lore.
Hope
Ave.; Henry Wieling. route 4;
Holland
is
scheduled
to
play
the
and
Mrs.
John
Lappenga
of
Holfund
in
two-year
time
certificates
Games were played and prizes
- case of the overturned car which
The Gilbert Fergason Players of
Jacquelen
LaCombe,
51
East
21st Legion All-Stars Thursday night at
had its license plate removed has awarded to Mrs. Odes Hoogeveen. at Pepoles State Bank of Holland land. Other callers were Mr. and St.; Leon Boylan, 75 West 15th St.; Riverview Park. Next league game Chicago will present "The Terrible
Mrs. Rodger Van Dyke. Mrs. Dean at the rate of 2,j percent. Miles, Mrs. John Vliem of Riverside.CalMeek" in stylizedform Saturday
been solved.
Jacob Dykstra, 350 East Sixth St.; is Saturday night in Fdnnville.
Miller and Mrs. Albert Sloothaak. chairman of the committee, point- ifornia and Mr. Martin Vliem of
night and Dr. Beryl Orris. ChiMrs. Alma feareman,route 4.
Caverne E. Broadvent, 27, of Duplicate prizes were given to the ed out that should the need arise Holland.
cago psychiatrist,will entertain
Discharged
Monday
were
Mrs.
the Spring Cake Trailer Court in bride-elect. A two-course lunch was for all or part of this money, it
Adrian Brower was taken to-FerMr. and Mrs. J. Lubbers
Sunday night with his humorous
David
L.
Gordon,
359
Rivpr
Ave.;
Spring Cake, has admitted owner- served. Gifts for the honored guest can be acquired by a request six guson Hospital in Grand Rapids
talk that "also carries a punch."
ship of the car. and also pleaded were placed beneath a decorated months prior to the time of need. last week Monday for x-ray and Jean K. Brady, 344 Merry St., Feted on Anniversary
entitled "How People Get That
Saugatuck;
Mrs. Leonard Koppenguilty to charges of reckless driv- sprinklingcan.
On suggestion of Supt. Scott, the observation. This week he will
all, 240 West 10th St.; Mrs. Jennie
\ surpriseparty was held Thurs- Way."
ing and making false reports,reThe guest list included the Mes- board acted to change the name undergo surgery.
day evening at the home of Mr. Among Waukazoo cottagers.Miss
sultingin fines well over 510.
dames Jacob Van Dyke, Rodger of the ays and means coYnmittee Judy Posma underwent an ap- Schepel, 100 East Eighth St.
Hospital
births
include a son. and Mrs. Jerald Lubbers. East Barbara Daly, entertained a few
The overturned car was found on Van Dyke, Russel Van Dyke. Klaas to the finance committee.
pendectomy at Zeeland Hospital
Palm Dr. near the Pontaluna golf Van Dyke, Gerrit Nyboer, Dean
Dr. Kuyper. retiring president, She was released Saturdayand is Charles Robert, born Monday to Saugatuck The event marked their friends Tuesday honoring her
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rhoda. 1690 10th wedding anniversary, which grandmother,Mrs. Cole, who was
course not far from the Muskegon Miller, Clarence Owen. Ray presided at the meeting which ad- coming along nicely.
Washington; a daughter, Debra they celebrated July 3.
celebrating her birthday.
Miss Morjorie Beth Von Ry
county line Friday. Cater. Broad- Brower, Harold Oosting, Dick journed at 10. '25 p.m. Mrs. John
Members of the C.E. will have
Beth, born today to Mr. and Mrs.
The
evening
was
spent
socially
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Van Ry, 91
Oosting,
Donald
Oosting.
Odes
vent reported to Spring Cake
K. Winter gave the invocation.All their annual picnic ai Green Lake
Clarence Walters, 148 East 16th St. and a gift was presented to the
Hotel Macatawa
Fast 23rd St. announce the engageChief Richard Civingstone that his Hoogeveen.Arnold Sloothaak. Joe members were present except Hal- on Wednesday night. All meet at
Another big weekend is in store ment of their daughter. Marjorie
couple. Lunch was served.
1941 car was missing from the trail- Sloothaak, Robert Sloothaak, John lan.
the chapel at 6:00 p.m.
ThoSe present were Mrs. Maggie at "Mac" where water skiing, Both, to Roger D. Kleis, son of
Sloothaak.Kenneth Sloothaak. Wiler park.
Indies Aid group will enjoy a
Genzink, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Kooi- swimming and sailingcontinue as Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Kleis, 90 West
lard
Sloothaak
and
Misses
Arlene
potluck
dinner
at
Kollen's
Park
on
He was picked up Saturday for
ker and family. Mr. and Mrs. Ed popular pasttimes.
17th St.
Friday at 12 noon leaving the chapquestioning and spent Sunday, his Van Dyke, Rosemary Oosting.
The Ladies aid meeting will be Genzink and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Red Working and his orchestra Both are graduates of Holland
el at 11:30 a m. In case of rain held in the church basement on
birthday, in jail. He later told of- Dorothy Oosting and Jerry Oosting.
Justin Volkers and family. Mr. will provide music for the Satur- Christian High School. Miss Van
Also Invited were Mcsdames
ficers he tried to get help from
Robert Kraker of Hamilton the group will hold their gather- Thursday evening. The Aid's an- and Mrs. Jim Genzink.Mr. and day night cabaret dance in the ho- Ry will be graduated in August
neighbors after the car overturned, Clarence Nyhoff. Peter Sloothaak. furnished special music at the ing in the chapel.
nual Bazaar and fancy work sale
Mrs. Howard Tucker and family. tel ballroom, startingat 8:30 p.m. from Mercy Central School of Nurbut when he returned he saw a Corwin Sloothaak, Leonard Belks- -uns uo tpuniQ pauuojjy puooos
Special music in the evening ser- will be held the last week of July.
Mr. and. Mrs. Don Genzink and A "What's My Line" panel quiz is sing, Grand Rapids. Mr. Kleis is
ma.
John
Van
Heuvelen,
Winifred
police car on the scene and beThe Young Women's League family, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Gen- scheduledSunday night. Another a senior at Calvin College.
day singing: "Thanks Be to God" vice of the Reformed Church was
Lousma. Charles Owen. Nelson
came frightened.
given
by
Sherwin
Hungennk
who
held a picnic last Tuesday evenand ‘"Lead Me Gently Home."
zink. Paul Genzink, the honored weekly highlight will be the variety
Lucas and William Sloothaak.
ing at Dumont Lake.
Arraigned before Justice F. J.
A chapter meeting of the World sang two numbers.
Average American family now
couple and their children. Judy, show at 9 p.m.
Garret
Hoffman
left
last
week
for
Daily Vacation Bible School was
Workman Monday, Broadvent was
Home Bible League of HollandAt the hotel tonight guests will j drives its auto 9,500 miles a year
Calvin. Jimmy. Beverly and Keith
sentenced to pay 565 fine and 54.90 Marriage Licenses
Zecland area was held at the Sec- Veteran'sHospital in Ann Arbor held at the local church last week.
take part in a "20 questions" panel I compared to 8.800 15 years ago.
Lubbers.
costs on a reckleis driving charge,
ond Reformed Church q.i Sunday for treatmentsand possible sur- The total enrollment was 280 and
Ottawa County
gery.
average attendance was 249. Those
and 545 fine and S6.60 costs on a
Vernon Grooms. 18. Holland, and afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shane and v ho served as teachers were, Mrs.
charge of making a false report. Patsy Winn, 16. route 3, Holland;
color film "Shelter in the
The alternatesare 20 days on the Lawrence J. Busman. 22. and Pat- Cumberlands"was presented at the children.Cheryl and Ronald from Julius Dannenberg,Mrs. Ed Berfirst count and 15' days on the sec- ricia Lyttle, 19, both of Nunica. Zeeland bowl Sunday evening. The Indianapolis lnd.f spent Thursday ens, Mrs. Marv. Berens. Mrs. John
ond.
film portrays the Galilean Chil- and Friday with Mr. and Mrs Boorman, Mrs. Bernie Yonker,

South

Haven's

Mining

To

Fun-Med

Schedule

Rally

W>

j

i

Beaverdam

i

Engaged

Overturned Car

(HnAptial TbtcA

Case

Solved

Bentheim

Zeeland

Friday.

A

Broadvent was attempting t o
raise funds to pay the fines.

The Suez canal traffic is at
rimes high in 1955.

all

dren’s Home story and was spon- Gerald Huyser and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Zoet from
sored by the Youth For Christ.
Holland were Sunday visitors with
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feenstra
and daughters. Phyllis and Betty,
are in Northern Michiganthis week
on vacation.
The Christian Reformed Church
will have a mission program in
the church on Friday evening July
22 at 7:45 p.m. The Rev. William
Muller will be the speaker and
he will show slides of the mission
work in South America.

Trunkline Resurfacing
Starts Within City

•

HOLLAND HIGH SCHOOL
is.

w

students recently
completed a two-week high school journalism
course at Michigan State University,where department of journalism members gave individual
training and lectures on news writing, feature
writing, photography,art, layout and printing.
I

•

Pictured with A. A. Applegate, head of the MSU
journalism department, are left to right, seated,
Ruth Walters, Jamie Mason, Lindy Streur and
Cal Prince standing,Ruth Van Der Meulen. Carol
Cook, Joan Tollman, Joan Carlson and Gretchen

Boyd.

ij

Workmen Monday began repaid
ing curbs on Eighth St. in preparation for resurfacing operations beginning later this week. The work,
including Eighth St. from River
Ave. to the railroad tracks, and
State St. from 19th to 32nd Sts.,
is being done under contract with
the State Highway Department.
The task of raisingmanholesand
valve openings on State St.

Mrs. George Yonker, Mrs. Henry
Schwerenga, Mrs. Garrod Peters.
Mrs. Willis Essink. Mrs. Hessel
Yonkerp, Mrs. Harold Dannenberg, Mrs. Julius Heck. Mrs. Gordon Brower, Mrs. Clarence Berens, Mrs. John Yonker, Mrs. Albert Vander Poppen.
Nick Boerman has been hospitalized at the Allegan Health Center
for several kidney stone attacks.

Membership papers of Mr. and
Mrs. Durwood Young and children
have been transferred from the
Hamilton Reformed Church to the
local church.
Those attending Camp Geneva
for this, week are Norma Yonker,
Judy Berens, Gloria Berens and
Patty Berens.
Myron Denekas attended the wedding of Robert DeYoung at Muskegon last Thursday evening. Myron served as usher at the wedding.

Mr. and Mrs. John Van Putten
were dinner guests of Rev. and
Mrs. Denekas and Myron on Sunday.

.

Mr. and Mrs. Chris Westrale and
family are enjoying
_ _ a few days
almost completed,and one layer vacation in a cottage at the lake.
of asphalt laid. The route is a main
The Assizes are The sessions for
trunklineof the state highway system. River Ave. and Michigan Ave. jury trial held periodicallyin England.
were resurfaced last week.

is

SCHOOL FINALLY PAID FOR

—

With

the

presentation of the last $30,000 of bonds for

Washington school, the last of the old-time
debt has been paid, Supt. Walter W. Scott
informed the Board of Education Monday
njght. Current school debt service is for the

new Thomas Jefferson school and some lesser
improvements at other schools. Taxpayers
already hove paid in full for the new Lincoln
school and additions to Longfellowand Van
Raalte schools voted in 1949. Washington
school was erected in 1926.

I
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WCTU

Bell-Poldck Rites Performed

204 Persons Sign

Municipal Court

Group Holds

Seek Extradition

Dessert Luncheon

Boerkoel-Phiilips

Vows Spoken

Members of the Women’s

Petition

Man

Christian Temperance Uhion held
a dessert luncheon at the home
of Mrs. Edith Walvoord Friday
ALLEGAN (Special)- Prosecu• Several persons were arraigned at 1:30 p.m. President,Mrs. Waltor
Dwight M. Cheever will take
in MunicipalCourt the past few voord led devotions on the theme
"Be
Fruitful
in
Good
Works.”
steps
to extraditea 24-year-old
days, and some cases under conBoard members present were Chicagoan who one-p u n c h e d a
sideration were disposed of.

0( Chicago

Processes Cases

Asking

To Abandon Plan

the Mesdames John Noor, WalAlbert Trevan, 37, Holland,
Gary, Ind., policeman into the
ter Vander Haar, Cornelius Van
pleaded guilty to disorderly conDuren, A. Schipper and A. Kooy- hospital in Saugatuck last Saturday
duct charges on arraignment
ors, and Miss Gertrude Slaghuis. night during an argument over
Thursday and was sentenced to
The group made plans for the docking a yacht.
pay $19.70 within 30 days or serve
coming year.
Cheever said a two - count war15 days in jail.
Next meeting of the WCTU will
Alfred Peirson, 36, Saugatuck . , , . „ __
rant had been sworn out against
who pleaded guilty June 28 to em- ^ held in ScPteniborDaniel J. Basketfield,Jr., 24, of
bezzlement charges involving merChicago, after state police investichandise and money at Montgomgation disclosed him as the assailery Ward Co. was placed on proant of Lee Comer, 41, of Gary.

Library Proposition
Aired at Meeting;

Mayor Suggests Study
At its monthly meeting Thursday
night, the Holland Planning Commission scheduled a special meeting Wednesday, July 13, at 4 p.m.
in Council Chambers to consider
protests on making 22nd St. a
through street.
Paul ,Vander Hill, representing
property owners, appeared at the
meeting at 10: 30 p.m. and everybody agreed it would be better to
schedule a special meeting than
to pursue a controversialissue that
time of night. Vander Hill had just
returned from a trip to Detroit.
He appeared at a meeting of City
Council Wednesdaynight to protest the traffic change.
Of the 204 persons who signed
petitions asking Council to abandon
its plan of making the street a
through street,it was determined
that 123 live on 22nd St., a great
share of them husbands and wives.
A. Frank Schwarz,appearing on
the library issue, asked whether an
integrated library for public and
school purposes would work out
adequately,and said he understood
such arrangements in Ann Arbor
and Zeeland were not completely
satisfactory.Planning Consultant
Scott Bagby reaffirmed previous

,

_

,

bation for one year Friday. CondiHf is charged with assault with
tions are that he make restitution,
intent to do great bodily harm, a
pay $6.20 costs and $3. a month
crime less than murder, which is
oversight fees. He had been free
at
a felony, and Assault and infliction
on $100 bond since his arraignof seriousinjury, which is a Circuit
ment.
GRAND HAVEN (SpeciaD- Court misdemeanor,Cheever said.
Dora Bundy, 36, of 99% East
Corner, who suffered a serious
Eighth St., and Henry Asslnk, 65, ..oseph VerBerkmoes, 63, of 714 head injury in an argument over
route 1, West Olive, each paid ElliottSt., died Sunday night in
which boat had the right to dock at
fine and costs of $10 ort charges of his home after a long illness. A
tlr Big Pavilion dock, was taken
drinking on a public street.City lifelongresident of Grand Haven,
first to the Douglas Community
police made the arrests Tuesday. he previously was In the celery
Hospital and later transferredto a
A charge against Carl Dillberg, growing business with three broth- hospital in Gary. He was believed
of 275 West 13th St., of disorderly ers, Henry, Neal and Krien. Henry
to have been fatally injured at
conduct involvingindecent lan- and Neal both were drowned while first, but later reports from Gaty
guage, was dismissed Tuesday on trapping muskrats in 1930.
indicatedhe was recovering.
payment of $4.70 costs.
He retiredin 1936 because of ill Saugatuckpolice were unable to
Only one person was referred to health althoughhe continued to locate or Identify the man who
traffic school at a regular session raise flowers and plants in his
struck Comer until early Sunday
of traffic court Thursday night. own greenhouse until recently.
morning when Cheever informed
Agreeing to attend traffic school He served in World War I and them that the FBI could be called
was Irvin Mokma, route 4, who saw action in the St. Mikiel battle in on the case if the man had fled
was charged with speeding.
and the Battle of the Argonne the state to avoid prosecution.InFines for three persons were where he was wounded in the formed of this, Basketfield'scom(Yonder Woude photo)
suspended after attending traffic right knee, resulting in amputation panions revealed his name and
ond Mrs. Robert Bell
school. They were Carl Dannen- cf his right leg in 1936. He was a
Mr. ond Mrs. CorneliusBoerkoel
Chicago address.
Wedding vows were spoken last i yellow carnations.Her pearl neck- berg, of 100 Craft Ave.. speeding, member of First Reformed Church,
(Joel photo)
opinions that it migjit be better to Saturday,July 2, by Miss Jean lace was a gift from the groom.
Miss Josephine Phillipsbecame open crowns. They carried cat$15 suspended: Melvin Elzinga, the American Legion and formerly
build a small completely functional Marie p'olack, daughter of Mr. and
The attendants'blue gowns were route 2, speeding, $10 suspended: of the DAV.
the bride of Cornelius Boerkoel cade bouquets of pink carnation*.
and efficient library at a lesser Mrs. Francis S. Polack, route 4. fashioned similar to the bride’s. Lavem J. Boeve, route 6, speeding Surviving are the wife; a daughCarol Mocrdyk, niece of tht
at a double ring ceremony percost instead of a $3Q0,00O monu- and Robert Bell, son of Mr. and They carried pink carnations.The $10 suspended.
groom, flower girl, wore a floorter, Mrs. Herbert Rowell of Grand
formed June 22 in Fountain Street length white nylon dress embroiment. Schwarz suggested it might Mrs. Richard Bell. Sr., of route 4. flower girl was dressed in a pink
Paying fines were Andy Brink, Haven; five sons, Joseph, Jr.,
Admitted to Holland Hospital Chapel in Grand Rapids. Perform- dered with pink rose buds and
be well to hire an architect so
nylon
gown
and
p
nk
hat
and
The single ring ceremony,perroute 6, speeding,$22; Stephen Alfred,Gerald, Clarence and Gary,
Friday were Gerald Overway, 406 ing the rites was the Rev. W. C carried a bouquet like the bride’*.
that library plans could be more formcd ,)y (,K, Rev EJton Van carried a tiny colonial bouquet.
Bekker, East Saugatuck, improper all of Grand Haven; two brothers.
Butternut Dr.; Anna Ellison, 1868 Lamain and providingwedding
realistic. Mayor Robert Visscher
place at the Woman's
Jerry Allen Phillips, brother of
Mrs. Polack wore for the occas- passing, $10; Did: Knoll, route 2, Andrew and K r i e n of Grand
South Shore Dr.; Jean Altena, 117 music was James Phillips, organ- the bride, was ring bearer.
suggested that the integrationplan Literaryclub house, which was ion a blue and white nylon dress, speeding, $12; James Weatherwax,
Haven, and 11 grandchildren.
West 18th St.; Gertrude Steketec, ist, and Mrs. James Phillips, solobe explored thoroughlybefore decorated with a setting of ferns. white accessories and pink rose of 165 East 17th St., no muffler,
John' Mast attended as best fnan
72 West 15th St.; Eleanor Larsen, ist.
and ushers were Gary Kwekel
spending money on a separate
0f whjt(. delphinium and hud corsage. Mrs. Bell chose a $5; Sidney Hibma, of 249 East 11th
137 Highland.
The bride Is the daughter of and Roger Uecker.
gladioli and candelabra.
pink and white print dress, white St., speeding, $10; Dale Van
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Phillips of
Considerable time was spent on
Bouquets of white gladioli and
Haitsma,
Zeeland,
speeding,
$12;
accessories
and
yellow
rose
corLynn Kadwell sang "The Lord's
Harold Tibbe and baby, route 1; Holland and the groom’s parents delphiniums adorned the ledge In
minor items in the new zoning Prayer" and "Oh Lord Most Holy," sage.
Roger L. Dyke, 19, of .149 East
Mrs. James Rozeboom, 570 Maple are Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Boer- back of the chapel with tapering
ordinance. One of the are a s in
accompaniedby Miss Marlene Assisting at the reception for Ninth St., illegal plates, $10;
Ave.; Mrs. Herman Larsen. 137 •koel of Grand Rapids.
randies along the side. Bouquet*
question was the south halt ot the SmccnRe at lhe pian0. other music 110 guests after the rites were David L. Hall, Grosse P o i n t e,
HighlandAve.
block between 15th and 16th Sts.
The bride wore a gown of Chan- and white bows marked the pew*.
Clarene Olin, Shirley Scidclman, speeding, $10.
was provided by Leo De Pree.'
Admitted Saturday were Minnie tilly lace and misty tulle. The
bounded by Harrison
Van
About 150 guests gathered for
Paying $1 parking costs were
Miss Frances Lee Polack attend- Mrs. George Loucks, Jr., Mrs.
Aalderink,
88 East 18th St.; Dona lace shadowed her sculptured bod- a reception. Lois Phillips,sister
Raalte Aves. where the W.J. BradGRAND HAVEN (Special)-Uned the bride as maid of honor and Henry Wieisma, No 11a Riemersma Tom Smeenge,of 364 West 21st St.;
ford Paper Co. is located. Bradford
Jack Tietsma,of 466 Harrison; able to provide $500 bond, Robert Gruppen, route 1; David Gordon, ice ascendingto a curving por- of the bride, and Dawn Phillip*,
Miss Joyce Bell was bridesmaid, and Patty Bell.
and his attorney protested the A-3 Richard Bell. Jr., attended the
trait neckline framed with lace cousin of the bride, presided at
The newlyweds are living at Norman J. Hop, Hudsonville; Nor- Francis Spalding.48, of 609 Wash- 359 River Ave.
residentialclassification
on t h e groom as best man. Ushers were route 4 after a northern Michigan man Frcelandcr, of 271% East 11th ington St., Grand Haven, was re- DischargedSaturday were Mrs. bertha. Long lace sleeves tapered the punch bowl. Joan Vande
Earl Poll, route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. to points at the wrists. The skirt Woude and Roger Ganzevoort
present industrial property, feeling
Gerald Vanderbcek and Clifford honeymoon. For going away, the St.; Marvin Vander Ploeg, of 294 manded to county jail after dethat it would place the industry in
manding examination in Municipal Gordon Cornelissen,78 East Eighth of billowing tulle over satin fea- were in charge of the gift room.
Polack. Little Penny Lynn Loucks bride wore a green dress with East 14th St.
jeopardy. The main question apCourt Thursday afternoon on a St.; Mrs. Ralph Menning, 602 tured lace banding In apron ef- Eleanor and Barbara Phillips, «
white accessoriesand a yellow
was flower girl.
peared to be whether the non-concharge of drunk driving, second Myrtle Ave.; Mrs. A.R. De Weerd, fect. The skirt terminatedIn a sisters of the bride, passed tne
The bride wore a white waltz- carnation corsage.
tiara of guest book and Mr. and Mrs.
forming provisionsin the ordinance
offense.Examinationwas set July 172 East 14th St.; Mrs. William chapel-length train.
length strapless dress with a
The bride,
Holland High
,
Stcketee, 72 West 15th St.; Henry seed pearls combined with irides- Gcirit Mocrdyk cf Kalamazoo
are adequate to protect the present
14
at
3
^.m.
Chantillylace bolero. The bodice of School graduate, was employed
property owners. This question was
similar Vanden Berg, 491 Lincoln Ave.; cent sequins secured hcr finger- served as master and mistress of
The annual school meeting will Spalding, who has
net and Chantilly lace released a
referred to the city attorney for
under the cooperative trainingprocharge
pending
against
him
in Anthony Mulder, 60 West Central, tip veil of English Illusion. She ceremonies; Waitresseswefe the
he held next Monday evening at
full skirt of two layers of net over
Zeeland.
carried a colonial cascade bouquet Misses Joyce Mol, Carrie Moerclarification.
Ottawa
Circuit
Court,
was
arrested
taffeta. A flowered headpiece held gram ns secretary at Lincoln 8 p.m. Everyone is urged to at
Robert Kouw appeared on the
Admitted Sunday were Rand of white carnationswith white dyk, Barbara and Janny Lamain,
by
sheriff's
officers
Wednesday
tend.
School. The groom is employed by
Eoning question on the southwest
veil and she carried
Vander Schaaf, Sheboygan, Wis.; streamers and tiny carnation buds. Ruth Mieras and Lois Wielhouwer.
Bertha Veneberg left last Thurs- night on M-50 in Allendale towna colonial bouquet of white and I De Witt Feeder Co.
corner of River and 16th St., pres
Robert Bouman, 655 Hazelbank; The bride carried the hankerchief
For a wedding trip to northern
day for Vera Cruz, Mexico where ship. Although he is again charged
ently zoned B residential. First
Marilyn Bareman, 268 North River her great, great grandmother had Michigan the bride wore a blue
as
a
second
offender,
Wednesday's
she will resume her missionary
plans called for making the corner many as they resided in Zeeland
Ave.; Peter Roos, 4 West Eighth caTTied at her wedding.
dacron and cotton dress and a
work. She left sooner than she offense actuallyis his third charge
The bride's sister, Miss Geral- white carnation corsage. The coucommercial,and then it was for some lime afler lhe war with
St.; Tekla E. Griffin, route 2.
of
drunk
driving.
expected, and was unable to bid
dine Phillips,as maid of honor, ple resides at 327 Diamond S.E,
changed to A-3 residential.After Japan. Mrs. Bovenkerk and chilThe case now pending in Cir- Hamilton.
all of her friends good-bye.
further considerationThursday dren came from Japan when, beDischarged Sunday were Mrs. wore an iridescentblue dress with Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Martha Dornbos of Holland cuit Court resultedfrom his arrest
The bride, a graduate of Holnight, the commission decided to cause of war conditions, it was not
Jack Glupker and baby, 700 Col- lace jacket and matchinghat with
visited relatives here Wednesday, by city police June 1. On June
make the corner commercial.
safe to stay in Japan and Rev.
lege Ave.; Mrs. Allan Borr and open crown. She carried deep [link land Christian High School, was
2
he
waived
examination
in
Munand had supper with Mrs. Sena
carnations in a cascade bouquet employed ns secretary at Holland
Attending Thursday's meeting Bovenkerk stayed there for some
Redder. Hei son, Gerald W. icipal Court on the charge of drunk baby, route 3; Albert Bierma, 2024
Miss Betty Phillips,sister of Motor Express .Co. The groom
were Chairman Willard Wichers, brne and was later held as prisdriving, second offense, and later Lakeway; Mrs. Charles Lundy and
DOUGLAS >.Special)
Man1 Dornbos also was a supper guest.
Mayor Visscher, Ward Hansen, oner. Rev. Bovenkerk, more re- Eppink
that
day
pleaded
not
guilty in Cir- baby, route 4; Mrs. Melvin Have- the bride, and Miss Joan Boer- was graduated from Central High
of Grand Rapids toured
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Schemper
koel. sister of the groom, brides- School, Grand Rapids, and is emStuart Boyd, Laverne Rudolph, cently, became treasurer of the
the Airpark Speedway’s three- and family of Allendale visited cuit Court. Mis attorney had in- man and baby, 452 East 24th St.; maids, wore blue iridescentdrosployed in the office of Michigan
Laveme Seme, Walter Vander Board of Foreign Missions. Before
timated to the court that a petition Mrs. Sixto Beltran and baby, 183
eighth mile track at an average their parents, Mr and Mrs. Harry
ses and matching lace hats with Trust Co.
.Haar, Planner Bagby, City Manag- that, he was named by the Japan
would be filed remanding the case East 16th St.
speed of 7X miles an hour Satur- Schempei Saturday evening.
•er Herb Holt and visitors Robert Committee of the Foreign Missions
Hospital births include a daughday to set a new one lap record
Mrs. Carrie Rozema and Mr. and back to Municipal Court for examKouw, Vernon D. Ten Cate, W.J. Conferenceof North America as of T 7.75.
Mrs. Larry Zienstra were enter- ination, 'but the petition has not as ter, Estella, born Friday to Mr.
Bradford, Frank Schwarz and Paul one of the Commission of Six. the
and Mrs. Sixto Beltran, 183 East
Eppihk. who hit better than 100 tained at the home of Mr. and yet been filed.
Vander Hill.
first Protestant missionariesto miles an hour on the straighBaSpaldins'sfirst convictionof 16th St.: a daughter, Carol Anette,
Mrs. Fred Rozema in Waverly,
rcturn to Japan, charged with the ways, eclipsed the old record held
drunk driving was in Traverse born Friday 1o Mr. and Mrs. Roycc
Monday.
By Arnold Mulder
responsibility of organizing the by Harold Ende of Hamilton.
Mr> and Mrs. Albert Meengs and City Sept. 26, 1949, following his Mulling, 437 West 32nd St.; twin
relief program and re-establishing Ende's time was 1X.10, set last
arrest
there
Sept.
24, 1919. At daughters. Kathlyn Sue and Marfamily of Pine Creek were supper
In a book that is no longer whole family would be cut down
missionary service there. The year.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred that time he paid $50 fine and lene Ann, born Saturday to Mr. strictlynew, I came across an along with him and their death*
Bovenkerks have four children, the only rollover of the night — Veneberg, Saturday evening.
$5.95 costs, and had his operator's and Mrs. Kenneth Looman, route adventure in reading that records
would be described as punishment
Mr. and Mrs.. Kenneth Foikerts- Warren, who is serving in the
1; a son born Saturday to Mr. one of the grimmest episodes in
Gene 0\< rhui/en of Zeeland had
Many local people attended the license suspended for 90 days.
for treason. Devoted as he was to
ma, East Lincoln Ave., have army now; Adele, who left for but no one was injured.
and Mrs. Harold Troost, route 4. the trageay of horror that marked
annual Sunday School picnic of the
his wife and son, Rommel choee
moved to their cottage at Goshorn Japan a year ago as a short term
A son, Randall Dean, born Sat- the closing year of the second the poison. Fifteen minutes later
Oth'T winners included: Stock South Olive ChristianReformed
Lake for the summer months.
missionary worker, and Paul and Feature— Ralph Prince. Eugene Church at Zeeland City Park, Friurday to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas World War. The book is called his body was taken to a hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Claver. Ruth.
Van Eyck, 824 West 25th St.; a "The Rommel Papers." Edited by and the death certificate gave a
Gillette, Bud Lubbers: Stock Heat day -evening.
West Cherry St., are visiting their
While in Zeeland for the week- —Jack Villivock,Harvey Volkers. Burial services were held here
son, Brian Lee, born Saturday to
a famous British military writer, heart attack as the causa of his
children, Dr. and Mrs. Randall end the Bovenkerks observed Joe Smutney; Modilicd Feature—
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Slager, 3445 B. H. -Liddell Hart, it tells the sudden end.
for Mrs. Jane Thorman of MuskeClaver and family in California.
their wedding anniversary.
Gail Bussies.Dave Rumscy. Ralph gon. She was a sister of the late
A reunion of the Holland High Butternut Dr.; a son. Steven Ross, story in his own words of the But the grimmest part of the
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Van Hoven
The annual school meeting of Baker: Dash— Marv Eppink, Har- Mrs. Evm Brady.
born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. military career of German Field political execution was to follow.
School class of 1905 was held Satand daughter are spending a few ZeeJand Public School will be held old Er.de. Bud Wolters.
urday at the Carl Shaw cottage at JolbertVan Kampen, 315 West 24th Marshal Erwin Rommel, one of Hitler sent a wreath so large that
weeks in the upper peninsula at at the high school gymnasium on
First Heat — Jack Dibble, Hank
Maple Beach. A 1 p.m. dinner at St.; a daughter born Saturday r. the most famous militarygeniuses four husky soldiers could hardly
Grand Maris on a fishing trip.
Mrs. and Mrs. Gtorge Lawrence, of modern times.
Monday, July 11. at 8 p.m. One Veltkamp, Junior Ressique;Sec- Two Motorcycle Rider*
the Eten House preceded activities
carry it. And along with it a teleMr. and Mrs. Charles Kuyers member of the Board of Educa- ond Heat -Junior Terpstra. Dave
route 2.
at the cottage.
gram of condolence to the murInjured
in Accident
The
British
analyst
Liddell
Hart
have returned from Augusta, Fla., tion for a term of three years will Rumscy, Gordon Drooger; Third
A short program included greet- A daughter, Linda Kay, born to- compares him with Caesar and dered man's wife that read’ "Acwhere they visited their son. Pvt. be chosen to replace Adrian Heat— Harold Ende. Marv Eppink,
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Two ings fronj absent members, songs day to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones,
cept my sinrerest sympathy for
Douglas, who recently graduated Wiersma .vhose term expires.Vot- Jim Willington, Pursuit— Dave motorcycle riders were treated in and readings by Mrs. Shaw's 346% River Ave.; a daughter born Napoleon. During the war, even
the heavy loss you have suffered
from Signal School in Camp Gor- ers at this meeting must be citi- Rumscy, Bill Nutt. Carl Bussies; Municipal hospital Saturday night and granddaughters.Mrs. Helen today to Mr. and Mrs. John Wat- his enemies, the English, praised
him as one of their most skillful with the death of your husband.
don. Mrs. D. Kuyers, who visited zens 21 years of age and residents Consolation -Bert Veltkamp.John after their cycle hit a curb on Crouse and Barbara Crouse and son, 368% West 18th St.; a daughThe name of Field Marshall Romfdes, and the masses of many na
her husband for two weeks, re- of Michigan for six months and in Russell, Bill Zcran.
North Seventh St. to avoid hitting Mrs. Shirley Goodrich and Gret- ter born today to Mr. and Mrs. lions called him the "Desert Fox.’ mel will lie forever linked with
George Montgomery, route 4.
turned with them. Pvt. Kuyers left the school district for 30 days.
car.
chen Ann Goodrich
The book containing this adven- the heroic battles of North Afriby plane from the east coast for
Miss Anne Huizenga has returnRobert W. Schoolmeester,22,
Those present from out-of-town
ture in reading is over two years ca.
Dies
Germany. Mrs. Kuyers and little ed to her home on Centennial St. Ganges
Grand Haven, who was operating were Joe Nauta from Berkeley, Wounded Chicago Cop
And Hermann Goering and Joold. But many may have missed
daughter are making their home after a visit with her nephews in
the motorcycle, and his companion, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. George DomAt Home of Daughter
it; if so they have also missed seph Goebbels. both of whom had
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Washington,D.C.
Arlene Purcell, 24, also of Grand ing of Buchanan, Mich., Mr. and Has Kinfolk in Holland
one of the grimmest chapters in helped to plan the execution,sent
Nelson Van Koevering on East
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph WesterGANGES (Special)—Funeral ser- Rapids, were both thrown to the Mrs. Alle Zuidema of Birmingham,
telegrams even more fulsome.
Several Holland residents anx- the life of a truly great military
Lincoln Ave.
gard and daughter, Judith, of vices will he held at 2 p m. Tues- pavement.Miss Purcell was treat- John Van Anrooy and Mrs. ClarSome day a great dramatist will
commander.
The
fate of Caesar
iously
scanned
newspaper
stories
The Rev. John Guichelaar, pas- Detroit,were visitors at the home day at Ganges Baptist Church for ed for abrasions to the right fore- ence Peck of Spring I^ake. Robert
use the execution of Erwin Romstruck
down
by
assassins,
of
Nator of North Street Christian Re- o' Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hoffman Mrs. Louisa Benson, 93, who died arm and was released.Schoolmees- Westveld of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Saturday watching for word on
poleon dying of cancer in exile, mel as the subject for tragedy.
formed Church, declined his second last Wednesday.
Saturday afternoon at the home of ter received back injuriesand in- Mark Jefferson of Ypsilanti and the condition of a wounded Chiwas
mild compared with the end There are few scenes in world litcall to the Godwin Heights Chrisher daughter, Mrs. Frank Trull, at ternal injuries and was released Mr. and Mrs Cornelius De Roo of cago police officer.
of
the
career of Erwn Rommel erature that are more dramatic
Mrs. Casey Tubergan, Waukazoo,
tian Reformed Churih.
Grass Lake. The Rev. B. E. Sunday.
Flint.
The- story of that chapter is told than the last act of the life of *
West
Olive
Store
Owner
and
Alfred
Brown,
of
Howard
Ave.,
Pvt. Alvin J. Meyers, son of Mr.
The motorcycle was traveling From Holland were Mrs. T. S.
Robinson of South Haven .ill officman whose military genius even
cousins of officer Albert Brown, by Rommel's son. It is in the his bitterest foes have recognized
and Mrs. Alfred Meyers, North Succumbs at Hospital
iate and burial will be at Taylor south meeting a line of northbound Hadden, Mrs. Paul Frederickson,
nature of a supplement to the
State St., has just completed an
cars. One of the cars in attempt- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kramer, Mrs. said the patrolman visited here
Cemetery.
every
summer
during
his vaca- Rommel papers.
ing
to
turn
into
a
filling
station
eight-week Engineer Parts Supply
Joseph
Borgman
Sr..
Mrs.
J.
Knoll,
M^s.
Benson
was
born
in
1862
Bert Beckman, 75, owner of the
In 1944 Rommell had come to becourse at Fort Belvoir, Va. The general store at West Olive, died in Ramsbcrg. Sweden and came swung in front of the motorcycle, Mrs. Elizabeth Den Herder. Mrs. tion for a number of years.
lieve
that the war was lost for
Brown was seriously wounded
course Is one of the many techni- Sunday at 9:30 p.m. at Holland to this country in 1887. In 1892 and the motorcycle hit the curb. James Westrate, Mrs. Edward
Germany and that the best thing
cal coursed conducted for the mili- Hospital where he had been a she married Swen Benson in ChiFisher, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Shaw when Ronald Charles Dean, 16,
shot him as he fled from a Chioago the Nazis could do would be to
tary personnel of the U.S. and patient for five weeks. His home cago. He. died in 1948.
and Miss Katherine Post.
Davy Crockett Day
police station last week is Dean sue for peace with the West, in
friendly nations.
was in West Olive.
The Bensons lived at Pier Cove
was
captured on a Chicago beach order to keep Russia out of EurPvt Harold B. Hulst, son of Mr. Mr. Beckman operated the store for 10 years before r. ring to their Staged at Playground
ope. That honest conviction was
Both
Driver*
Charged
two
days
later.
and Mrs. Bert B. Hulst, Route 3. at West Olive for 30 years. He farm on M-89, where they lived
Brown's daughter-in-law is the interpretedby Hitler and his crowd
Longfellow School playground As Result of Accident
recently graduatedfrom the track was born Dec. 29, 1879, in Holland for more than 50 years.
A new addition to Waukazoo
former Joyce
Berg, as near-treason. Then when an school was assured in a public
was the scene of “Davy Crockett
vehicle maintenancecourse at the to the late Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Day-” Friday. Coonskincaps, rifles
GRAND HAVEN (Special )-Two daughterof Henry Vanden Berg, attempt was made on Hitler’s life, vote Friday, callingfor a developArmored School, Fort Knox, Ky. Beckman. His wife died Aug. 28,
Rommel was accused of having
Robinson
Township
and
fringed
shirts
were
all
over
drivers received tickets as the reHe completed his basic training at 1951. He was a member of Prosbeen in sympathy with it, although ment west of the present school
as youngstersportrayedin some sult of a two-car collision in the
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
pect Park Christian Reformed Resident Succumbs
Henry Van Ham, 80,
there is no evidenceof it that which will include four classfashion parts of the Davy Crockett rain at 12:30 p.m. Thursday on
Mrs. Robert Wierda has left to Church and served on the conwill stand up under examination.
Sherman Rd. in Chester township. Succumbs at
join her husband, who is stationed fiistory.
rooms, a kindergartenroom, a
GRAND HAVEN Special )-Mrs. craze.
Hitler copldn’t afford to liquidate
Junior leaders presented a "This
The crash occurred when a car
at San Juan, Peurto Rico with the
Sun-iving are a son, Gerrit, of Theresa Baranyar, 72, who lived
multi-purpose room, kitchen faciliRommel
openly;
he
was
far
too
Henry Van Harn, 80, died at 10
58th Field ArtilleryBattalion.Mrs. route 6, Holland; seven grandchild- in Robinson townshipsince 1923, Is Your Life” skit, featuringDavy driven by Ruth E. Diendorf, 19,
popular
for
that
with
the
German
ties and offices.
Wierda is the former Maryanne ren; two great grandchildren; three died at 3:30 p.m. Saturday in Crockett’slife, wilh the song about Ravenna, came out of a parking a.m. Saturday at his home, Holpeople. So Hitler sent two generals
The vote on proposition No. 1
land
route
2,
or
12255
Riley
Ave.
lot
and
was
hit
in
the
left
rear
him
as
a
background.
Tibma of Holland.
sisters, Mrs. Herman De Neut and Buttenvorth Hdspital in Grand
to Rommel's home with secret or- to bond the district for *155,000
He
was
bom
in
the
Netherlands
The Rev. and Mrs. Henry G. Miss Martha Beckman of Holland Rapids. She had been in ill health The most original Davy Crockett by a car driven by Feliberto Velders. Arriving in a luxurious car, (property owners only) waa 81
Bovenkerk and «on Paul and and Mrs. Mary Vruggink of Grand for several years and seriously ill was Larry Lamb, who arrived with deres, 32, of 178 West Eighth St., Feb. 26, 1875 and his lived here they went Into conference with the yes and 64 no. Proposition No. 2
since
he
was
seven
yeasr
old.
He
Holland.
The
Diendorf
car
receivdaughter Ruth have returned to Rapids; three brothers, Albert of for five months. Her husband died coonskin cap and rifle and dragging
for building the school yielded a
ed about $200 damage and the was married to Jennie Westmas Field Marshal.
the "Ba’r” he had just killed.
their home in Glen Rock, N.J., Long Beach. Calif.,and William in 1940.
Coming out of this huddle, the* vote of 83 yes and 66 no. Polls
who
died several years ago. He
Velderes
car
$250.
Others
winning
prizes
were:
For
after spending a few days at the and Marinus of Holland.
Mrs. Baranyar was bom in Hunmost famous German general of were open from 1 to 8 p.m.
home of their sister and brothergary Aug. 27. 1882. She was a Polly, Gail Wewdel, with honor- Velderes was charged with ex- was the son of the late Mr. and the war announcedto his wife and
At present, the school has 135
Mrs.. Herbert Van Ham, Sr.
cessive
speed
in
view
of
the
fact
able
mention
to
Connie
Mokma,
The
human
body
would
be
worth
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hollemember of St. Anthony’sCatholic
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs 15-yearold son that his visitors had pupils enrolled. Projected enrollthat
it was raining and the accident
Rose
Marie
Zylstra;
Indians,
Mary
man, Pine St. Their mother, Mrs. slightly less than one dollar if it Church in Robinson townshipand
ments call for more than 200 by
Oonk and Jimmy Eenigenburg, hon- occurred on a gravel road. Miss John (Janet) Terpsma of Holland given him 15 minutes to live. They
Jeanette Ossewaarde, who also Were sold for the value of its its Altar society.
and
Miss
Gertrude
Van
Ham
at would take him out in their car 1958. In 1947, a two-room addiDiendorf
was
charged
with
intei^
orable
mention,
Mary
Beth
Butler
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
visited her children at the Hollo- chemical elements.
home; three sons, Herbert of Hol- and he would be given the "priv- tion was built at the school.
Leslie Gulrich of Kent, Ohio, and and Rickie Van IJemert; cowboys, fering with traffic. Deputy Keith
man home has returned to CoopConstruction is expected to beilege” of swallowinga powerful
Dougie Peerbolt,honorable mention AverUi of Coopersvilleinvestigated.land, the Rev. Edward Van Harn
Largest large-toothaspen in six grandchildren.
ersville, where she is residing
poison that would kill him in four gin fairly soon, and the new buildof
Chicago
and
the
Rev.
John
Van
Timmie Lee and Jimmy Brink;
with a sister. Mrs. Ossewaarde the United States stands 69 feet
ing is expected to be ready by
Ham of Chicago; 10 grandchildren; seconds.
cow girls, Sheryl Valkema and The N French are credited
It takes about 10 inches
formerlyresided in Zeeland. The tall and is located near Summey,
And if he refused? Well, then his September,1956.
two great grandchildren.
ln..nting
the
firat
bicycle.
Sally
Peerbolt.
jnow to equal an inch of rain^
Bovenkerks are remembered by Mich.
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Zeeland Knocks

Van Doornik-De Joogh Vows Spoken 22nd St

Group

Miss Boer

Wed

Ottawa
t0 Robert

De Youn9

Grand Haven Out

'
f

Farm News
By E. F.

Dice, Assistant

County Agricultural Agent
One question that always comes
up for discussion is calfhood vac-

Airs Grievances

I

Moose Trounces
Hulst

in

League
Upset

cination for prevention of Brucel- Softball
losis. There are many ideas as to
whether it really pays. Dr. Glenn
For the second time this season
Reed, extension veterinarian at mighty Hulst Bros, has tasted deZEELAND (Special)
Grand
Only Eight Penont
Michigan State University,explains
,
Haven’s Athletics found Tuesday
a little bit of science behind this
And Moose deserved the 6-2
Voice Opinions Before
night that you can never tell about
type of control for Bangs disease. win. It was no fluke.
Commission Hearing
He suggests that vaccination is
Matt Numikoski did what few
those Zeeland Chix here.
the
best program for controlling other pitchers in the league have
Manager Marinus Scheele's celResidents in the vicinity of 22nd
Brucellosisbut that even vaccina- been able to do as he tamed the
lar-dwellingoutfit knocked down
St. were given an opportunity to
tion with strain 19 cannot be posi- potent Hulst batters, scattering
voice their objections to having
the Athletics’ 5-3, in their bid for
tive. He calls attention to an three singles and two doubles.
that
street
a
through
thoroughfare
a first-half championshiptie with
experiment in which one group
Moose batters also pulled what
at
a
two-hour
public
hearing
conthe Holland Flying Dutchmen in
of calves was vaccinated and an- few teams have done this /seasducted by the Holland Planning
the Southwestern Michigan Baseother group was ntt vaccinated. on as they knocked Larry Knopcr
Commission in City Hall Wednesball League.
Both groups were given a small for seven hits— five of them in a
day afternoon.
That shaved Grand Haven s redrop of fetal fluid from an in- big five run fourth inning.
There
were
about
a
dozen
percord off at 4-4 and shoved them
fected cow. None of the vaccinated
Jason Do Vries led off in the
sons in the audience, and eight of
into third place in the first-half
calves got the disease while sever- fourth for Moose and advanced
them expressed opinions on counstandingsbehind the Dutchmen
al of the unvaccinated animals when G. Vanden Berg drew a base
cil's action June 16 making 22nd
with 5-3 and South Haven with
did. But when two similar- groups after getting hit. Both advanced
St. a through street from Colum4-3.
of calves were given five to fifteen on an Infield out and scored on
bia Ave. to the west limits exOnly one game remains in the
drops of contaminatedfetal fluid Ed Stille’s single.
cept
for
stops
on
State
SL
and
first half and that is a mis-schedall of the animals including the
Walt Hudzik followedwith a
Michigan Ave. The commission
uled affair on July 30 between
vaccinated ones caught the disease. double and Numikoski singled to
took
all
protests
under
consideraFennville and South Haven. Thus.
This experimentshows that vac- score both Stille and Hudzik.
tion and will pursue the 22nd St.
South Haven can still share the
cinationprevents " contamination Numikoski scored later on an insubject
at
a
future
meeting.
first-half title with Holland.
when exposure is extremelymild field error.
In designating 22nd St. a through
It was a low-hit contestwith the
The league leaders made a feebut that were excessive exposure
street, Council was following
winning Chix picking up only six
to , infected animals or . other ble attempt to catch up in the
recommendation
from
the
Plannand Grand Haven garnering five.
sources that vaccination cannot be fifth frame but Gord Grevengocd's
ing Commission which had receiv
George Pierson went all the way
expected to be 100 percent positive. single and Bob Vork's double
ed many requests for some arfor the Chix and his mates furnishpr. Reed suggests' that good were good for only a single run.
rangement
for
east-west
traffic
ed enough to pin the loss on Grand
Final Moose score came in the
management,
care of animals and
in that area of the city. Without
Haven's veteran Loren Cook.
close attention to calving are sixth frarrie on Walt Hudzik's
a
new
plan,
a
driver
would
enRon Appiedorn put Zeeland ahead
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert De Young
necessary along with the vaccina- home run. while Hulst scoring
coimted up to eight stop or yield
Mr. ond Mrs. Lloyd Alon Van Doornik
1-0 in the first when he walked,
(Joel photo) tion and that the vaccination is ended in the sixth when A1 Voltsigns
in
crossing
the
city.
(Holland
Illustrative
photo)
then came home on a walk, error
Honeymooning in Wisconsin fol- ews, Bernard Coster, the groom's not effective unless the calves are huis doubled and scoreo on Ed
Paul Vander Hill, of 88 East 22nd
Miss Carol Elaine De Jongh be- Criston De Jongh and Davis Van
and sacrifice fly. He scored again
brother, and Harvey Buter. Mr. vaccinated between four and eight Klinge's single.
in the fifth on an error, fielder’s came the bride of Lloyd Alan Van Doornik,brothers of the couple. St., was main spokesman for 22nd lowing their marriage last Satur- and Mrs. Adrian Slikkers of South
months of age.
St.
residents.
He
contended
there
For
her
daughter's
wedding
the
day,
July
9,
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robchoice and a fly.
Haven, brother-in-lawand sister of
Doornik Tuesday. June 28. at North
VFW added the fourth notch in
bride’s mother wore a gray print is no necessity for crosstown trafPierson held the Athletics scoreert De Young. Mrs. De Young is the bride, were master and misWhile many farmers have made their current win streak Tuesday
Holland Chlirch Chapel. The bride dress with white accessories and a in that area, pointing to the narless on one hit for the first five
the former Miss Irene Boer, daugh- tress of ceremonies.
good use of lime on their soils with a 13»1 trouncingof Fords.
innings, but Bill MacPhee’s dou- is the daughterof Mr. and Mrs. corsage of yellow roses and white row pavement at the east end of
The bride and groom greeted 200 for crop yield increases, there is
ter
of
Mrs.
Peter
Boer,
63
West
Fords was never in the contest.
ble and an error made the score Dick De Jongh of route 2, and carnations. The groom's mother 22nd St., the many children living
18th St., and the late Mr. Boer. guests at a reception at American still a long way to go before a Bill Franks led off with a single
there. -the churches, athleticfields
wore
a
pink
dress
with
white
acthe
groom
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
2-1.
The groom is the son of the late Legion Country Club. Reception
tor the Vets. Lum Veldman folA double by Gone Talsma started Mrs. Gerrit Van Doornik of 857 cessories and a corsage of yellow and the unimproved west end sec- Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Young attendants includedMiss Joan Wor- maximu .. good will be accomplish- lowed. A1 Glupker added his, Bob
ed. Experimentsand experience by
tion
of
the
street.
He
also
objected
roses
and
white
carnations.
Paw
Paw
Dr.
a two-run burst for the Chix in
A reception for 80 guests was to future plans for a "parkway” The couple were married in don and Miss Barbara Baxter who farmers has shown that the in- Schutt walked and Jim Slagh adThe Rev. E. M. Ten Clay perthe bottom of the sixth as Marv
double ring rites performed at served punch, Mrs. Andrew Wes creased production through the use ded a double. Total1 four runs.
Goorhouse was hit by a pitched formed the double ring ceremony held in the church basement with through Prospect Park statingthis
After picking up another run in
3:30 p.m. in Central Avenue Christ- tenbroekand Ms. Thomas Smith. of lime is one of the cheapest
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Denepark
should
be
retained
as
a
playbefore
a
setting
of
candelabra,
ball and Cliff Van Hoven walked.
Sr., aunts of the bride, who ar- ways to got increased production. the second the Vets opened up aian
Reformed
Church
by
the
Rev.
Appledom's single gave the Chix ferns and bouquets of white gladioli kas as master and mistressof ground and it would be better to
ranged the gifts, and Mrs. William
and delphinium. Merwin Van ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs. Corrie extend Columbia Ave. through the William Haverkamp.The church Topp ad Mrs. Thomas Buter who In one experimenta field using a gain in the third.
a 4-2
*
A1 Glupker walked, Schutt,
was
decorated
with
gladioli,palms
seven crop rotation and commerTwo walks, a hit and two errors Doornik, cousin of the groom Brouwer were in charge of the park. Vander Hill also said eastand ferns, with white gladioli ma1 k- poured. Calvin Paul Boer, the rial fertilizer produced $64 worth Slagh, and Rog Beckman singled
narrowed the count to 4-3 for Grand played traditionalwedding music gift room, and Mr. and Mrs. Mel- west traffic could be carried over
ing the pews. Music for the cere- bride's youngest brother, had ef crops. The field next to it re- and Vei n Vandc Water doubled.
Haven in the top of the seventh, and accompanied Don Van Gcld- vin Voss served punch. Serving State St
mony was provided by Mrs. John charge of the guest book. Music ceived two tons of lime per acre Total this time: five runs.
the guests were the Misses Betty
Cornelius Stroop, of 132 East 20th
but Pierson survived a two-hit eren, soloist.
Three more runs were chalked
Tibbe, organist, who played tra- during the reception was provided and produced $134 worth of crops
Vander
Kolk,
Elaine
Van
Doornik,
St.,
asked
whether
any
considerGiven
in
marriage
by
her
father
burst in the eighth and held the
by Miss Norma Houtman and Miss
up
in the fifth inning on singles
titlonal selections.
at
a
cost
to
the
farmer
of
only
the bride wore a floor-length gown Ardith Van Doornik, Joan Bolman, ation had been given to making
Chix lead.
A floor-length gown of white dot- Margo Meengs, violinists, accom- $10. /n another test, lime in- by Vande Water, Hoffman, Slagh
Appiedorn picked up his third featuringa fitted bodice of Chantil- Analene Pul and Betty Vanden 20th St. a through street since this
ted nylon over taffetawas chosen panied by Mrs. Peter Houtman. creased the yields of crops by and Beckman.
street is fully paved from the
RBI in the ninth when he singled ly lace with a high scallopedneck- Bosch.
Lum Veldman hurled one-hit
by the bride. The bodice was de- pianist.
000-11111x1when supplementedwith
The brine, a graduate of Zeeland tracks to the west limits.
to drive in Junior De Jonge with line and long sleeves pointed at the
For their wedding trip, the new regular fertilizer.
ball for the winners -a feat that's
signed with
scalloped collar
High
School
is
employed
at
the
Jay
Fotkert.
of
148
West
22nd
St.,
wrists. The full skirt had panels
an insurance run.
fiaming the rounded neckline and Mrs. De Young changed to a handEd. Longneckcr,Michigan State becoming commonplace with him.
Pierson didn’t need it, however, of lace over net and slipper satin. Holland office of the Ottawa County objected to 22nd St. as a through
finished with short sleeves. Her kerchieflinen dress of eggshell University ExtensionSoil Scient- Bob Ebels and H. Bosch shared
although it must have made his A Juliet cap of chantilly lace, Health Department.Her hus- street because of the heavy "foot”
shoulder-lengthveil of illusion was with black patent leather belt. She ist, notes that 22,000 farmers each mound duties for the losers, Ebels
ninth inning less nerve-wracking as trimmed with sequins held her band, a graduate of Holland High traffic of children and young
attachedto a white nylon Juliet wore a blackpicture hat. black year applied only one-half million taking the lass.
he allowed one walk.
fingertip veil of nylon illusion. Her School, is employed at Baker people on the two athleticfields,
cap. She carried a white orchid patent accessories and a white or- tons of lime in March. He believes
Furniture
Co.
particularly
for
gym
classes.
Next game for the Chix is Fri- pearl necklace and earrings were
chid corsage. The newlyweds will
that is only half enough. Soil tests
The couple are now at home at
Robert Shank, of 208 West 22nd surroundedby white carnations,
day night when they entertainSouth gifts of the groom. She carried a
roses and greens, with ribbon be at home after July 18 in Flint.
Haven.
cascade bouquet of white and yel- IDs East 20th St., following a St., who lives on the unimproved
of
comrnmJmen
wedding trip to Northern Michigan section at the west section, said strdnmers ending in white roses.
low carnations.
First-halfstandings:
Holland Chritian High School, atL Pet. Mrs. Christon De Jongh, sister- and Canada. For travelingthe he represented som£ 30 families She was given in marriage by her tended Hope College and has been toe county agent will arrange to
brother. Egbert Boer.
take soil samples to be tested and
5
Holland*
3 .625 in-law of the bride, as matron of bride wore a pale green linen suit who object to heavy traffic on a
Bridal attendants were her sis- employed as bookkeeperat Boer's will recommend the amount of
4
South Haven
3 .571 honor wore a yellow gown and white accessoriesand a yellow and dirt road. He said most cars are
ter, Miss Margaret Boer, as maid Transfer. Mr. De Young 4 grad- lime necessary.
going 10 to 15 miles an hour faster
4
4
.500 carried a cascade bouquet of white white carnation corsage.
Grand Haven*
of
honor, and Mrs. Egbert Boer uate of Holland High and Hope
Feirville
4
.429 carnations and blue delphinium.
The groom's parents entertained than they used to. and because
3
Those who wish to play In the
and
Mrs. Harvey Buter as brides- College, is affiliated with the GenWith the hot summer months
Zeeland*
5 .375 Eugene Van Doornik attended his at their home following rehearsal of the dust he would have to wash
3
maids. They wore ballerina-lengtheral Motors Inst, plant manage- upon us the time for crab grass to 1955 Macatawa Open Tennis Tourhis house four times a year inFirst-halfgames completed. brother as best man. Ushers were Monday evening.
nament must have their entries in
companion dresses of white nylon ment training program.
show up is here. Crab grass is
stead of twice.
Pre-nuptial showers were given
by Thursday,July
1
dotted in emerald green and styled
primarily a lawn nuisance but
Howard
Van
Egmond,
College
beat Jenison, 7-5.
Macatawa Hotel Manager Richwith scallopedcollars, short sleeves for the bride by Mesdames Mar- can also decrease crop yields if
Jalving, Vander
3 Extra Innings Enough
Iho Redwings beat Drenthe,6-5, and 22nd St., said he lives on a and sashes of green. Their colonial vin Van Eck and Harvey Buter:
ard Den Uyl announced that the
it becomes thick enough. The best
corner which will have a stop sign
Win Golf Tournament
Tuesday
night, in a big upset for
bouqets featured white geraniums Egbert Boer; J. C. Fetter and spray for crab grass on lawns at tournament would start Saturday,
For Drenthe in Softball
the girls league while Zeeland one way or another, .but he felt and pompons.
Ben Bowmaster, and Thomas ButJuly 23 and run through Sunday,
the present time is a mixture of
Elsie Jalving and Virginia VanZEELAND (Special)
Three Bon Ton won its seventh straight the flow of traffic would better
Jack Wickert of Kalamazoo as- ei, G. Komejan and William Topp. chlordane and kerosene. This July 31.
der Kuy copped honors for the extra innings of softball were a game without a defeat over Local be served on this intersectionby
A rehearsal dinner was held FriPrelim, nary matches will be
, first nine holes of this week’s Wohaving College Ave. through. He sisted the groom as best man. Serv- day evening at Cumerford's pri- should be mixed in the amounts of
little trying for Drenthe here 1231, 2-0.
played the first weekend and during
as
ushers
were
Delwin
and
one-half pint of 72 percent chlbrman’s Golf Association two ball Wednesday night.
also pointed to the difficult grade
ing the following week with the
Ronald Komejan, the groom's neph- vate dining room.
dane in a gallon of kerosene. This
foursometournamentat American
Dr. and Mrs. Murray Snow of which would be a definitehazard
The Class B squad got sick of
semis and finals scheduled for the
Legion Country Club, but gave
amount is enough to spray 1.000
in winter.
the whole long-windedaffair and Denver. Colo., announce the birth
way to Yvonne Logan and Gladys
square feet. The chlordanemust last weekend.
Qifford Steketee, of 190 West
exploded for eight runs in the top of a son, born Wednesday at
Competition in four divisions will
De Vries on the back nine.
ho the liquid concentrateform
24th St., said the needs of the
of the ICth to ruin Forest Grove. Presbyterian Hospital in Denver.
be offered— men's singles ami
Florence Tahaney and Helen
people should be considered. He
because the wettable powder kind
Dr. Snow is the son of Mrs. W.
31-3.
doubles, mixed doubles and ladies'
Jones won the low gross.
asked whether the commissionhad
will not do the job.
In a Class A contest, Zutphen Curtis Snow of Holland.
Club officialshave planned a
considered 24th St. and was assured
Other sprays need several ap- singles.
All matches will be played on
flag day tournament for next
that the commission had carefully
plications while the chlordane and
the three courts at Macatawa. Enweek, with handicap based on
considered all aspects of 24th St.
Hope College is playing -host this the Rev. and Mrs. Allen B. Cook kerosene \rill do the job in one
tries can he made by calling the
handicap plus par.
as well as other streets.
week to 153 teenagers from Indiana ot Indianapolis:the Rev. and Mrs. application.It should not be used,
Hazen Van Kampen. of 133 East and Illinois.The youngsters are all Wilbur Washington of St. Anne. however in lawns that have fescue Hotel at 5681 or at the Superior
22nd St., admitted that maybe' members of the Reformed Church Ind.; Miss Wilma Salm of St. Anne; grasses sinee it will be detriment- Sports Store.
Women of the Moose
some crosstown traffic arrange- in the Chicago and north Central the Rev. and Mrs. Stuart Blauw al to them as well as to the crab Attractivetrophies will be awardment was necessary, but he Indiana areas, according to Dean ot Lafayette, Ind.; Mrs. James grasses.New compounds are being ed the winners.
Officers Hold Meeting
Muddle of Chicago; the Rev Stan- tested but are not yet available.
"couldn't see cutting a park in Milton L. Hinga.
Executiveofficersand commitley Schipper of Gary, Ind . the
Crab grasses make their most Boy Hit on Oval
half.”
The group is on the Hope camtee chairman of the Women of
Fred Wise of Park township had pus for what has become an an- Rev. Theodore Zandstra of South rapid growth during the hottest
HAVEN (Special) the Moose met at the home of
no particular associationwith the nual Bible conference.Regular Holland, 111., and the Rev. Arnold and dryest months of the year and Steven Van Noord. three-year-old
Mrs. John Ver Hoef Monday night
22nd St. issue but he tended to courses of study are being con- Dykhuizen of Berwyn. III.
also produce the seed crop during son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van
Afternoon programs are in the th.it time. Clipping alone will not
with four officers and seven chairfavor a through street somewhere ducted each morning in Memorial
form of recreation, with Rev. get it since it can also spread Noord of Hudsonville.was treated
men present.
in the area.
Chapel. Included in the curriculfor slight injuries to his right foot
During the business session the
After all persons had been given um are Bible, mission study and Washingtonin charge. Highlighting close to the ground wherb the
and elbow received on the oval
evening
activities
was
a
get-accommitteechairmenselected their
an opportunityto express their seminars relative to churchman^nower cannot reach it. Spraying at 6 p.m. Wednesday when ho
workers for the ensuing year.
views, Planning Consultant Scott ship, youth problems and vocations. quainted party Monday evening in before it seeds will do a good darted from between two parked
Carnegie gymnasium, in charge of job in eliminating this weed.
Hostess for refreshmentswas
Bagby assured those present that
cars in front of a car and trailer*
Heading the conferenceis the Dean Hinga and Clyde H. Geersenior regent, Mrs. Blanche
this was a typical hearing, that it
driven by Wendell R. Doering. 38,
Rev. Paul Ammerman. pastor of lings cf the Hope
Solomon.
roun,y paS|Uro committee
is only natural that there be obWoodmar Reformed Church of Education Night was he
o- jias just ma(jp arrangements for Birmingham. Doering had just rejections when a change of this kind
moved his trailer from its parking
Hammond,
Ind. He is assisted by
is made, and it is natural too, to
nesday ev_cr’‘_r]^ia^d|^ enrollments and tours in the pasplace and wa§ moving when the
Judgment Awarded
the Rev. James Muddle of Stick- ing a special "Talent Night will
hold a public hearing to hear
ney Reformed Church of Chicago. be conducted. Special services will ture contest.This program is set boy was hit. The boy was treated
Special)
objections.He said the commission
Other faculty members include be held in Memorial Chapel Sun- up to supply information on all in Municipal Hospital.
The Riegler Water Well Drilling.
had carefullystudied all angles of
kinds of hay and pasture improvethe Rev. Albert Van Dyke of First day with Rev. Blauw and Dr. LesInc. of Muskegon was awarded a
tt
the situationand designed a total
ment and members of the commitReformed
Church, De Motte, Ind.; ter Kuyper of Western Theological
judgment of $766.50. plus costs,
traffic plan with a view whiph
tee will be glad to help out where Driver Escapes Injury
against Clyde Spencer of Spring
Seminary in charge.
ultimately will handle twice the
l,eRoy Dale Nieboer, 17, of 119
ever there is a problem. Tours
Lake, after proofs were submitted
i
amount of traffic as today.
will be arranged for early August Walnut Ave., escaped injury
thc
Planning
Commission,)’
Mayin Ottawa Circuit Court WednesHe explained that more through
and ,you can watch for a notice early this morning but his 1947
Open House to Honor
or Visscher said.
day afternoon before Judge Raystreets and traffic controlsare
of a tour in your area. A new model ear was a total loss when
Vander
Hill said something to
mond L. Smith, without a jury.
needed near the commercial secMr. and Mrs. De
section has been added to the it overturned after strikinga telethe effect that people don’t read
The amount represents the baltion, and through streets are spacprogram in the form of a Hay phone guide wire on Eighth St.
ance due on an account for goods
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Hamer
ed usually thereafter according to things like that in The Sentinel.
and Grain Show to be held in near Fairbanks Ave. City police
sold and labor performedfor dequarter-mile,third-mile,h a 1 f- Vsischer's comment had come will hold open house for relatives, October. The dry summer months are investigating.
fendant.
mile and mile intervals,accord- early in the hearing just after Van- neighbors and friends Wednesday, are the critical period in any pasing to traffic needs and density der Hill and Stroop had voiced July 20, in celebration of their ture program and on most farms
40th wedding anniversary.The
of populat’on.He said making 20th their comments.
At the conclusion,VV. A. Butler, event will take place at their home, it is possiblethrough good pasture
to
St. a through street is not the
management to keep a steady
answer in Holland because it is too Planning Commission member and 421 Felch St., from 2 to 5 and 7 flow of milk from the dairy herd.
Sentinel
publisher,
made
a
terse to 9 p.m.
close to 16th and 17th Sts. which
On the other hand while unimlittle speech. "You’re all hurting
Mr. and Mrs. De Hamer were
carry crosstowntraffic.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Van Der Bie
proved pastures give the cattle a
now
because
you
have
a
through
both
born
in
the
Netherlands.
Mrs.
He also said the issue of closing
(Bui ford photo)
lot of exercise but little in the
street on 22n& St. But we’ve b<$n De Hamer name to this country
Miss Ruth Lawrence, daughter IJie wore a light blue linen dress 20th St. between State and Michway
of milk and meat producing
studying these things for four years with her parents at the age of six
of Mr. and Mrs. George Lawrence with white accessories.Eaci^vord igan (whether open or closed)
foods.
and
have
tried
to
wake
up
the
and
Mrs.
De
Hamer
came
at
the
would have no effect on the proof Holland,route 4, became the a corsage of red roses.
bride of Harvey Van Der Bie
A reception for 70 guests fol-| posed through street T>attem. He public. You pay no attention un- age of 20. The couple has lived at
Wednesday evening Juno 29. The lowed at the Elen House. Mr. and| pointed to the necessity of pro- til it hits your neighborhoodand their present locationfor the past Chamber Warn* About
then you come up with a lot of 20 years.
Rev. Elton Van Pern is performed Mrs. Jay Van Der Bie were mas- tecting living areas and yet meetnew ideas and you keep contradic- Mr. De Hamer worked at Drap- Unethical Photographers
ing
traffic
needs,
and
said
there
the double ring ceremony in the ter and mistress of ceremonies.
lounge of BeechwoodChurch in Serving at the punch bowl were were fewer homes on 22nd St. ting yourselves the longer you er's Market for 19 years until last
Holland residents were warned
fall when he retired.
the presence of the immediate |Mr. and Mrs. James Hardy. Mr. than on other streets. He said 22nd talk.
today by William H. Vande Water,
"But
expect
objections
and Mrs. George- Lawrence, Jr., St is designed as a secondary
families.
secretary-manager of the Chamber
The groom is the son of Mr. arranged the gifts. George Law- traffic artery which would not of this kind and don’t blame you Marriage Licenses
of Commerce, to beware of a new
and Mrs. Jack VamDer Bie, 55 rence, Jr., alsb was in charge of carry truck traffic. Mention also at all for coming up to air your
approach being used by an unOttawa County
was made for further development grievances. I wish there were 300
East 40th St
the guest book.
scrupulous few who' operate in the
Herman
Nuismer,
60.
Ferryshere instead of 12 in the audience.
"Largo” and the "Wedding John Van Iwaarden took part of the 13th St playground.
burg,
and
Lillian M. Shinn, 55. photographic portrait business.
I
wish
more
that
you
people
would
Mayor Robert Visscherpointed
March" were played by Miss Ann in the program along with C.
Although he emphasizedthat the
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the public is in agreement with
white accessories.Mrs. Van Der I resides at 55 East 40th St.
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